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Last fall the Office of Education announced that it

was planning to assume a new role of leadership and out-

' lined plans for accomplishing this. This plan was advanced

under the general heading of "educational renewal".1

The National Advisory Council on Education Professions

r
Development has reviewed this proposal carefully and

presents the following findings and recommendatiOns:

1. .The renewal proposal has been advanced as an

effort based on the following concepts:

. . . Increased concentration of resources in
given settings

. . . Systematic, locally organized assessment
of needs -- both generally and with particular
reference to the training of educational
personnel

. . . Opportunity for local units to propose a
comprehensive plan of action based on this
assessment of needs

. . ..Simplifying the procedures by which local
units may make application for Federal support
of several elements of its comprehensive plan

(Documents describing the renewal proposal, the reaction
of. Congress to the proposal, and the issue of consolidation
of Federal programs will be found in the Appendix. See
Appendices A, B, C, and G.
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. . Establishmentof means by which a school
system, universities, and a local community
may work more effectively together on school
vroblemS

. . With reference to training of educational
persOfinel,.more emphasis on_field-based and
in-service training

. . . FoCus on the. needs of students from
low-income families

The Council finds these basic concepts -- whether-

enunciated under "renewal" or any other proposal to

be eminently sound. Indeed, in its 1968-69 Report, the

National Advisory Council on Education Professions

Development advocated more emphasis on theplacement of

.education personnel development in local contexts where
kr

there is.a comprehensiVe, cooperative att4k on system

problems.1 This is one of the, major features. of the

renewal proposal.

In addition, the renewal proposal identifies the

training and development of educational personnel as

a key,element inany significant improVement.or reform

effort.

-See Appendix D.



The success of any educational endeavor -- and, in

particular, the success of the many existing categorical

programs -- turns largely on the qualifications of the

educational personnel involved.' Eloquent testimony for .

the need for more training is provided in a statement by

Dr. Albar A. Pena, Chief of the Bilingual Education

Programs Branch, U.S. Office of Education:

One of the most critical needs in Bilingual
Education which is not being fully met is
that of staff development and teacher train-
ing. The demand for qualified, sensitive
teachers for bilingual.education programs
is now indeed very great. Under our existing
legislation, staff development and teacher
training are provided through the inservice
programs which each program must provide.
However, unless other resources and possibly
special funds under Title VII earmarked for
this purpose are'made available, we will not
have the necessary corps of adequately trained
teachers, to meet the demands faced in the
future. Therefore, we are hopeful that every-
one concerned, be they individuals, in'stit'utions
of higher learning, laboratories, or other
federal programs, will pool all of their'efforts
to resolve this very, critical concern. We
stand ready to explore all possibilities with
the expediency necessary to avoid a possible
disaster.

[From "A Report on the Bilingual Education
Program, Title VII, ESEA," an address delivered
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 15, 1970.1
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2. While the basic ideas of renewal are sound,

it is the Council's view that much work remains to be

done in developing these ideas to the point where they

catr,,be implemented successfully. The Council recommends

that an intensive effort at thinking through the renewal

proposal be undertaken and
t

that a "proposed. policy

statement" be prepared by December 1972. Such astate-.

ment. would be developed along the lines suggested in,

this Council's report to the President and, Congress on

January 25, 1972. 1 "proposed'Froposed policystatement"

would then be,examined by appropriate committees of

the Congress with a view to determining what legislative

authorizations, if any, were needed. This statement would
f -

also be the basis on which public bodies and the educational

community might makr necessary appraisals of the. proposal.

The Office of Education has taken steps to develop

such a policy statement. Persons from outside the '..

government-will be assembled this summer to work full time

for a two month period.on this project. Heading this

1See Appendix E of this report .(Pages A-1 to A-18 of
Windows to the Bureaucracy.)
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group will be B. Othanel Smith, Professor of Education

Emeritus,_University of Illinois, and currently on the-
,

faculty of the University of South Florida. Professor

Smith is principal author of the highly-regarded

Teachers for the Real World.

We commend the Office of .Education on this initiative,

and.urge

1) that., in organizing this endeavor, account
be taken of the Council's recommendations on
policy panels as outlined in Appendix C of the
Council report referred to above;1

2) that ample funds be assigned this activity
such, that the full range of the best talent
of the nation might be available to prepare
this document;

3) that the Office of Education consider
extending the time when the report_ofthis---
policy panel is sulithitted, if the qualit'Y of
the report would be enhanced thereby.

3. The Council sees the need for undertaking,

immediately, a limited number of pilot efforts based on

the.general concepts of the renewal proposal. Pilots

in twenty sites should be sufficient to accomplish the

purposes outlined below.

1
See Appendix .F of this report.
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It is critical that,this pilot effort be organized

with a view.to determining the advantages and diSadvantages

of various approaches to educational improvement and .

reform. It is important,.therefore, that the concept

of planned variation be employed in designing the several

pilot projects.

Illustrations of the kinds Of variation's that should

be considered .follow:

Varying the combinations of existing
Federal programs in the. several sites. It
would be important to bring together, in at
least one site, the maximum number of pro-
-grams: This would include -- in addition
to thelltogranis now being considered
bilingual education, vocational education;
environmental education, and like programs
now adthinistered by the Office of Education,
provided such combinations were recommended
under .a locally-devised plan. Indeed, where
appropriate, the-possibility of drawing on
educational programs of-other Federal agencies.
(e.g., the National So4ence Foundation) should
be considered._

, . Some sites might
combination of Federal
projects_ that had-been
years. In other sites
under various programs.

selected wherein the
prograts would represent
,funded for one or more
the:majority of projects.
would-be newly.!funded.

. There should be a deliberate effort to
vary the 'amount of money allocated to the several
sites, In at least one or two sites the per -

be



pupil allocation -- resulting from the application
of several Federal programs in a single site
shoild be very substantially above the average.

a . The time span over which a site was
. assured funding should be varied. Five years
might be the average, with at least two or
three -- especially those involving complex
operations -- being given assurances of funding
over a seven year period.

. . . Various approaches to the in-service
training of educational personnel halve been
proposed over the last decade: training provided
solely.in the school; ,training as recommended
by advisory bodies representing the schools;
institutions of higher education, and the
community;, training as deteimined substantially
by institutions of higher edupation; training
as determined by edutationalipersonnel themselves,
as in the British Teacher Center model. Various
approaches to this matter should be provided for
in the several sites.

, . . Under two Office of Education efforts
inaugurated over the last several years Trask.
Force '72 and Project TREND), liMited.pilot
efforts were undertaken to. explore aspects, of
what is now known as . "renewal ". Some sites'
'should-be selected'to,build on this experience;
otheri should be.designed on the basiS of
dif.ferent premises.

. . Some educators argue that the most effective
improvement or reform. results when personnel in
school systems are proviled the resources to devise
locallY-developed approaches to educational
problems. Others hold that improvement or reform
particularly` when complex problems are involved,
is best achieved when school systems are provided
the resources to adopt or adapt approaches devised
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r
externally; under conditions which make possible,
intensive and systematic development of a
curriculum, a type of school organization, etc.;
and by those with special expertness in concep-
tualizing and executing a multi-faceted model
or plan. It wvald be,desirable to have both
approaches represented in the pilot sites.

. . . Some of the specific ideas proposed under
the renewal plan announced last fall (e.g.,- the
Educational Extension Agent) should be included
as features of some sites and not of others.

. . : For some programs (e.g., the Bilingual
,Education Program), the expenditure of funds for
the training and development of educational
personnel, along with other aspects of the
educational process,- is specifically authorized.
In some projects under these programs, a
significant percentage of project funds is .

devoted to this purpose. In the case of such
programs, two patterns` might obtain in the pilot
sites. In one, funds from Part D or the Education
Professions Development Act would be employed to
provide for this training; monies presently' being
expended for this training would be used to
strengthen those other aspects of the educational
process authorized by tie legislation governing
the program. In those sites where it was
determined that the training of personnel was
the principal need, Part D funds mould be added
to those being provided under the program.

. . Differing approachee, to needs assessment,
'competence-based teacher education, and like
matters should be employed in the several sites.

. . Sites should be selected with a view to
determining the applicability of the general
concepts underlying the renewal proposal to the
following settings and special conditions :.



urban and rural schools; regional differences,
where these can be clearly identified; Indian
schools; settings where a plan for integration
is beginning or underway and settings where
there is a massive concentration of low-income
or minority children; and like conditions.

Undoubtedly, the students attending-those schools

included in the plot sites would receive substantial

benefit from concentration of resources and the other,

general concepts of renewal. Undoubtedly,. top, the pilot'
- ,

sites will.provide important new'information about the

efficacy of specific educational innovations employed in

the several sites.

Aff B! )However important these and other outcomes might be,

the Council wishes to emphasize that the primary-Purpose-
--

of this piloteffort should be to explore the merits of

various general strateees of reform and' improvement so

that the Congress'and the Executive Branch may make a

determination as to how the Federal government can make

its most effective contribution to the strengthening of

the nation's educational system.

Setting this purpose as dominant in the pilot effort

would have the following implications:

- 9



1)_ The pilot effort should be organized in such
fashion that the advantages and disadvantages, .

the problems encountered, and like matters can
be captured at each stage of development of the
pilot sites and of the'overall pilot effort.
Sensitive descriptions of actions taken are a
vitally needed aspect of the history of an
enterprise which is designed to aid in.the
formulation of national policies. (This task;
the need to make continuing'assessments as the
activity in the pilot sites progresses; the need.
to provide substantial amounts of technical
assistance; and other.special requirements will
place unusual burdens on the Office of. Education,
Keeping such an endeavor Within manageable
proportions is. one of the important reasons for
recommending thiethe number of sites be limited
to twenty.)

In the initIS:i.year of the pilots, activity
shoilld be confined to planning, with intense
'effort at designing and carrying out .a needs
assessment procedure in each local setting. In'

view .of this its:should.be recognized that only
the most preliminary information about the pilots
may be available by January of next year, when
some important decisions will have to be made.
HoweVer, even limited information will prove to
be an extremely helpful complement to the
"proposed policy statement", which, as noted
above, should be available in December. Further,
it is pportant to start the pilots now, so that
a relJhble body of-information about actual
operations can be-developed, on the basis of
which important questions of educational policy
may be decided over the next several years.'

2.)__Because'of the special purpose of this
endeavor, the achievement of equitable national
distribution of funds should not be a consideration.
Rather, the selection of sites should be,decided

- 10 -
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in terms of which local settings, from a
list of possibles, would best satisfy the
requirements of planned variation, listed
above.

3) If the,pilots are. to be-examples of local
school systems attempting-to bring about
fundamental improvements and reform, these
school systems-will have to make a number of
fundamental changes in their existin: ractices.
There is reason to believe that the local
settings which might be'selected as pilot
Sites would be prepared tp do just that. However,
this will require some'commitments from the
Federal 'government.

AO,

If a bcal communitfis to undertake a thorough-
going needs assessments - -a plan of action based on
this may require a substantial outlay of funds.
In addition, such a plan-may call for important
changes in' organization, curriculum and other
aspects of school operations, the success of which
would require sustained support over a period of
years.

The number of pilot sites-should be determined
on the basis of the ability of:the Office of
Education to provide adequate funds for reasonable
requests made by the pilot sites, and to provide
sustained support for .the site over the period of
time needed to assure success of local endeavors.
Meeting these conditions may mean that the number
of sites supported should be fewer than the twenty
suggested above.

The Council feels-strongly that funds for these
sites be available only (1) from monies available
as a result of an increased appropriation for programs
involved or (2) from-monies-available as a result of
the normal phasing out-of existing projects. - No
program should be phased out, and no project should

".



be phased out prematurely to provide funds for
the pilot sites.

4. The renewal proposal raises a number of funda-

mental issues which appear not to have been carefully

considered. We mention three:

a. the role of higher education in the training
and development of educational personnel;

b. iproyision for the- reform and improvement of
the pre-service training of'educational.personnel;

c, iii'OvIsion for the-extraordinary numbers of
educational personnel who will be needed over
the next.few years in certain fields (e.g.,
early childhood education).

.These and comparable issues must be dealt with in

Any comprehensive policies being prOposed by the Office

of'Education.

5. The Council recommends that the existing thrust

of programs under the Education Professions Development

Act be maintained. As part of the process of developing

the "proposed -policy statement " referred to above, the

existing EP1K programs should be carefully examined with

a view to determining what elements should be maintained,

-modified or- eliminated.

- 12-



Specifically, we recommend that an appraisal of these

programs be undertaken' by Office of Education personnel

and, independently; by panels of persons outside the

government appointed for this purpose.

Reports prepared on the basis of these appraisals

should be provided the appropriate committees of the

Congress.

6; The use of needs assessment techniques is a key

element in the renewal proposal. It is our observation

that the state of the art with respect to this technique

could accurately be characterized as primitive. Much more

intensive work needs to be done if assessments of

educational needs in local settings are to be successful.

7. The Congress and the Executive Branch must have the

capacity to keep under constant review existing policies and

programs in education. They must also have the capacity to

propose new policies which will strengthen and improve

American education. But the adoption of new policies

should be based on fully-developed policy statements and

on the experience gained from pilot efforts.

In Windows to the Bureaucracy, this Council spoke

- 13 -



specifically to this point in terms which are applicable

to the Congress as well as to the Executive Branh:

Sustained Effort. The turnover of personnel who
direct Federal education activities is sub-
stantial. All too often, changes of personnel in.
the Executive Branch are accompanied bylthe
promulgation'of new priorities or the institution
of new programs. This results inconfution and
frustration on the part of .those who di ect
projects in the schools or colleges. Federal
efforts in education should be governediby policy,
not by the inclinations of each new person
assigned responsibility for an agency or a program.
On occasion, changes in a course of action are
inevitable, indeed desirable. .But unnecessary
changes will be-kept-to a minimum, if-policies.are _
worked our thoroughly when a program is inaug-
urated and if those advocatin: a new direction

provide ,a rationale more compelling
than that which governs existing practice's.
are re uired.to

- 14 -



Recommendations

We are recommending in this report

1. that a limited number of pilots be undertaken to

explore some of the ideas advanced under renewal, and that

the concept of planned variation be employed in organizing

this pilot effort.

2. that the existing thrust of the programs now being

administered under the Education Professions Development Act

be maintained.

3. that a thorough appraisal\ofeach of these existing
\/

programs be undertaken by both Office of.Education personnel

and panels consisting of persons outside the government.

Further, that reports setting forth the findings of the

Office of Education study, and those of each of the panels'

appointed, be given wide distribution.

4. that the Office of Education prepare'a full-scale

policy statement outlining the course of action it proposes.

The recommendations concerning pilots should not be

construed as an endorsement of "renewal" as a policy. An

educational idea, however imaginative, is not a policy. A

concept, however powerful, is not a policy. A term, however

stirring, is not a policy. In its report, Windows to the
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Bureaucracy, this Council has set forth its views as to

what constitutes an adequate policy-statement._ The

materials describing the renewal proposal do not meet

these conditions.

Thus, while we applaud the Office of Education for

its initiative in advancing some ideas that warrant most

serious consideration, we urge that agency to bend every

effort in the coming months to prepare a carefully drawn

policy statement which will clearly indicate the course

of action being proposed, and which will set forth the

rationale for each major component of that course of

action.

We urge the Congress to give the Office of Education

explicit authorization to establish, as soon as possible,

not more than twenty pilot sites where the' ideas under the

renewal proposal may be explored in selected school systems.

Such authorization should insure that the integrity of the

Federal programs involved is maintained; that the-partici-

pation of school systems in these pilot sites is entirely

voluntary; that funds are used only for those purposes

authorized in each Federal program involved in a site;

- 16 --



and that the concept of planned variation is employed.

Beyond this, the Office of Education should be given wide

latitude in organizing this pilot effort.

Finally, we urge that, as soon as the Office of

Education has completed preparation of a proposed policy

statement, the Congress hold hearings so that a determination

may be ,made as to what legislative authorizations are

appropriate.

C
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S 2708 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE
former attending physician at the Cap-
itol, Dr. George W. Calver, died quietly
at borne early yesterday morning, Febru-
ary 27.

On December 8. 1928, a. Comdr.
George Wehnes Calver, Medical Corps,
U.S. Navy, was assigned as the physician
in attendance to the U.S. House of Rep-
esentatives as the result of a resolution
of the House. A similar resolution was
soon' passed by the Senate so that Dr.
Calver, became the first physician to
administer officially to Members of
Congress.

When first assigned, he had no office:
his center of- operations was the Demo-
cratic cloak room of the House. By the
time Vice Admiral Calver retired in 1966,
his staff had increased to two medical as-
sistants and several corpsmen and
nurses.

During his 38 years tenure, Dr. Calver
had many sage words of advice for his
"constituents." Among them were his "10
commandments of healthy:

1. Eat wisely.
2. Drink lots of water and fruit Juices.
3. Eliminate thoroughly.
4. 'Bathe cleanly.
S. Exercise rationally.
e. Accept Inevittsbles,
7. Play enthusiastically.
8. Relax completely.
9. Sleep sufficiently.
10. Check up occasionally.
Admiral Calver had a distinguished

career in the military service. He was
commissioned on June 18. 1913, as lieu-
tenant junior grade, and retired as vice
admiral, on September 30, 1966. In addi-
tion,,hwas a Fellow in the American
College of Physicians, a member of many
Professional organizations, and served
as president of the American College of
Cardiology. tie war a Past Grand Para-
mount Carabito in the Military Order of
the Cazabao.

During his 38 years as attending phy-
sician at the Capitol, he made many
close friends among the Members of the
Senate and House.

His widow Jessie, of Washington; D.C.,
and two daughters, Mrs. Paul F. Dickens
of Washington. DC., and Mrs. Elder Carl
Swanson of Green Cove Spring, Fla.,
survive him.

I wish to, express my deep regret at the
passing of- ihis man who served the two
Houses of Congress so well over such a
Long period of time. His retirement was
a sad occasion; his passing is a sadder
one. To his family, we extend our con-
dolences in their hour of sorrow.

Mr. Pi esident, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed at this point in the
RECORD a brief biography of Dr. Calver.

There being no objection, the biog-
raphy was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
*ince ADM. GEORGE WEHNES CALVES, MEDICAL

CORPS, U.S. NAVE, RETIRED
George Wettnes Calver was born in Wash-

Ington, D.C.. November 24. 1887.. son of
Dr. Thomas Calver and Little Wehnee Cal -
ver. He atteLded Eastern High School and
George Washington University in Washing-
ton, and was graduated in 1912 from the
Medical School of that University. He en-
tered the United States Naval Reserve on
June 18, 1913, and was commissioned As-
sistant Surgeon, with the rank of lieutenant,
itirtior grade, Medical Corps. and transferred

In the Same rank to the Medical Corps, US.
Navy. on April 10, 1914. He subsequently
advanced through the grades to Medical Di-
rector with the rank of captain, as of May
30. 3934. On October 9. 1945, be was pro-
moted to rear admiral, for temporary serv-
ice. and on November 1, 1947. he transfer-
red to the Retired List of the Navy in that
rank. He was promoted to vice admiral effec-
tive September 30, 1966.

Upon reporting for active duty in 1913,
be had instruction at the Naval Medical
School, Washington, D.C. This course com-
pleted in May, 1914. he joined the USS
SUPPLY at San Francisco, and one year
later he was detached and ordered to the
Aslastic Station for assignment. During the
next; two years he served at the Naval Sta-
tions. Guam, and Cavite. P.I., on the Yang-
tze Patrol aboard the USS PALOS and the
USS GALVESTON, and in January, 1917, he
was ordered to the Naval Hospital, Yokoha-
ma, Japan. for three months.

Throughout World War I, and until De-
cember. 1919. he served in Charleston, South
Carolina. three months at the Navy Yard,
and thereafter as Executive Officer of the
Naval Hospital. Charleston.

He had duty with Destroyer Plotillis-2",-
Atlantic Fleet. from December, 1919, to Feb-
ruary, 1922. successively In the USS BRIDGE-
PORT. the USS THOMAS, and again in the
BRIDGEPORT. Ordered to the Hospital
Corps Training Sehool for Pharmacist Mates.
at the Naval Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia. be
served until May 29. 1925, when he joined'
the USS HENDERSON and was Senior Afed-
teal Officer of that transport until detached
in February, 1927. He then reported to the
Naval Dispensary, Navy Department, Wash-
ington, where he was Medical Inspector from
April. 1927. He remained in that assign-
ment ten years, with additional duty from
December, 1928. in attendance at the House
of Representatives during sessions of Con-
gress.

From May 10. 1937, until July 14, 1941, he
served at the Naval Medical Center. Wash-
ington, D.C., with additional duty as before
as Attending Physician at the Capitol.

He was relieved of duty at the Naval Medi-
cal Center, but continued his duties as Medi-
cal Officer in attendance on the Congress. He
also served as consultant in the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery, Research Division.
before and during World War IL In addition
to his primary duty of providing medical at-
tendance to the membership of both the
House and Senate. he has devoted himself
diligently to medical research at the Naval
Medical School, as well as serving actively
as special consultant in internal medicine
to the Naval Hospital, Bethesda. His retire-
ment became effective on November 1. 1947.
but he has remained continuously on active
duty as before.

Vice Admiral Calvet' has the Victory Medal;
American Defense Service Medal; American
Campaign Medal; and World .War II Victory
Medal.

He married in 1916 Mies Jessie Willits,'
daughter of the late Admiral and Mrs. A. B.
Willits, USN. They 'lave two daughters, and
reside at 3135 Ellicott Ayenue, N.W.. Wash-
ington, D.C.

Doctor Calver is a member of the American
...Medicafkasoclation, and in 1928Vas elected
a Fellow of the American College of Physi-
clans. He was. elected to the American Col-
lege of Cardiology 'In 1951 and has served
as President of the College of Cardiology: Ile
is a Fellow of the American Geriatrics and
Gerontological Societies and is certified by
the American Board of Internal Medicine
(1944).

BM", GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
diztinguished majority leader yield?

Mr. MANSFIELD I yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, on be-

half of the-leadership and the member-

February .2S, 19'2
ship on this side of the aisle, 7 wish to
associate with the remarks of the distin-
guished majority leader. - ,

Dr. Calvin was not only an outstanding L.

physician bat, as the distinguished ma-
jority leader has said. he was also a close
and valued.friend.of Senators and Mem-
bers of the House of Representatives. He
will be missed, and I join in extending
sorrow and condolences to his family.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I
thank the Senate for allowing us in make
these few remarks.

QUORUM CALL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I sug-

gest the absence of a quoruni.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GAM-

B RELL). The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceed-

ed to call the roll.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

,swalmat'.

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972
The Senate continued with the consid-

eration of the House amendment to
S. 659, a bill to amend the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965, the Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 1963, and, related acts, and
for other purposes.

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an amendment and ask that it .

be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

will report the amendment.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 448, line *231.- strike "June 30,

1973." and insert. In lieu thereof "June 30,
1974.

Mr.: BEALL. M. Presider t, this is a
very uncomplex amendmerrl and not
"nearly so controversial as those we have
been considering recently.

It simply changes the termination'
date for the section. Section 123 pro -
videk emergency assistance for institu-
tions of higher education, those institu,
tions having financial difficulty in sur-
viving today's escalating costs.

When we passed the bill last year, we
wanted to make it a 2-year program and
have .the program until 1973. because it
was then 1971. It is now 1972, and we
still want a 2-year program. The amend-
ment simply changes the date from
1973 to 1974.

Mr. PELL. I have studied. the amend-
ment of the Senator from Maryland. I
think it has great merit. I recommend
to the Senate that we iecept the amend-
ment. I yield back the remainder of my
time.

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I thank the
Senator from Rhode Island, and I yield
back the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
having-expired, the question is on agree-,
ing to the amendment. of the Senator
from Maryland. (Putting the question.)

The amendment was agreed to. .

Mr. PEUJ. Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
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The legislative clerk proceeded-to call

the roll.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President. I ask unan-

imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordergd.

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I would
like to ask the manager of the bill to
state as a matter of legislative history the
procedure for administering the basic,
education opportunity grant Program
and the way in which the basic grant
program would be related to the present
student assistance programs.

Mr. PELL. Thg bill passed by the Sen-
ate does not deal with the specific ad-
ministrative mechanism for the basic
educational opportunity grant program.
This matter is omitted because pro-
visions in present law give the Com-

. missioner di Education authority for ad-
ministering this program under contrac-
tual arrangements. When the Committer.
on Labor 'and Public Welfare considered
8. 859 in executive session, the method
by which the basic grant prograni was
administered was considered specifically.
The committee believed that the admin-
istrative mechanism should be left un-
der the authority of section 411(b) of
the General Education Provisions Act.
That section reads- as follows:

(b) In admimisteriag any applicable pro-
gram, the Commissioner is authorized to

-utilize the services and facilities of any
agency of the Federal Government and of
any other public or nonprofit agency or
institution in accordance with appropriate
agreements, and to pay for such services
either ih advance or by wayCf reimburse-

. meat, as may be agreed upon.
Under this provision it is intended

that the Commissioner will contract with
colleges and universities at which basil
grant recipients are in attendance for
the administration of the program in
each of the schools.

Within the colleges and universities, it
is probable that student financial aid of-
ficers will administer the basic grant pro-
gram. The student financial aid' officers
would receive copies of the schedules
promulgated by the Commissioner as
provided in the bill, and individual stu-
dente seeking basic grants would make
application through the financial aid of-
ficers; The student financial aid officers
would then calculate, on the basis of the
Commissioner's schedules, the amount
which the student's family could reason-
ably be expected to contribute to his or
her postsecondary education. Once that
amount is calculated,' the student will
automatially receive the difference be-
tween. that amount which the family
is reasonably expected to contribute and
$1,400. It is not foreseen that the basic.

, grant program will be any more "Fed-
eral" than the .present student aid pro-
grams are. It is probable that the basic
grant program could not be operated
without the services of student financial

o aid officers.-
It is also expected that the Commis-

sioner will carry out an intensive dis-
semination project in order to inform
potential students of their rights under .

the basic grant program, and that he
will provide technical assistance to insti-
tutions, aiding them in the administra-

tion of the program. The Commissioner half of the following Senators, who Join
has authority to carry on these activities me as cosponsorsSenators WILLIAMS.
under sections 412, 413, and 414 of the MONTOYA, and KENNEDYI offer an
General Education Provisions Act. amendment, send it to the desk, and ask

The contract authority of the Commis- that it be read.
stoner of Education under section 411(b)-- -ThePRESIDING OFFICER. The
of the General Education Provisions Act amendment will be read.

. provides . that the COmmissioner must The legislative clerk proceeded to read
pay for the services of contractors. the amendment offered by the Senator

. Therefore, the Commissioner will pay the from California for himself and other
administrative expenses of institutions of Senators.
higher education for their activities Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask
'under the basic grant program. unanimous consent that the reading of

These funds will be paid to the institu- the amendment be dispensed with.
tions from appropriations for salaries Mr. DOMINICK. Mr.. President, re-
and expenses of the Office of Education serving the right to object, unless it is an
under section401tc) of the General Edu-sr extremely, long amendment, would the
cation Provisions Act. Senator. care to have it read? I would

I would emphasize that the basic grant like to know about it, because I have had
program is not a discretionary program. long discussions about it.
If a student qualifies for a basic ,grant Mr. CRANSTON. I can explain it, but
under the law and the schedules festab- if the Senator wishes it road, we can do
fished by the Commissioner, that stu- that. However. I will be glad to give him
dent has a right to a grant in the amount a copy to read while I am explaining it.
established under those schedules. The Mr. DOMINICK. If the Senator has a
student aid officer may not deny the copy of it, fine.
student a grant to which he or she is The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is, there
entitled. objection to the unanimous consent. re-

The basic grant program is intended 'quest? Without objection, it is so or-
to be a floor supporting the present stu- dered. .
dent aid programs. It definitely is not The amendment offered by Mr.
intended to replace the present programs. Can t:nos for himself and other Sena-
As the bill is drafted, there is a separate tors is as follows:
authorization for the present programs On page 635, beginning on line 16, strike
apart from the basic grant entitlement. out all down through line 6, on page 636.
Any attempt to shift funds from present and insert in lieu thereof the following:
student aid programs to the basic gtant (5) (A) (1) The General Education Provi-
program would be contrary to the intent skitis Act is amended
Of the committee. (I) In section 402 (as such section is add-

In fact, the success of the basic 'grant ed by clause (2) of -subsection (a)). by add-
program will be directly dependent on ing at the end thereof the, followIng new
the continued funding of the present subsection:..--
educational opportunity grant', program stoner

(C) (1) In order to enable the CoCommis-
to carry out the purpose and dutiesas well as on the work-study program of the Office of Education, the Commissioner

and direct loan program, because these is authorized, during the period' beginning
Jury 7, 1972, and ending June 30, 1975, toprograms are intended to supplement the
make grants to, and contracts with, publicbasic 'grant program. These supplemen- and private institutions, agencies, and orga-tary programa must be used to give !I- nizations for the dissemination of informs-rutncial assistance to two categories of

students: First, the supplementary pro- rho: itef;:g ostueleyosa,tif000r.
itnednerage

projects in
ior;grams will be used to provide additional studies related to the management of the

financial assistance to those students of Office of Education.
extreme need for wham the basic grant -(2) From the sums appropriated pursuanttIS insufficient to enable them to complete to section 401(c) for any fiscal year, the

education program.a postsecondary m Sec.- amount available for the purposes of this
ond, the supplementary programa will subsection shall not exceed $25,000,000.".

also be used for students who go to more' cleLse
(n1 )seocttisoon 421 (as (soor)e.cloeysignadtiend by

expensive institutions of higher educa- the end thereof the following new sublec-
tion who have need for assistance, but tion:
who are not eligible for basic grants. "lc) (1) (A) Except in the case of a law

There is no intent on the part of the which
committee that the total package of stu- "(I) authorizes "appropriations for carry-
dent or controls the administration of.aid programs serve only basic grant an

ing
applicable program, orrecipients. "(11) is enacted in express limitation of

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I thank the the provisions of this paragraph,
Senator.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I suggest the authorize the
of any law shall be construed to

bonze the consolidation of any applicable
absence of a quorum.. program with any other program. -

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk "(B) No provision of any law which au-
will call the roll, thorizes an appropriation for carrying out,

The legislative elerk. proceeded to call or controls the administration of, an appli-
the roll. . cable program shall be construed to authorize

.

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask the consolidation oftaany such program with
unanimous consent that the order for the a ayonsolidaptiatrtameanpvecawalif Eaco:eiceintahegroreacyn.ch-
quorum call be rescinded. "(C) For the purposes of this subsection.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the term- 'consolidation' means any agree-
objection, it is so ordered, merit, arrangement, or the other procedure

The Senator from California is rec- which result. in'(I) the commingling of funds derivedognized. from one appropriation with those derived
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, on be- from another appropriation,
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" 'J) the transfer of funds ejerlved from

an appropriation to the use of an activity
not authorized by the law authoilking such
appropriation.

OM the use of any practice or procedure
which has the effect of requiring. or provid-
ing for, the .approval of an application for
funds derived from different appropriations
on any basis, or according to any criterion,
other than that for which provision is made
in the law which authorizes the appropria-

, lion of such funds, or In this title, or
"(iv)' the making of a grant or contract

involving theuse of funds derived from one
appropriation dependent upon the receipt of
a grant or contract involying the use of funds
derived from another appropriation.

"(2) (A) No requirement or condition im-
posed by a law authorizing appropriations for
carrying out any applicable program, or con-
trolling the administration thereof, shall be
waived or modified, unless such a' waiver or
modification Is expressly authorized by such
law or by a provision of this title or by a
law expressly limiting the applicability of
this paragraph.

"(B) There shall be no limitation off the
use of funds appropriated to carry out any
applicable program other than limitations
Imposed by the law authorizing the appro.
priation or a law controlling the administra-
Lien of auch.program; nbr shall any funds
appropriated*to carry out an applicable pro-
gram be allotted, appottioned, allocated, or
otherwise ,distributed in any manner or by
any method different from that specified in
the law authorizing the appropriation.

"(3) No person holding office in the execu-
tive branch of the Government shall exer-
cise any authority wihch Would authorize or
effect any activity prohibited by paragraph.
(1) or (2)

"(4) The transfer of any responsibility, au-
,. thorny:power, duty, or obligation subject

to this title, from the Commissioner to any
other officer in the executive branch of the
Government. shall not affect the applicabil-
ity of this title with respect to any applicable
program.";

(III) by amending the heading of such
section 421 to read: "ADMINISTRATION OF EDEN,
CATION PROGRAMS ".

(ii) (I) The provisions of section 421(c)
of the General Education Provisions Act
shall be effective upon the date of enactment
of this Act. No provision of any law which
is inconsistent with such section 421(c) shall
be effective nor shall any such provision con-
trol to the extent of such inconsistency. un-
less such a law is enacted after the date of
enactment of this Act and in express limita-
tion of such section 421(c).

(II) Nothing in such section 421(c) shall
be construed to authorize any activity .not
prohibited thereby.

(B) (1) There is hereby established, within
.the Office of Education, a Bureau of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education (herein-
after in this subparagraph referresi M as the
"Bureau") which shall be responsible. for
the administration of the-programs author-
ized by titles I. II, III (except Section
V. VII, and VIII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1983, by section
232 (a) (2) of the Economic bpportpnity Aot
of 1964. by the Act of September 23, 1960
(Public Law 815, EIghty -first Congress) and.
the Act of September 30, 1950 (Public Law
674, Eighty -first Congress). Within the
Bureau there shall be

(I) Division fit Compensatory Education
with responsibility for the' administration
of the programs authorized by titles I and
VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Edu--
cation Act of 1985 and section 222(a) (3)
of the' EcothouAlo Opportunity Act of 1964;

(II) a DivisiOn of Bilingual Education.
with responsibility for the administration
of the programs sarthorined by title VII of
the Elementary and Secondary Education
Atct ,of

(III) Division of School Assistance in .
Federally Affected Areaa with responsibility
for "the administration of the programs
authorized by such Acts of. September 23,
1950, and September 30, 1980; and

(IV) a Division of Assistance to Statee,
with responsibility for the administration'
of the programs authorized by tithe; II, III,
and V of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1963,

(11) The ' Bureau shall be headed by an
Associate Commissioner who shall be ap-
pointed by the Commissioner and who shall
be placed in, and compensated at the rate
specified for, grade 18 of the General Sclud-
ule set forth in section..5332 of title 5,
United States Code; and each of the Divi-
sions described in division (i) shall' be
headed by a Director who shall be placed
in grade 17 of such General Schedule; andln
addition, there is hereby created, and as-
signed to the Bureau, four additional posi-
Lions to be placed in grade 18 of such Gen-
eral Schedule. The positions created by this
division shall be in addition to the number
of positions placed in the appropriate grades
under section 5108 of title 5, United States
Code,

(C) (1) During the period beginning on the
date of enactment of this Act and ending
June 30. 1974, the CcnrunisSioner .14 author-
ized, notwithstanding paragraph (1) of
section 421(c) of the General Education
Provisions Act, to use funds available for
the purposes of

(I) section 308 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1065;

(II) part D of title V of the .Ifigher
Education Act of 1985; and

(Ill) except as is provided In division (11),
section' 402(c) of the General Education
Provisions Act;
for assisting local' educational agencies in
Planning. developing, and operatingeduca-
Lion renewal sites. Such assistance hall be
used to support innovative .projects carried
out in one or more schools in-the field of
elementary and secondary education designed
to 'bring about comprehensive reform in the
educational process. Such projects may M-
elanie, among other activities, the training
eat retraining of teachers and other educa-
ional personnel, including the payment of
such stipends as the Commissioner may
determine to such persons (including Mimi-
ances for subsistence and other expensei
for such persons and their dependents) while,
participating in such' training or retraining.

(11) The funds available under section'
402(c) of the' General Edlication Provisions
Act for the purposes of division (I) _shall
be that part of the appropriation under such
section which the Commissioner certifies to
the Congress is not needed to carry out (I)
the statistical operations of the Office of
Education, (II) surveys and studies by the
Office of Education, and (III) the continua-
tion, during the final years ending June 30,
1973, and June 30, 1974, of the educational
television programs popularly knoWn as"
eSesame Street" and "The Electric Company".

(1il) Nothing in this anbparagrapli shall
be construed to authorize the funds made
evallable for education renewal sites under
division (I) to be used for any activity not
authorized by the law authorizing the .ap-
propriatiOn of such funds.

(iv) The Oornmiceioner is hereby author-
ized to request appropriations undo the
authority of section 401(c) of the General
Education Provisions Act to supplement the
funds made available to. him under division
(1) for education renewal sites.

03)(1) The" Condoner Is hereby
authorized, consistent with the amendments
made by JAL, .parraph (5), to provide as-
sistance to local educational agencies, during
the fiscal sears ending 'June 30, 1973, and
June 90, 1974, in order to continue the pro-
pima known as. "Right To Read" which is
designed to improve reading programs and

end illiteracy, which assistance shall be used
to identify exemplary reading programs and
support local educational agencies which
adopt such exemplary programs. The Corn-

' mina-loner is authorized to request, under
the authority of section 401(c) of the Gen-
era Education Provisions Act, sorb minis
as are needed to implement this .t.al ;:ant -
graph (D).

(ii) None of the, funds not/loft/hi L. tr
appropriated under subpart 4 of title IV A
of the Higher Education Act of 121'.5 :Thaa
be used for the prOgrarn known :I:: 10
Read".

. Mr. CRANSTON. Mr, President, the.
amendment I offer is designed to clear
up a very- confusing and unnecesFarily
complicated situation which has dcrel
oped in the Office of Education ii. the
past 5 or 6 months.- The Commissioner
of Education is proposing reorer.niza-
tional schemes,' new' funding patterns,
an4 program consolidations in order to

'implement the en-called educational. re-
newal site strategy..

The Commissionc_r has stated that the
fundamental purpose of , the Office of
Education is to assist school systems to
improve educational achievement and
that the Office of Education must, he an
active participant in education reform, a
purpose which I support when he uses
Procedures authorized by law. The. major
component of the Commissioner's strate-
gy was described as a simply a new "ad-
ministrative procedure." However. tipoii
examination, this administrative proce-.
dure involves a great more than a Min-
pie internal organizational matter it is
a reorganization which is designed' to
change education programs now author -°-
ized by latv in a, manner, which I be-
lieve and the chairman of the Education
Subcommittee (Mr. PELL) believes, is in-.
consistent with the intent of Conger s-. A
major part of the strategy' involveld the
consolidation of ,four acigrainst he
teacher training institutes under the
Education Professions Development Act:
.,.the dropout prevention program, and the
Federal share of title III of the Elernen-
tary and Secondary Education Actinto
a single program, that is the education
rezier*Al site program.

At, the same time; in order to accom
plish this purpose, three bureaus of the
Office of Education were completely dis-
rupted and reorganized, jOining and

-separating programs without regard for
the interests of the education community
or theintent of-the Congress.

It was intended that the Commission-
er would establish 200 education renewal
sites in &cal' 1973, and that. the num-
ber would be increased each year until
1,000 sites involving 10,000 schools would
be ire' operation throughout the coun-
try. This was intended .to be accom-
plished without authorizing legislation.

A number of members. of the Commit-
tee on Labor and Public Welfareand of
the House Committee on Education and
Labor became concerned about the Com-
missioner's activities in this area. Both.'
the House and Senate reports 'on, the
pending bill expressed s.ceicern about this
proposal and questioned the legal aur
thorny of the Commissioner to carry it
out without congrtisional aPPrOVal In
spite of these reports, the Commissioner
prooieded with the project, with no con-
sultation with the Cqpirress.

11
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On October 14. 1971, the Commissioner

announced to Office of Education em-
ployees his final approval of the project
and on October transfers of person-
nel were begun. Shortly thereafter, State
educational agencies and, selected local
educational agencies were notified that
they were to prepare for the, new pro-
gram. . .

The chairman of the Education Sub?
committee (Mr. Pitt) then made inquir-
ies on this matter and pointed out that, -
at least with respect to the ,dropout pre-
vention program and the bilingual edu-
cation program, the Commissioner's
Plans were not authorized by law: Fl
nally, oni;January 7 the Commissioner
informed the' chairman that the bilin-
gual education program and the dropout
'Prevention program were to be :omitted
from the project. At that time, the chair-'
man was informed that only about 30
initial idteewere planned.

Exactly 2 weeks later, the Commis-
sioners subordinates contradicted the
Commissioner's letter to the chairman in
a telegram to State educational agencies
and at a meeting with the council of the
great city schools. In the first- place, no
notice was given that the bilingual pro-
gram was no longer to be consolidated;

--irl-the second place, the bilingUal pro-
gram was specifically mentioned as being
one of the "programs :under one
blanketrenewal"; and the number of
renewal sites was changed from about 30
to "about 60."

When the Budget for fiscal year 1973
was submitted, that also contradicted
the Commissioner's .,statements in his
letter to the chairman. In fact, the Ian- .

guage of the budget request was such
that the Office of Education.was asking
for approval of its new program by way
of an appropriation act rather than by
authorizing legislation, as the rules of
the Senate and the House of Represent-
atives provide.

On two occasions, the chairman of the
subcommittee. requested that the Com-
mtaeloner defer any further action on the
renewal site proposal. In spite of: this,
school districts were informed of appli-
cation deadlines and the project con-
tinued: I might note, Mr. President, that,.
in spite of assurances from the Commis-
sioner that he was obeying' the law, the
Procedures being used in these applica-
tion procedures were blatantly illegal.
Section 421 of the. General Education
Provisions Act requires application pro-
cedure; to be published in the Federal
Register 30 days before the procedures
take effect. .

With this by way of background; I
would like' to. express my particular con-
cern about the future of the bilingual ed-
ucation program. Even though the Com-
missioner has assured us that it will not
be consolidated into the renewal ro.-
:gram. his, subordinates still talk about
bilingual education funds as part of the

*renewal site concept.
The 'bilingual program is a congres-

sionally mandated single purpose Pro-
grant-Of major importanie to.California
as well as to other States having large
numbers of Spanish-speaking children.
It is nowhere near achieving its goal, but
it is making a Spendid start. A recent

report of the UB.. Commission on Civil
Rights indicates that we need a much
higher priority for bilingual-bicultural
education in the Southwest and acmes
the Nation. Bilingual education needy in-
creased visibility rather than subversion
under the renewal program,

It Is a program of major concern-to
California, where' at least 5.6 percent of
the population is Spanish-surnamed and
there are 848,000 Spanish-surnamed
children in elementary and secondary
schools.

I am not convinced that we can be
sure of preserving the integrity of the bi-
lingual education program so long as it
is associated with the education renewal
.program.

Therefore, I arh offering an amend -,
ment which would permit the Commis-
sioner to initiate an "education renewal
strategy, and to provide specific legisla-
tive authority for the "Right To Read"
program, but which would restore the
Office of Education to its former struc-
ture until such time as legialation is en-
acted altering its structure organisation-
ally.

The amendment I am offering con-'
tains the 'following provisions:

First, it authorizes specific funds to
carry out the Commissioner's education
renewal strategy.

-Second, it provides specific legislative
authority for the "Right to Read" pro-
gram.

Third, it prohibits unauthorized pro-
gram consolidations and !:.authorized
.meddling with provisions of authoriza-
tion legislation.

Fourth, it continues the organization
of the Office of Education along the
lines existing prior to the time education
renewal reorganization occurred.

Firth, it gives increased status to the
bilingual education program in order to'
preserve its integrity.

Another matter along this same line
will be dealt' with by, my amendnient.
The Congress has supported the Up=
ward Bound program during the past 5
years. No one has questioned its suc-
cess. Now, without be&fit of legislation,
the Commissioner has begun siphoning
off Upward Bound funds for the Right
to Read program, The Right to Read
program has admirable goals with which
I agree; however, it ought to be funded
separately under specific legislation and
not by funds appropriated for other pur-
poses. My amendment will mare this
possible, and, at the same time, preserve
the Upward Bound program.

I would urge the adoption of my
amendment if for no other reason than
that it preserves congressional preroga-
tive. It seems the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has, in this in-
stance, held the Congrese in rather low
esteem: It has disregarded statutes. It
has ignored obvious legislative intent.
It has failed to inform-and consult whit
the Congress. The proper role of the Con-
gress in making education policy must
be established and maintained. With this
amendment, the Congress will reassert
its proper role in making policy deci-
sions relation to the Nation's education

In view of the interest. of HEW. and

many others in this matner, a meeting
was held. in my office this morning ivith°
Secretary Richardson, attended by mem-
hers of his staff, by members of my staff;

. by 'members of this committee's staff: by ,
members of the Appropriations Commit-
tee staff, and other interested persons. -to
discuss this amendment and the situation
that has caused me to 'Prepare la,- ,-

The Secretary indicated his concern%
about the amendment, and hoped that.
we might be able to agree upon a pro-
cedure to deal' with the concerns that.,
many of us lir the` Senate and "manY
people involved in educe4on in the coun-
try have over this situation, in a way
that -could, resolve the' matter: without .

legislative. action.
I' have great respect' Secretary

Richardson, and sympathize -with Many
. of. the* .views he expressed. We finally
reached an understanding that I would
Proceed to call up the amendmeat tedik.
and seek its adoption. We verePartly. US-
a straitjacket on time, today being the,
only time when' this amendment can be
called up before. the 4111 wort; beyond
this stage, and there wouldhe'hoOppqr-
tunity tin the foreseeable. future during
'this legislative year to deal with this situ-*
ation if we did not deal with' it today.

We agreed that subsequent to the-pine
that the Senate agrees, to this. emend-
ment, if it does. and prior to the confer-
encl, it we -could reach an agreement' ",
with Secretary Richardson sPelled 0111 in
writing, that Would: achieve what he
wishes to achieve short of actual,; aegis -,
lative -action, but' would also achieve
what many of -us in the Senate wish to",
achleye without the necessity
tive action, and if those assurances were.
satisfactory to those .Senators who have
expressed concern over these matters.
then would;notPress in confereficalor
the adoption of this amendment bythe
conferees. ,-

.
k1

Mr. President, I ask' unanimous cora-
sent that a section-by-section analyse:a..*
of the' amendment be printed in the
'Recoil() at this Point, folloered by p
tinent correspondence and Other ,mate-
rials regarding the Office of Education's
renewal site strategy.

There being no objection, the material
-was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
ANALTsis OT TEL AMINDILIENT RZLATING To

. EDUCATION Md.:awn. firms AND 'SIGHT To

This amendment rec./rites paragrapkr,(5)
of section 801 (b) of the Committee Amend-
raentoby - .

(1) conforming the: provisions of pars.-
graph .(5) in the Committee' 'Amendment
with-the other parte of the General Educa-
tion Provisions Act; . .

(2) prohibiting unauthorized 'program
consolidations and limitations on appropri-
ated funds:

(s) establishing by statute the former( ,

Bureau of Elementary and secenesry Edu-.,
cation; ,

(4) specifidaily authorizing an education
.renewal site strategy for the 'reform of edu-
cation; and .

(5) specifically' : autaerisiag fiinding for
the program knotin as 'Right to Bead":

The amendment contains tour subpa:ra-
.-giaphs as follows:

Subparagraph (A), contains amendments
to the General Education Provisions Act.
The deneral"Zdtication Provisions Act..,,tua-

.
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provision of any law Which authorizes an
appropriation for carrying out, or controls
the administration d(, an education program
shall be construed to authorize the con-
solidation of any education program with
any other education program unless proof..
sion for such a consolidation is expressly
made In a statute authorizing appropriations
for an education program.

In this analysis the term 'education pro-
gram" is used to refer to any program to
which the General Education Provisions Act

der present law, contains those general pro-
visions which control the administration of
education programs .for .which the Commis-
sioner of Education has _administrative re-
isponsibility..OThe conuisittes Amendment
amends thatAct by adding provisions which
establish an Education Division in the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare'
t consisting of, the Office of Education, the
National Foundation for Postsecondary Edu-
cation, and the Natiopal Institute of Edon,-

'tton), and which authorize survey. studies,
'and demonstrations In the Acid of educatibn.
This latter provision Is rewritten by this
amendment.

Division (1) of subparagraph (A), in clause
o (I) thereof, inserts a new subsection (c)

IMO- section -402-of the General Education
Provisions Act, which section 402 is previ-
ously Created in Order to act as an organic
statute for the Office of Education, This now
section 402(c) Ls'. comparable with the pro-
posed section 421(d) of the General Educa
tion Proviskins Act in the Committee
Amendment. Stith section 402(c) provides,
in paragraph I 1 I that In order to enable the
Commissioner Of Education to carry out the
purpose and duties or the Office of Educa-
tion, he 15 authorized, during the period be-
ginning July 1. -1972, and, ending June 80,
1975, to make grants and contracts for the
dissemination of information, for surveys
and for exemplary projects In ,the field of
education anti grants and contracts for the
conduct of studies related to the manage-
ment of the .Cnice of Education. Public and
private instituttoto, agencies, and organiza-
tions are eligible recipients of such grants
and contracts. Paragraph (2) of such section
402(c) limits, the .amount of the appropria-
tion Under section 401(c) of the General_
Education Provisions Act which may be used

--- -for the purposes of such section 402(e) to
$25,000,000 for.. any fiscal year. Such section
401(c) authorizes ta be' appropriated, as part
of the salaries and expenses of the-Office of
Education, such sums as may be' necessary
to carry out the . General Education Provi-
sions Act. Such section. 402(c) of the Gen-
eral Education Provisions Act differs from
the section 421(d) proposed in the Commit-
tee Amendment In that

( 1 ). it states explicitly that the purpose of
the subsection is to enable the Commissioner
to carry out responsibilities vested in him
by the organic statute of the Office of Educa-
tion; and .

(2) It makes clear that appropriations for'
the purposes of thosubsection are to be part
of. the general appiopriation for the .General

--Education Provisions Act, in contrast with..
appropriations fOr the National Foundation
for Postsecondary Education and the Na-
ticnal Ihstitute of Education, -which are in-
tended to be: separate appropriations.

In 'clause (If )odivision (I) of subparagraph,
(A) amends secition '421 of the. General Edu-
cation Provisions Act (which section 421 is
secticiii-41touvider_present law and is redes--
foliated as section 421- by.clause (1) of sec -
tion 301(a) of the Committee---Arneridnienti__
by adding a new suusection (c) thereto pro-
hibiting unauthorized program-- consolida-.
howl and. unauthorized limitations on funds

_appropriated for education programs. The
,proposed section 421(c) .contains four para-

.- graphs as follows :.
. Paragraph (1) of such section 421(c) pro-

- vides, in subparagraph (A), that no-provio
sion of any lbw shall be construed to author-
ize the consolidation of any education pro-
gram with any: other. program, except when ,
such a eamsolidation is expressly authorized

executive branch of the Government, such
transfer shall not affect the applicability of
the General Education Provisions Act to the
education program with respect to which
such resporeibUito, -authority, power, duty,
or obligation applies.

Clause (111)' of divisiOn (1) of subparagraph
(A) of paragraph (5) makes a conforming
amendment to the capition head of section
421 of the General Education Provisions Act.

Division (1) of subparagraph .( 41.) of
paragraph (5) relates to the effeetivenet.s

is applicable. section 421(c) of the General Education
Subparagraph (C) of paragraph (I) of - Provisions Act, which Is added by clause (I1)

such section 421(c) defines the term 'con- of division (1) of such subparagraph (A I.
solidation% The term 'consolidation', for the Subdivision :je) of. such division (ii) pro -
purposes of subsection Ic) of section 421, vides, in the lint sentence thereof, that the
means any agreement, arrangement, or other provisions of section 421 (c) of the General
procedure which -results In any of. four .ac- Education Provisions Act shall be effective
Lions, namely . upon the date of enactment -of the bill. S. 659

(1) the commingling of funds derived from The second sentence of such subdivision (I)
one appropriation with those derived from provides that no provision cd any taw which is
another appropriation, inconsistent with such section 421 kN shall

(2) the transfer of funds derived from an effective, unless issuch ala w era after
t'es be.

ri

pr
appropriation to the use of an activity not the date of enactment of S. e59. Ills

lirn-
then

authorized by the law authorizing such ap- only U such a law is enacted in ex
propriation, notion of such station 421(0). In the case of

(3) the use of any practice or procedure a law which is only partially inconpstent
which has the effect of requiring, or providing with such section 421(c), that law shell not
for, the approval of an applicotion for funds be effective to the extent of t such
deriVed from different appropriations on any inconsistency.
basis, or according to any criterion, other Subdivision (.11) of such division (it)
than than for which provision is made In the vides that nothing in such section 42A (c)
law which authorizes the appropriation of shall be construed to authorize any actiOity
such funds, or in the General Education Pro- not prohibited in such section 421 (c),.
vision Act, or Subparagraph' (B) of section 301(10 15)

(4) 'the Making of a grant or contract in- establish:1i within the Office of Education.
volving the use of funds derived from one ap- the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary .

propriation dependent upon the receipt of a. Education. Its area of jurisdiction,- as set
grant or contract involving the Use of funds forth in division (I)., includes the 'admiuts-
derived from another appropriation: tratlon of the programs authorized by titles

Paragraph (2) of such section 421(c) re- I. u. III (except section 306), V, VII!, and
totes to the waiver and modification of re- VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
quirements set forth- in authorizing !Willa- cation Act of 1985, by section 222(a) ,,2) of
Lion.. and to the imposition of limitetiono the Economic Opportunity Act of 19.3, by-

the Act of September 23, 1950 (Public Law
815, Eighty-first Congress) and the Act of
September 30,.1950 (Public Law 874, Eighty-
first Congre--s):.

-The' second sentence -of division iii
vIdea the_Bureau as follows:

(1) a Diiision. of Compensatory Educa-
tion with re:ponsibility for the- adroit tstra-
tion of the programs authorized by"
and VIII of the Elementary and Secondary

Education 'Act of 1985 and 'section 222(a) (21
of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1984: _

(2) a Division of Bilingual Education with
responsibility for the administration of the
programs authorized by title VII of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of

(3) a Division of School Assistance in Fed--
entity Affected /Areas with responsibility for
the administration of the programs -author-
load by the Acts of September 23, 1950. and
September 30,1950; and ;'

(4) a Division of Assistance to States; with
responsibility for the administration of the
programs authorized by titles II, III, and V
of the.Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1935:

Division (if) of subparagraph (8) of sec--
tion 301(b) (5) specifies the personnel orga-

on appropriations Other than, or Incon-
-Blatant with, limitations placed in author-

izlog legislation.... -

Subparagraph (A) of section 421(c) (2)
provides that no requirement or condition

.imposed by any. law which authorizes appro-
opriations for carrying out any education pro-

gram: or by any law controlling the adroinis-
tratlon of any such program, shall be waived
or modified unless such a waiver or modifica-
tionAs expressly authorized in one of. these
three- statutes :

(1) A waiver or modification may be au-
. thorized by the law authorizing the apprO-
priations for the program for which the
waiver or modification is authorized;" or

/2) A waiver or modification may be au-
thorized by the General EducatiOn Provisions
"Act; or

(3). A waiver or modification may be au-
thorized by a law which expressly limits the
applicability of paragraph (2).

Subparagraph (B) of such suction 421(c)
(2) provides that there 'shall be no limitation
on the use of funds appropriated to carry out
any education program other than limits-
tions_inoposed by the law controlling the ad-

, ministmtliSfrof-an_nclucation program. Such
subparagraph (B) furthero-proyides that
funds appropriated to. carry Jolt iiieduca---__secoricarynization of the Bureau of Elementary and
tion program shall not be allotted. appor- Education. 'The Bureau shall be
Cloned, allocated, or. otherwise distributed in
any manner or by any method different from
that specified in the law 'authorizing the
appropriation.
. Paragraph "(2)-7:4 such 'section 412(i) pro-
vides that no person holding office in the ex-
ecutive branch of the Governutent shall ex-
ercise any authbrity which which authorize
or carry out any activity prohibited by
paragraphs (1) and (2) of section-421(c). -

Paragraph (4) of section 421(c) prOviaes-
that if any responsibUity, authority, power.
duty, or obligation subject to the General
Education Provisions Act is transferred from
the Commissioner to any other officer in the

(1) a taw which authorizes the appropria-
tion, or controls tbi administration of, an
educatioW-program; at

(2) a law which is enacted in express liar-
nation of such paragraph 1(1').

Paragraph (1) of such secdon 421(c) fur-
ther provides in subparagraph (B), that no

headed bran-Assoclote Commissioner who
shell be appointed by the -Commissioner and
who shall be placed ta, and conipensated...._
at the rate specified for, grade 18 of the
General Schedule set forth in section 5332 of
title 5, United Stases Code: and each of the
Divisions described-in division (i) shall be
headed by a Director who shall-be placed
in grade 17 0! such General Schedule. In
addition, division (ii) creates and assigns to
the BurestO four additional positions to be ,
placed in grade 18 of such General Schedule.
The positions created by division (II) shall
be in addition to the number of positions
placed in the appropriate grades under sec- -

Wm 5108 of title 5, United States Code,
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Subparagraph (C) of such paragraph (5)

authortkes the Commissioner to carry out
an educational renewal site strategy. Such
subparagraph contains four divisions as fol-
lows:

Division (i) of such subparagraph (C) pro-
vides, in the first sentence thereof, that
during the period beginning on the date of
enactment of S.859. and ending June 30.
1974, the Commissioner is authorized to use
funds available for the purposes of

(1) section 308 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965;

(2) part D of the Higher Education Act
. of 1985 (the Education Professions Develop-

ment Act); and
? (3) section 402(c). las added by cilium (I)
of section 301(b)(6) (A) t!) of 8. 669) of the
Oen.ral Education Provisions Act;
for assisting local educational agencies in
planning, developing. and operating educa-
tion renewal sites. The second sentence of
division (1) describes the activities to he
carried out in education renewal sites. As-
sistance under the first see.tenceof division
(1) may be used to support innovative proj-

. ects in the field of elementary and secondary
- education which are carried out in one . or

more elementary or secondaiy schools to
bring about comprehensive refcrro in the
educational process. Such projects may in-
clude. sarong other activities, this training
and retraining of teachers and oth\er edu-
cational personnel. including the payment of
rich stipends as the Comriussioner may de-
termine. to such persons while participating
in such training or retraining.

Division (if) of subparagraph (C) limits
the extent 'to which funds available unda

' section 402(c ) of the General Education Pro-
visions Act may be used for education re-
newal sites. The Conunissloner must first
use appropriations for the purposes of such
section 402(c) for

(1) the present statistical operations of
the Office of Education:

(2) maintenance of the surveys and stud-
ies of the Of of Education at the present
level; and.

(3) the continuaticn, during the fiscal
years 1973 and 1974, of the educational tele-
vision programs popularly known as "Sesame

- Street" and ''The Electric Company ".
Any funds appropriated for the purposes

of section 402(c) which remain avntlable
after carrying out the above activitiesphsn.
be available for eduesztion renewal sites;

Division (iii) of such subparagraph (C)
provides that funds available under division
(I) of such subparagraph for education re-
newal sites must-be expended for the pur-
eposes of the program for which they were
appropriated.
. Division (iv) of such subparagraph (C)
authorizes the Commissioner to request. un-
der the authority of section 401(c) of the

. General Education Provisions Act, appropri-
ations to supplement the funds made avail-
able to him Under diVision (I) of such sub-
paragraph (C) for education renewal sites.

Subparagraph (I1) of paragraph (5) of sec-
tion 301(b) authorizes the Commissioner to
continue the program- known as "Right to
Read" during fiscal years 1973 and 1974 with
funds requested and appropriated Under sec-
tion 401(0) .of the General Education Provi-
sions Act. Expenditures of funds under the
Right to Read program shall be to identify
exemplary reading programs and support to-
ad educational agencies which adopt such
exemplarly programs. Such subparagraph
(13) **damns prohibits funds authorized
for Upward Bound:"Talent_Search. and the
program of Special Services for-the-Mad-
vantaged from being used for the Right to

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD SENATE
DEPARTMENT Or if+MCA

TION. AND WELFARE. Oretee or
Ecercarsow,

Washington. D.C., December 8, 1971.
Ron. ALAI( Casaterox,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C. - -

Dr.aa Scivaroa CRANSTON: Enclosed is a
copy of letter I recently sent Senator Pell
describing plans to implement our educa-
tional renewal site strategy, and 'how they
meet the mandates of' existing law;-i know
our planning has aroused considerable in-
terest, and we have received-a great many in-
quiries about the specifics: I hope this letter
will be helpful in answering any questions
you may nave.

As the cornerstone of the Office of Educa-
tion's effort to assist school districts in carry
ing our comprehensive reform.3 believe-the
renewal site concept is akaohrtely crucial to parents, students, community groups. etc.)
Federal education leadership in the ream- in the e educational efforts at the renewal

Make an assessment of all the educational
needs of those schools 'which will comprise
the renewal site; and

Develop a comprehensive program designed
to meet and overcome the problems dis-
covered to the needs assessment.

Federal funs from the programs noted
above will enable the schools comprising the

EDUCATION. site to develop the overall strategy, b:r. at-
Washington, D.C., December 3, 1971. side consultants, obtain the necessary ma...

terials and prepare teachers to use what-
ever techniques are needed to carry out the
comprehensive educational program that has
been developed for the site. These funds will
be in addition to, and will not replace, the
funds received by the district, from State
and . local taxes, and from other Federal
grant programs (e.g.,' impacted areas). Our
objective is to enable school districts to use
these major sources of funds in a more effec-

grams attached to your letter pertaining to- time way under the impetus of the renewal
the transfer of functions -within 'the Office site strategy. Such coordinated Federal fund-
of Education involving the ESEA. Title-41 ing sill, be believe, encourage comprehensive
program. planning and integrated, programs on the
,/ believe my specific plans can best:- be local level.

understood iii the context of-my view of The single most compelling reason for the
the role of the Office of Education. It-is my development of this particular strategy is
Arm conviction that the fundamental pun. -the assistance it will give to local school sys-
pose of CIE is to assist therichool systems tems in their attempts to serve the educa-
of this country to improve the "educational Mona' needs of their students. This new .
achievement of the. students- who attend approach will, we hope, lead to a measurable
them. The Office of Education must be an improvement over time In the educational
active participant in the oontniuing process achievement of students thee tes. In ad-,
of educational reform and change that Is -dition. it can instill In drools ap-
required to achieve this goal. To-assure that predation of the necessity for, a continuous
OE will be of significant help tairieal school process cf reforM and give them th .. capacity
systems, I have- been developing a general' to engage in self - evaluation and productive
reform and renewal tit:sten, for-the Office, change even after the 'termination of Fed-
That strategy, which has- been- enthifirasti- eral support.
catty endorsed hy becretary.RIchardson, will In response to the legitimate concerns of

school administrlitors over myriad and COM.require changes in the administration of
some OE, programs. All changes -will be con- pit/anted Federal graula procedures, the re-

newal site strategy is designed to simplify
re-

slatent with existing educatIOn- legislation-
such procedures at the local level. Schooland will enable the' Office to carry out theprogramseutborized by the congress Ina districts which seek Federal fti:ndi for activi-

_. ties authorized under the above-referred tomuch more effective manner,-
statutes will be able to. submit a single ap-The major component of merenewal strut- pit-cation form. Such application will be re-eg, is something that we have termed "Edo- viewed against eligibility criteria which willrational Renewal Sites." We intend this new to the greatest extent consistent with per-adminIstratIve procedure (which will 'be- tinent enabling statutes, be integrated intocome operational in Fiscal Tear --1973) to a single regulakin. Although some Of the de-be the key element advocate et renewal'and tails of operational procedure have not yet-reform Inllnleeican been finally determined, I have listed In anSimply-Stated, the renewal site- "strategy enclosure to this letter some bails decisions.

is as follows. Several existing Office of Educe- respecting the manner in Which specific as-
tion elementary and secondary project grant petcs of existing legislation relating to' uch
programs will be administratively coordi- matters as advisory councils, accounting pro-
noted in the future. The funds from these_ cedures, etc. will be handled. As you will
programs will continue to. be available to -note, all such matters will be administered
local school dietricts. Some number of consistently with le/Ostia:se intent.
schools from- within each district that is a Some specific concerns have been expressed

-successful_ Applicant under this approach about the future disposition of programs au-
11_1111?! selected se an-ts* sducatlonal renewal thorized by the Education Professions De-

52713
att40' and the Federal funds will he concen-
trated in the "slice The specific OE programs
that will be administered under this new ap-
proach are: (a) Bilingual education pro.
grames (Title VII of the Eelmentary and
Secondary Education Act); (b) the Drop-
out Prevention Program (Section 807 of
Title of ESEA); (c) the 15 percent of
the Title /II ESZA Program which is for spe-
cial programs and projects (Section 306 of
Title fit of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act): and (d) Part D of the Edu-
cation Professions Development Act (etitle
V of the Higher Education Act).

To receive funds under this arrangement,
a school district, in addition to meeting the
normal requirements for the separate pro-
grams, will 'agree to:

. Involve all the appropriate members of the
local community (teachers, administrators.

&head. If you have further questions about
thLe important new strategy. I would be glad
to answer them.

Sincerely yours, _
B. P. Alaimo:sr Jr..

U.S. Commissioner of Education.-.
DEPARTMENT Or HEALTH, EDEICA.

TION, AND WELFARE, OITICZ Or.

Hon. CLAIBORNE Pst.t.,
U.S. Senate, _
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR. PELL: ,ThiS is in further re-
sponse to your recent letter-ceuuesting In-
formation on the legality and impact on
present Office of Education (OE)) programs of
my plans to reform the administration of
certain OE programs. We are replying separ-
ately to concerns expressed in copies of tele-
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velopment Act (EPDA). As noted above. the
EPDA programs affected by the edluesUonal
renewal site strategy will be_thoseanithorized
by Part D of Title V of the Highee-Education
Act. Any other parts of that Tithe for which
funds are appropriated by the Congress, e.g.
the Teacher Corps, will continue to be ad-
ministered as separate prograinuf

The renewal site strategy; has been re-
viewed by HEW's Office of Generat-Counsel,
which has advised that it ands 110 legI in-
firmity in the basic concept underlying this
approach. As we formulate the procedural
details of this program, we than be working
in cooperation with the Office of General
Counsel to assure that (14 rules of eligibility
for program grants under the pertinent ap-
propriations will be consistent with stand-
ards of engibility to the corresponding en-
abling statutes and (2) sufActent accounting
procedures on the part of the grantee, and
the Mice of Education will be followed,, to
ensure that the purposes for which funds
were appropriated -and granted are satisfied
by the grantees' expencliturel:

The coordination of the programs affected
by the renewal site strategy will be imple-
mented within the Office by having them
administered by a single unit reporting to
the Deputy Cominissioner. for Development.
These programs (Bilingual Education, Drop-
out Prevention, fifteen percent of Title III
ESEA, and Part D of EPDA) will be adminis-
tered by the new unit which we have - named
the National Center for the Improvement of
EcialOcatimial Systems. This unit will provide
organizational coherence for the educational
renewal site strategy.

Everything that I have done thus far as
Commissioner of Education. -and everything
that I propose to do in the future, has one
major goalto assure that the Office of Edu-
cation can effectively aid the school. systems
of our country to increase the educational
achievement of children. I intend to make
the Office an energetic agent of renewal and
reform in education stall levels consistent
with our statutory mission. -The changes in
01/ practices and procedures that-I have dig-
cuised in this letter are essential components
of my renewal strategy.
"I earnestly request your-understanding of
and support for these changes in OE so that
our mutual desire to improve the education
of all our children can be made a reality.

SI merely.
B. P. fAmu.stin, Jr.

U.S. Commissioner of Education..
Enclosure.

EDUCATIONAL Renewal. Sires
I. Existing Programs and Projects.The

Office of Education has made some moral
commitments to school districts under exist-
ing legislation:* fund certain programs (e.g..
Career Opportunities Program -and Urban/
Rural Program under EPDA) for several
years. These commitments are subject to the
usual understanding that Congress Mast ap-
propriate sufficient funds for such programs
each year end that the local B-Z1001 district
must continue to carry out the program ac-
cording to the legislative intent.

All such commitments will be honored.
School districts to which the Mice has Made
such a commitment of funds extending
through and beyond Fiscal Tesir-1973 will
have two options: (1) they may-continue
existing projects as part of the more com-
prehensive renewal site approach; Or (2)
they may continue these existing projects
as separate programs anirnot have them be-
come part of the new site approach. In no
instance will there be any arbitrary tenable-
non of an existing project.

2. Flouting Aurhorizatfons--All funa-ap
propriated for the separate OZ programs that
will be administered as part of the educe-
tional renewal site strategy will be spent
for the purposes for which they-were ap-
propriated. Thug, for example, whatever'

amount of money is appropriated by thee
Congress for the Billingual Education pro-
visos* authorized by Title VII of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act will
be spent for such programs.

3. State Educational AgenciesUnder ex.
feting legislation. State educational agen-
cies have a variety of roles to play in the
programs to be administered under the ed-
ucational renewal site strategy.

Under the Bilingual Education Act (Title
VII of ESEA) and Title EL (ie the fifteen
percent administered by the Commissioner
under Section 308 of ESEA) applications
cannot be...approved by the Commissioner
unless they have been submitted to the
appropriate State educational agency for
comments and recommendations.

Dropout Prevention projects must be ap-
proved by the appropriate State educational,
agency ISectikr 807 of ESEA).

Part D of EPDA requires eonsultation with
State educational agencies to satisfy the
State agency that tbe program or project
will be coordinated with programs carried
on under Part P. of EPDA thee Section' 551
(a) I.

Accordingly. State educational agencies
will be requested, in all instances: for their
nominations for educational renewal sites
arid for their comments and recommenda-
tions on the programs of possible sites. Since
the ultimate responsibility for approving
sites and programs feats with the Commis -
stoner of Education...it is possible that some
sites, in unusual circumstances, may be se-
lected which have not been nominated by
a State agency. Even in those circumstances,
however, the projects will be subject to
State educational agency comment or ap-
proval wherever the applicable statute re-
quires such comment or approval.

4. Accounting for FundsExisting legisla-
tion requires such fiscal control and fund:
accounting procedures as may be necessary
to assure proper disbursement of and ac-
counting for. Federal funds paid to the ap-
plicant. This requirement will be met in at
least two ways:

I. OE will keep track of what amount of
funds from each categorical program go to
each renewal site. Ina hypothetical case, a
$100,000 grant tp-an LEA might consist of
$25,000 from funds appropriated for Bil-
ingual Education. $25,000 from section 308
of Title III funds. $25,000 from Dropout
Prevention funds, and $25,000 from Put D
of EPDA funds. This breakdown, of course,
would depend upon the nature of the funded
activities, as determined by OE.

2. Each site wilt have to adhere to cus-
tomary Federal accounting procedures.
Specific items of expenditures will be at-
tributed to funds coming from specific cate-
gorical programs.

5. Regulations and GuidelinesThe reg..
uistions and guidelines for the several pro-
grams to be administered under the educe-
.tional renewal site strategy will be com-
bined into a single set. The unified regola-
tions and guidelines- will contain all the
specific requirements that' the separate au-
thorizing acts mandate...4.. that Federal
funds supplement, and not supplant. State
and local funds (Section 334(a)(8) of Title
III of ESEA);_ that programs be of a size
and scope that will make s substantial step
toward achieving' the 'purposes of the legis-
lation (Section 705(a) (34 of Title VII of
ESEA); that effective procedures be adopted
for evaluating the effectiveness of programs
(Section. 807(b) (3) of Title VIII of ESEA);
etc.

S. Reports and EvaluationsAli educa-
tional renewal sites will have to meet cur-
rent legislative requirements for annual re-
ports. Ali win be subject to an evaluation of
results. But grantees will submit a single
report (clot four or five separate ones on each
categorical program) and a sines evaluation
of the site's comprthensive program.

7. Advisory Council Existing legislation
provides for the following Advisory Councils
in connection with the programs involved in
the renewal site strategy.

A National Advisory Council on Supple-
mentary Centers and Services (Section 309
of Title Iii of ESEA).

An Advisory Committee on the Education
of Bilingual Children (Section 708 of Title
VII of ESEA).

A National Advisory Council on Education
Professions Development (Section 502 uf Title
V of the Higher Education Act).
- All these Councils will be expected to give

advice on the general renewal site strategy
and the relation of their particular programs
to it. All will .continue to fulfill any other
statutory obligation, e.g., the Title DI Coun-
cil submits an annual report to the President
and the Congress. the Bilingual council de
velops criteria for the approval of Applica-
tions. etc.

8. Eligible ApplicantsA variety of ages
are now eligible for Federal funds under

the-programs involved in the-educational re-
newal site strategy: local educational agen
des (ell programs): institution* of higher
eaucaUon which may apply jointly with a lo-
cal educational agency under the Bilingual
Education Act: institutions of higher educa-
tion and State educational agencies under
Part D of EPDA: nonprofit institutions or or-
ganizations of Indian tribes under Section
70e(s) of the Bilingual Education' Act; and
the Secretary of the Interior for finnan
school; under H-ctirti 701(b) of the ILI naval
Educe :Lion Act.

All these agencies will Continue to be eli-
gible to apply for funds under the educa-
tional renewal site strategy. Although pri-
ority will be given to applications reflecting
the renewal site approach,"some applicants
unable to meet the comprehensive require-
ments of this approach will also receive as-
sistance.

JANUARY 27.1972.
The Honorable CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, .D.0

DEAR MR, CHAIRMAN: Commissioner Mar-
land hartient me a copy of his letter to you
of December 3. responding to your -inquiry
about the proposed Educational Renewal
program. I am glad you are asking these
pertinent questions. though I am not re-
assured by the Commissioner's response. In-
deed, the correspondence raises additional
questions which I believe deserve discussion
by the Subcommittee.

I am particularly concerned about Title
VII of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, the Bilingual Education title. As
you know, this program is of major impor-
tance to California. This Congressionally-
mandated, single-purpose program has made
a splendid start. However, it is nowhere near
achieving its goal. In fact, the recent report
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights...re-
viewing Mexican-American education, indi-
cates that we need a much higher priority
for bilingual-bicultural education in the
Southwest and across the nation.

We must step up both funding and staff-
ing for Title VII. Its consultant roster should
be expanded. Successes and failures need
more thorough documentation and analysis.
Dissemination programsfor curriculum de-
velopment, research, and public informa-
tionmust be strengthened and broadened.
These items, and more, must have greater
attention if we see to meet our firm com-
mitment to gaining educational equity for
bilingual-bicultural children.

Achieving these objectives demands in-
creased visibility for Title VII. We need
steady' oversight by the Congress to match
words with action. I am not yet persuaded
that either of these needs will be met under
the Renewal program.
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In the past. program consolidation has

too often led to sacridoe of program integrity
and dilution or effort. 'along with staff re-
duction and administrative budget cuts. The
Teacher Corps is a case in point. Just last
year. the Committee was forced to rescue. It
by legislating its independence from other
Office of Education programs. From the
Corps' beginning in 1985, the Committee had
feared that competition with other educa-
tion programs would eclipse the Corps and
compromise its mission. In 1971. seeing.the
Corps receive less and less attention and
focus within the Office, the Committeetn
its report on the Higher Education Amend-
mentsobseried that the Corps staff had
been cut from 75 to. 37 permanent slots
and its adnunittrative budget had dropped
from $385,111 to 1197.000.

We have no guarantees that a similar tate
will not await bilingual education under the
Renewal strategy, resulting in an impair-
ment at a most critical time. Wa must not
allow this to happen.

There is another serious Issue involved in
the-Renevral-strategy,-Tha_program_COMsoll-
dates several of the Office of Education's
most important categorical programs. in-
cluding E \wironinental Education. Drug
Abuse Education. Dropout Prevention, and
Follow Through. I feel that a reorganiza-
tion 'of this magtlittide is a matter upon
which the Congress should be consulted.
not instructed. This transfer and merger of
programs within the Once suggest the need
for enabling legislation, yet no such logisia-
tion has been asked. The plan. also repro-
grunt funds, although the Senate Lebo: -
HEW Appropriations Subcommittee must ap-
prove "such roprogramming. It has not.
These issues should not be ignored.

I am further concerned about the resemb-
lance of the Renee.' program to the Prat-
dent's plan for education revenue sharing.
As you know, the Suboommitia hse this
plan under consideration. Hearings are not
complete. We have not reported the bill.
Both the National Education Association and
the American Federation of Teachers, among
others, oppose it in Its preset. form. Yet,
Commissioner Marland writing in the Jan-
uary 10 edition of The New York Times, calls
the Renewal program' "a packaging process
similar to the education revenue-sharing bill
President Nixon has proposed as a means for
the more efficient and effective delivery of
formula grant funds to the states."

While I appreciate the Commissioner's
candor. I am disturbed by the implication of
his statement.

Mr. Chairman. I urge you to continue
pressing for a better, clearer explanation of
the Renewal strategy and its effects on exist-
ing programs than we have so far received.
I know that every member of the Subcom-
mittee Commends Commissioner itfarlan.c1 for
his commitment to educational reform and
will work diligently with him to achieve it.
The Congress and the Executive. however. are
partners in the Important work of education.
Congressional silence on this issue will
amount to acquiesance to a program that
needs full discussion.

With best regards.
Sincerely,

ALAN Calveras.

JANUARY 27. 1972.
Dr. B. P. Mamas% Jr.
U.S. Commissioner of Education,
U.S. Office of Education,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Consemasorma: Thank you for your
letter of December 8 enclosing the letter and
memorandum to Senate Pell regarding the
Educational Renewal program.

AS you know, Section 707(b) of the Bilin-
gual Education Act stipulates that the "Ad-
vapory Comratbtee advise the Commis-
sioner in- the preparation of general resole-

thins and with respect 'to pollay matters
arising in the administration of this title.
Including the development of criteria for
approval of applications thereunder." I would
appreciate knowing what the Councirs
moots; and recommendations ware wtth se.
speot to including bilingual education in the
Renewal program.

I am attaching letter I have sent to
Chairman Pell setting forth some general
concerns I have about your timpani. I would
appreciate any comments you might have.

, Sincerely,
ALAN CRANSTON.

EnCIOSUre.
cc: Honorable Claiborne Pell.

IMPARTMENT or HEALTH.
EDUCATION..AND WELFARE,

Omits OP EDUCATION.
Washington, 12.C., February17, 1972.

Hon. ALAN CRANSTON.
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CINANSTON: Thank you for
your letter of Januatry.27 regarding the rela-
tionship of the Bilingual Education program .
to our profr""ti

The Riling al Education program author-
ized by Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act is not an integral
approach. Local school districts will decide
whether to include this program as part of
a comprehensive Renewal Site. No district
will be forced to do so.

I have enciceed for your Information.
copies of two letters (dated January 7 and
February 10) I have sent to Senator Pell
about Renewal Sites. Senator Pelt's incom-
ing letters are also enclosed. I believe they
will clarify many of the points raised in your
January. 27 letter to Senator Pell which you
enclosed with troth' letter to me.

We have not yet had an opportunity to
consult with the Advisory Committee for
the Education of Bilingual Children on this
matter. Title VII establishes a I5-member
committee: only three members have been
appointed so far. Accordingly, there Is no
effective Advisory Committee yet in being.
However, as noted earlier, I believe any pos-
sible misunderstanding as to the relationship
between Title VII and the Renewal Site ap-.
proach has now been resolved. We will, of
course, bring this matter to the attention
of the full Advisory Cbmmittee when all
members have been selected.

Sincerely,
8. P. UARLAND,

U.S. CoMMANOner of Education.

FEBRUARY 10.1972.
Hon. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, Com-

mittee on Labor and. Public Welfare,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Prix: Thank you for your
letter of January 27 expressing your concern -
with the plans of the Office of Education
for carrying out an educational renewal
strateff. as reflected in our prior correspond-
ence and in the President's Budget request
for Fiscal Year 1973.

I agree, that it is highly unfortunate that
confusion continues concerning our renewal
plans. Perhaps much of the confusion arises
because the Office of Education has used the
term "renewal" to refer to several different
things. The term has been used in at least
four different contexts:

1. The effort I am making to instill in all
appropriate OS activities a aenst of the need .
actively to assist local schools to serve their
students in a more effective manner. In this
sense, the term can encompass everything the
Office does.

2. The Educational Renewal appropriation.
As you know, for purposes of budget pres-
entation. the Office of Education's programs
are grouped in several appropriations. One of
these appropriations for Fiscal Year 1973
is called "Educational Renewal." This appro-

-
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priation contains most of the Office's discre-
tionary programs at the elementary and sec-
ondary levelonly a limited number of which
would be involved in Educational Renewal
Sites. Our earlier discussions concerning re-
newal have been limited to our plans for such
sites,

Most of the programs included in the
"Educational Renewal" appropriation are hot
a part of the "educational renewal site" ap-
proach. They are administered by various
Deputy Commissioners. The appropriation
also includes for Fiscal Year 1972 some pro-
grams which we propose would be adminis-
tered by the National Institute of Education,
if Congress should create that agency. For
your Information, I am enclosing a list of all
programs included under the "Educational
Renewal" appropriation and their placement
within the Office. . .

3. The Deputy Cenftrattioner for Renetred.
One of my Deputies, Don Davies, has this
title. He is responsible for the administra-
tion . of several OE programs.. such as the
statistics program, educational technology
(e.g. Seseme Street), and other programs,
which are unrelated to educational renewal
site activities. e a so ministers tnose pro.'
grams which will form the basis for educa-
tional renewal sites. ..

4. Educational Renewal Sites. As noted in
my earlier letters, the educational renewal
site concept is a new approach to using some
of the funds authorized under existing legisla-
tion. The Appendix to the Budget shows an
item for "Site personnel development." draw-
ing funds from Part D of the Education
Professions Development Act. Some of these
funds may be used In Fiscal Year 1973 for
educational renewal sites. 'Added to these
funds will be ftinds from the discretionary
portion of Title III of the 'Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and from the Co-
operative Research Act, as I stated in my
letter to you of JanuarsO 7. No other pro-
grams will form the basic-funding of Educa-
tional Renewal Sites. c __, '..

If a school districtde receiving funds under
another Federal prbgramBilingual Educa-
tion. Drug Abuse Education, Dropout Pre-
vention, or- Vocatio . Education Research,
for exampleIt will free to include such
programs in the act 'sties conducted at the
Educational Renew Site. Such a decision
would be soley tha of the school district
receiving the funds As the Appendix to the
Budget states, "local school district* trill be
able to submit a Mngte. application for a
comprehensive grant." (Emphasis, added.!
No school district will be required to do so,
and no preference to these programs will be
given to a district that chooses to submit' a
comprehensive .application. All programs
listed in the Appendix under the heading of
"Education Renewal," except fpr those in-
cluded in "Site personnel development." will
continue td be administered as discrete
entities, pursuant to the terms of their
authorizing legislation. Fiwther, several other
programs included within the "Site person-
nel development" appropriation will also con-
tinue to be funded as discrete entities since
they involve the continuation of existing OE
commitments to grantees, These include the
Career. Opportunities and Urban- Rural
programs.

Since each local school district will be
undertaking educational renewal in areas'
of its greatest need, I cannot enumerate all
the activities which might be undertaken
in a renewal site. However, I ant enclosing a
paper which discusses activities appropriate
to an educational renewal site which should
serve to illustrate how a sample site might
work. .

In a more perfect world, anir use of termi-
nolommight be less- confusing. However; I
hope Oat I have been able to clarify that
"educational renewal sites" are one piece of
a much larger effort and are by no means
equivalent either to the Educational Renewal
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appropriation or to the jurisdiction of the
Deputy Commissioner for Renewal.

Your letter also expresses concern that the
Renewal Site approach will be conducted
without adequate regulations or guidelines.
Let me assure you that we fully intend to
develop regulations and guidelines for this
approach, reflecting the various provisions of
the three underlying legislative authorities,
t.efore the Renewal Site program is begun
in Fiscal Year 1973. I agree with you that
local educational agencies . seeking Federal
assistance for educational renewal sites must
have comprehensive guidelines in order to
enable them to prepare their applications
and conduct their activities according to the
law and Congressional intent.

I would like, to reiterate that, the Office of
Education is not establishing a new program
called -educational renewal sites." The re-
newal site approach is a process. not a pro-
gram. We are asking States and local school
districts if they would Wish to use funds
authorized under existing programs in bcc-
cordance with the purposes of that legisla-
tion, but concentrated in some small number
of schools within a school district, through
a step-by-step process of assessing needs, de-
termining programs to meet those needs, and
involving the parents, teachers, and com-
munity in the process. The renewal site ap-
proach is intended to be a more effective way
of using resources, not a new program.

Finally, your letter Inquires about the final
disposition of the bilingual education pro-
gram. The Bilingual Education Program will
be elevated to the status of a Division. This
will be the first time that the program has
achieved Divisim status since its enactment.
I would like to assure you that its integrity
will be preserved in the new organizational
structure: Indeed, the change should en-
hance the program's statue, in the country,
reflecting the high prior: the Office of
Education places on bilingual education.

I hope that this letter has been responsive
to your concerns about our plans for Educa-
tional Renewal. I feel that it Is important
to maintain a dialogue about our plans, as
they develop. If you have any further con-
cerns or questions, please feel free to call
on me.

Sincerely.
S. P. MARIANO. Jr,

U.S. Commissioner of Education.

CURRENT LOCATION OF ACTIVITIES INCLUDED
IN EDUCATIONAL APPROPRIATION

Part 13, EPDA, Deputy Comm. for Re-
newal.

Bilingual Education, Deputy Comm. for
Renewal.

Dropout Prevention, Deputy Comm. for
Renewal.

Personnel Development, Deputy Comm. for
Renewal.

Follow Through, Deputy Comm. for School
Systems.

Educational Technology. Deputy Comma.
for atenewal.

Drug Abuse Education, Deputy Comm; for
Renewal. .

Right to Read, Exec. Deputy Commis-
sioner.

Career Edocation Model, Deputy Comm. for
Renewal.

Environmental' Education, Deputy Comm.
for Renewal.

Library Demonstrations. Deputy Comm.
for Higher Educ.

Other Priority Programs, Deputy Comm.
for Renewal.

Data Systems - Improvement. Deputy
Comm. for Renewal.

Product Identification and Dissemination.
Deputy Comm. for Renewal.

Planning and Evaluation, Deputy Comm.
for Management.

THE EINATIONAL RENEWAL Sri's
SR= DESCED.TION

This a brief description, for illustrative
purposes. of an Educational Reneeral Site
under the proposed renewal strategy of the
Office of Education. It has three sections: (1)
a description of the organization of the Edu-
cation Renewal Bite, (2) description of
possible functional and program components
and. activities at the Site, and (3) a state-
ment about the process of renewal.

ORGANIZATION

The Educational Renewal Site will normal-
ly be selected as a grantee by the Office of
Education from among' nominations made
by its State Education Agency. and win be
comprised of a cluster of schools (elemen-
tary, junior and senior high) varying in
number from approximately 8 to 20 accord.
Ing to the characteristics of the communities
served. It could be a portion of a large urban
school district, an entire rural town, or sev-
eral rural villages combined. The number
of pupils involved could vary similarly. In
order to merit selection the Site will have to
meet certain criteria of need, readiness, low-
income, etc., established by the Office of
Education and the State education agencies
in accordance with enabling legislation.

The Site will have an Educational Renewal
Council which shall provide project direc-
tion, including needs assessment, planning.
and project implementation and evaluation,
within the framework of existing State and
local school board regulations. The Council
will be created by the local school board, and
will be representative of the school commu-
nity, including, for example, the staff of par--
ticipating schools and universities, parents
of the community served by the participat-
ing schools and other appropriate segments
of the school district. Final authority and
responaliblity for the operation of the proj-
ect funded rests with the local school, board.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Fundamental to the Site's activities and

effectiveness will be a comprehensive assess-
ment of the needs of students and the edu-
cational personnel that serve them, a deter-
mination of available resources and prior-
Itieslocal, State. and Federaland the de-
velopment of a comprehensive plan to meet
those needs.

As determined by the local assessment of
need, there may be a center at the Site serv-
ing as a primary resource for educational
personnel in the Site schools. In a location
separate from the schools, but within or
near the Site, it could serve as a mobiliza-
tion point for technical assistance, training
and retraining, evaluation expertise. disserni-
nation of information about products of re-
search and development, and other resources
_needed to meet the needs of the schools. In
any case, the center would be administered
by the Site director under the Educational
Renewal Site Council.

The kinds of activities at an Educational
Renewal Site will be determined by its assess-
ment and continuous reassessment of need,
and by its Educational. Renewal Site Coun-
cil's growing awareness of the reasons their
schools am, not fully_effective. The Council
will have access to extensive resources for
orienting itself to educational issues.

Program components for pupils and appro;-
plate training foe teachers and others may
vary greatly from Site to Bite. The Educa-
tional Renewal Bite Council may make use
of colleges and universities to help' with
training, which will venally be conducted in
the 611,e schools. The Educational Renewal
Bite Council may also call upon liminess, in-
dustry and other community agencies for
help. The Bite schools may be utilized as
preservloe training centers for prospective
teachers and paraprofessionals. All Office of
Education renewal site funds will be used for

developmental purposes' rather than to in-
crease permanent per pupil expenditures. OE
renewal funds will be phased out after a
period of approximately five years, as ne-
gotiated with,/ the school board. Ar..ong
others, these program components might be
supported:

Orientation of parents to the 24-hour na-
ture of education, and the extension of the
schooling process to the bodies.

Maintaining 10-hour daily 'open schools as
learning and social centers for parents and
pupils alike.

Extensive use of parents as visitors and
paraprofessionals in the schools.

Emphasis on reading: high school pupils'
teaching elemehtary school pupils, etc.

Capability for meeting needs of "excep-
tional" children. particularly those who have
learning disabilities.

THE PROCESS or EENEWAL
Renewal is viewed as a continuous self-

sustaining process of educational change and
decision- making to cope with unsatisfactory
as well as constantly changing conditions in
the schools. Its ultimate objective is to pro-
vide in the Educational Renewal Site
schoolsand later spread throughout each
Stateeducation which is responsive to the
needs of the pupils and which reflects the
concerns of their parents. It should improve
significantly the school performance of those
Children.

What goes on at an Educational Renewal
Site will be different from what has been
done heretofore with Office of Education
monies, for these reasons:

By concentrating Federal. State, local and
private resources, it will simplify the process
and lessen duplication and fragmentation ofefforts.

By involving the States at every point in
the process, the likelihood of combining other
resources with' those available from the Of-
fice for Development and the likelihood of
spreading renewal throughout the State are
greatly increased. .

.
By restricting the effort to a limited Mem-

ber of schools in large urban district, for
example, and by utilizing an Educational
Renewal Site Council which strongly repre-
sents that particular area, it will be pos-
sible to build and increase the sense of com-
munity at the Educational Renewal Site and
draw on the parental, and others for their
share of the task of educating their children.

17.8. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., January 27,1972.

Hon. Sonora P. Marmarm. Jr..
U.S. Commissioner of Education, Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, Wash-
ington, D.C.

DEAS Ma. Coseutsszoresa: Thank you for
your letter of January 7 relating to education
renewal sites. I am most appreciative of the
dialogue which we have been able to create on
this subject. I had hoped that we could have
resolved the problems raised by the educa-
tion renewal site program by communications
between the Office of Education and the
Education Subcommittee. However, your let-
ter of the 7th, and more importantly, the
recently submitted budget raise further ques-
tions which work against the resolution of
the issues.

In your letter dated January 7, you have
indicated a scaled-down proposal. However..
that letter does not deal with the final dis-
position of the bilingual education program,
nor with the fundamental question of activ-
ities for which Federal funds *All be spent.
The submitted budget lists certain programs
under 'education renewal" about which no
anentioabse preyipnaly been made. In addi-
tion, the appropriateness or HalatIng-s-proo-----
grain without legislation or regulations or
guidelines Is subject to questions offs scope
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which I. as Chairman of the Education Sub-
committee, cannot pass upon without con-
sultation with my fellow Senators and with
our colleagues in the House of Represen-
tatives.

Therefore. I would hOpe that you would
*defer any further action In implementing
this proposal until such time as this con-
fusion may be properly disposed of. My staff
informs me that the Department has indi-
cated a desire to circulate your letter dated
January 7 as evidence of a resolution of any
differences which may have arisen. You may
circulate that letter with this response. How-
ever. I would think that it would be appropri-
ate to include as well all previous letters and
Communication on the subject in order that
-further confusion may be avoided.

Thank you very much for your considera-
tion.

Ever sincerely.
CLAIBORNE PID.L.

MAJOR RENEWAL PROGRAM Srttaszove
The Office of Education has launched a

new strategy for educational reform which
rests upon two cornerstones --a reform phi-
losophy which addresses problems rather
than mounts programs and a management
rationale which eliminates duplication and
fregmentation.

I. The goals:
The three primary goals of this 'strategy

are:
1. To significantly reduce or eliminate the

present gaps in achievement that exist be-
tween school children in low- income and
rural communities and those in more affluent
communities.

2. To demonstrate a process of educational
change and decisionnsakine which creates a
self-sustaining reform mechanism through-
out the educational system.

3. To establish an educational communica-
tion system that provides rapid linkage be-
tween students with educational needs and
policymakers, service agencies, and research
institutions that serve education.

To reach these goals, the objectives for
the immediate years are:

I. to focus the major resources of Office
. of Education discretionary programs in a

coordinated. comprshensive, and concen-
trated fashion In th. se communities where
the educatibnal needa are the greatest.

2. To accelerate th,r installation and main-
tenance of prorrile:.ing educational products
and practices in Achool through a new net-
work of educaticami extension agents.

2. History:
This -renewal strategy is not an abrupt

shift in direction: it is rather a logical de-
velopment based on recent experiences of the
Bureau of Educational Personnel _Develop-
ment and other Office of Education Programs

'such as the Career Opportunities Prceram.
Urban Rural School Development Program.
and Training of Teacher Trainers (7-1711 as
a result of their deep involvement in low-
income communities, have clearly demon-
strated some of the complexities of educa-
tional problems: the gap between educe-
Mimi needs and the delivery of services;
the inadequacy of the single - focused. iso-
lated program approach: the inability of
temporary programs directed from the na-
tional level to effect permanent and sys-
tematic change. These two programs have
attempted to meet the problems of their con-
stituencies by increasing the length Of serv-
ice time and the level of funding. But, of .
themselves, such programs do not have the
resources necessary for lasting and meaning-
ful change.

Simultaneously, several Federal efforts,
such as TREND and Model Cities. have tried
to address the problems of change and re-
form throug pa-genging
needs. Both the successes 11211 the failures

Paper prepared for OMB November 1971.

of these efforts contribute to a body of
knowledge and experience which can be built
upon at this time.

Finally, this strategy for renewal occurs at
time when the probability for success Is as

high as it has ever been. Education faces a
serious Crisis of financing and credibility. In-
stitutions and administrators resistant to
Change in the past are now forced to examine
new methods and new alternatives of educa-
tion. It is the intent of this strategy to lend
as much assistance as Is possible to resolving
this crisis in those areas where the problems
are most severe.

Before adopting the present strategy, seri-
ous consideration was, given to the experi-
ence of previous efforts at educational reform.
This analysis of the Ford Foundation's ef-
forts. those of the Office of Education and
others has revealed several key factors which
have led to, the failure of those efforts to
institute any widespread educational reform.
The present renewal strategy attempts to
take each of these factors into account and
to avoid repeating the same mistakes.

COMPREHENSIVENESS

Moat reform efforts In the past have been
too narrowly based to affect the educational
system within which they took place. A typi-
cal project would be an Innovative method
of teaching reading to elementary school,
children in. a single classroom in each of
several schools. This may have improved the
ability of those children to read, but there
was no follow-up in other classes nor were
other teachers and administrators of the aye.
tern involved in any meaningful way.

The renewal strategy is designed to insti-
tute innovation and reform in context; In
context with the whole range of educational
needs within a system and in context with
the resources and experience of the teachers,
students and community. This accomplishes
two things. It first of all insures that the
children will be receiving programs that are
built into a total plan which does not stop
and start in Isolated classrooms or in iso-
lated curricula. Secondly, it involves all the
key people who make up the educational
decision-making process for that system. The
reforms and innovations that are instituted
will be Instituted for s reasonto assist in
the improvement of the educational environ-
ment for the children, and everyone will be
represented in the process of identifying
problems and selecting methods for solving
them.

RELEVANCE

Previous reform efforts have been charac-
terized by their focus on an innovator (such
as Ford) or an innovation (computer-aasisted
instruction) rather than a problem (an es-
calating drop-out rate within a school sys-
tem). Exciting new programs have, been in-
troduced from the top down into a system.
Supported by external funds, they have ac-
complished little more than temporary read-
justmentsunrelated to the total system-
atic characteristics of a particular system.:
When the outside support was withdrawn,
the innovative program normally disap-
peared.

The renewal effort will address this failing
by bringing innovations into a system only
in response to needs clearly articulated by
that system. Innovation thus becomes Wen-
tilled with a process geared toward solving a
problem. An Innovation is more likely 'to be
accepted and continued If it is part of a
coherent problem-solving process than if it
is perceived as being the 'special program"
of the Office of Education.

COORDINATION
Too often in the past, reform efforts have

occurred with little or no interaction or co-
ordination with other reform efforts. Not

M-ntleiMMUM only have
others carried out unrelated reform programs,
but within the Federal government innova-
tions, demonstrations, and reform efforts
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have been fragmented. TM* methodology, or
lack of it, leads to redundancy, overlap and
repetition, wasting time and effort, and ac-
complishing little.

Starting at home, the renewal strategy at-
tempts to insure closer coordination of the
reform efforts through the consolidation of
most of the Office's discretionary programs
to be managed and administered by the De-
puty Commissioner for Development accord-
ing to this strategy.' Furthermore, the re-
newal process will identify and coordinaZ.S
with other innovative programs to make this
an incremental and supportive effort rather
than a redundant one. Finally, when the.
Office of Education extends assistance to
disadvantaged children it can now do so with
a more effective mechanism designed to
bring the best available assistance from all
of Its resources.

CONCENTRATION

Given the complexity of the renewal task
at any particular site, reform efforts designed
to solve a single part of that problem at
each of many scattered locations is not sufil-
Meat nor is it necessarily.functional. Unless
substantive progress is made toward improv-
ing the education of the kids for whom the
legislation Is really passed, there is no return
on the Investment being made by diverse.
scattered. uncoordinated programs. Under
the renewal strategy, the small amount of
discretionary money available will not only
be coordinated, it will be utilized In a con-
centrated fashion on those sclibol systems
whose children are in greatest need of im-
proved learning opportunities. This allows
the effort to be large enough anal broad
enough to actually make an impact. Fur-
thermore, such concentrations will allow
better, more conclusive monitoring both in
terms of fiscal reeponsibilities and in terms
of the process of educational change.

reeve/mu
Finally, reform has progressed slowly be-

cause there has not been any effective mech-
anism to feed the results back to the re-
searchers and policy-makers in such a form
as to be meaningful enough to act upon. The
success or failure of a single project, in a sin-
gle school, at a particular moment in time
does not tell us very much about whether
that experience could or could not be re-
peated in another school, at a different time
and with a few variations. Most reform ef-
forts have given us data regarding an iso-
lated reform attemptthis strategy will pro-
vide us documentation about the process of
reform and about the mobilizing of resources
to bring systemic change geared toward solv-
ing educational problems.

This renewal strategy and organization is
designed to provide the action linkage be-
tween Revenue Sharing and the National In-
stitute of Education. Fully developed, it is
that mechanism that can deliver, in a re-
sponsive. effective manner, the products and
practices developed in NIE in a way that in-
stitutionalizes a process within the educa-
tional framework and accelerates the deliv-
ery of those 'products to the places they are
most needed. The money distributed by Rev-
enue Sharing will only be effective in terms
of resolving the educational needs of chil-
dren If there is an effective method Of bring-
ing better practices into the classroom. NIE
can develop these.-OE. through, the renewal
effort. can get them installed.

3. Process:
There are 2 critical new concepts in this

strategy as it is manifested 'operationally:
the Renewal Sites (plus Educational Re-
source Center-Teacher Centers), the Educa-
tion Extension Agent. Each is new, but has
resulted from long gestation period, and
each contributes to the overall strategy.

The renewal site will be primary focus of
the renewal strategy. As such it will be the
grantee for a single comprehensive five -year
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grant based upon plan designed to meet
that site's educational priorities. A "site"
would be part of local school system that
would typically average 10 schools (K-12),
and about 5.000 children and might be a to-
t al system or a part of system.

The process of selecting the site is part of
the strategy in that it Involves and articula-
tion by the Regions and the States of those
systems within their jurisdiction most in
need of assistance. Having identified them, a
planning grant is used to produce an up-to-
date, comprehensive educational needs as-
sessment for the site. Again, this design Im-
pacts the strategy for It requires two major
inputs:

1. An identification of all resources pre-
sently available to that site and what they
are being used for.

2. The equal participation of teachers,
community. university and administrators in
the articulation of the needs. .

The first step will produce a clear pic-
ture of thatnystem's resources and needs as
well as the beginning (or continuation) of a
participatory dialogue among those elements
who in fact make up the decision-making
process for that system.

The second step is the designing of a five-
year plan addressed to meeting the needs that
have been identified. With State and Fed-
era) help this plan mill he substantive in
nature and designed in terms of problems to
be solved. The dollars to meet the needs of
the plan will be supplemented by a five-year
phased input of approximately $3 million of
"glue" money. Discretionary support will be
totally phased out after the fifth year leav-
ing the site to continue funding the pro-
cess from its other resources.

The plan will form the basis for a Single
grant from OE. The money, materials, tech-
nical assistance, training, etc., will be drawn
from merged programs at the Federal level.
This administrative step, prat/Maly neces-
sary at the local level,' for comprehensive
funding, will not be accomplished admin-
istratively in OE, relieving the Meld of that
impossible task (only one school district.
Louisville. has ever been able to begin to
svade,through the morass of Program by Pro-
gram guidelines, requirements. funding
cycles, etc., on its own).

Having had its plan accepted, the site's
first responsibility is to fund an Educational
Braininess Center (Teacher Center) for the
pin:Ices of- coordinating the input of ,ma-
tenets, arnietance, training. ideals, etc., from
OZ and nom others. Each site must have
melt is Center. This mill be s place outside
of the schools and will be the point of con-
tact between and among teachers, adminis-
trators, annuitants. information. materials,
etc. Hun, depending upon, the need struc-
ture, will reside one or more experts repre-
senting Right to Read, Bilingual Education,
Staff Development, etc., as well as an Edu-
cational Ettension Agent. Administered by
small staff, it will provide space and facil-
ities for training, lectures, Information re-
trieval., etc. As the five -year plan progresses,
the Center will increase its store of resources
and its ability to identify various forma of
community resources available to assist the
site In its problems.

What its it. then, we have bought at a site
of about 10 schools servinit 6.000 disadvan-
taged youngsters for $3 million etre 13 years?

I. For those) children, a' significant increase
in the average achievement and a t
increase in their attitudinal response to
education and school.

2.- For time; children, a significant .de-
crease in any previous achievement gap be-
twain them and surrounding middle -class
schools.

3. For those children and teachers, sub-
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stantial involvement with some of the new-
est and most promising educational innova-
Ilona. -

4. For those teachers and that system,
new process for addressing theimelves _ and
their resources to their educational needs.

6. For that community, new sense of con-
fidence regarding their schools and their
ability-to assist in the educational process.

6. For that local system and that State, a
lim-year involvement in a process designed
to better manage their resources in response
to educational needs.

7. For the Federal Government, incre-
mental data and analysis of the process and
prospects of_tincational reform.

4. The Educational Extension Agent:
The Educational Extension Agent is a con-

cept derived from the present understanding
of innovation and reform. Experience has
demonstrated that unless responsible in-
dividual has personal knowledge of or con-
tact with an innovation, them is little prob-
ability that he will be motivated to adopt
that innovation. The written word is not
strong enough catalyst to achieve Widespread
adoption' of in innovation, regardless of the
strength of the words. Previous OE efforts at
dissemination of education` products and
practices known to be superior to existing
prevalent methods, have been ineffective be-
cause of reliance on the printed word, a film
strip, a print-out. etc. The Education Exten-
sion Agent is designed to be the missing link.
Housed at a Teacher Center in Renewal .
Site, he will cover other schools in the area
on a face-to-face basis. He will listen to prob-
lems and will perform two-way translation
services betWeen the constituent and the in-
formation base. He can discuss innovations
en a personal level, can generate interest; and
most importantly, can folaw-up on that in-
terest by supplying materials, experts, etc.,
to the interested party.

Finally, he can provide feedback on ob-
stacle: and aids to adoption and those con-,
tribute tO a better understanding of that
process. _

At the outset, this extension agent will be
funded by the Federal Government in order
that his value can be proven to the systems
he-serves and to allow sufficient testing of
the basic models repenting type of candidate,
reporting and control procedures and terri-
tory else. it is anticipated that the agents
would eventually be supported by one-third
Federal money, one-third State and one-third
local. This Is consistent with the long-stand-
ing Agricultural model land appears reason-
able at this time. The number of agents can-
not yet be absolutely defined due to the many

"variables which must be analysed but we ex-
pect to have at least one pc ,' renewal site
(State and local). We wnald ,lso expect to
continue a one-third funding role beyond
the time of renewal site activities.

The concepts embodied in the renewal
strategy are not yet fully field - tested. Various
aspects of thin venous elements within the
plan will require careful evaluation and ade
justment before absolute judgment can be
made about them. At this point in time, they
reflect an intention to. use our resources, our
experience and our knowledge in the most
effective manner possible in order to improve
the educational opportunities for disadvan-
taged children.

PT 1972 will be devoted toward the work
and plarirdng necessary to enter FT 1973 with tional Advhcory Councils has been seriously
as sound a process as Is primal,. That work eroded by the failure of the U.S. Oflice of
has begun both to terms or the conceptual Education to involve these agencies in the
aspects of the strategy so won as the opera planning, funding, and establishment of the__
tional mechanics of grants consolidation, site Mice to Development.

action procedures, guideline development, For- the foregoing reasons, the California
By the end of FY 1973, we intend to have Eduoshonal Innovation Advisory Commis-
n this process in at least 900 sites by Mon renommends that the. Commissioner of

building upon the programs that are already Ibluostion mecind his cider, transferring
operational-1n tbem. ximwriticurrameminas of Demi-

_

February 28, 1972
STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION.
Sacramento, Calif., December 24, 1971.

The Honorable ALAN MAMMON,'
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. _ .

DEAR Smarm Cemorrore: At its meeting on
December 21, 1971, the California Educa-
tional Innovation Advisory Commission,
ESEA Title III, unanimously approved the
attached resolution and instructed me to
forward copy to you.

In essence the Commission urges mainte-
nance of the integrity of the Title III fund-
ing in support of a. separate and identifiable

. program for the promotion of innovation in
education.

We respectfully request careful consider-
ation of our position on this Issue.

Sincerely,
LLOYD N. MOIRISVIT,

Chairman, Educational Innovation Ad-
. visory Commission, Title III, ESEA.

Attachment.

STATE 07 CALIFORNIA.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

Sacramento. Calif., December 12, 1971.
RESOLUTION

On October 14, 1971, the U.S. Commissioner
of Education announced his intention to
transfer his ESEA Title III 15 percent dis-
cretionary funds from the Bureau of Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education to the new
Office for Development. The effective date of
this transaction was set in the Commis-
sioner's bulletin as October 27, 1971..

The effect of this action is the reallocation
of the Commissioner's le percent of the ESEA
Title III appropriations to a new and sepa-
rate agency different from the bureau re-
sponaible for over-all management of the
Title Ea program.

Tits California Educational Innovation Ad-
vise.* Commission vigorously opposes the
transfer of ESEA Title III funds to the U.S.
O.E. Oflide of Development for the following
reasons: .

1. The reassignment of a portion of Title
III funds to the Office of Development vio-
lates the Intent and language of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as
amended.

2. The action by-passes the Congress by re-
routing funds appropriated for other pur-
poses. The Office of Education plan to set up
and fund an Office of Development should
have been presented to Congress through
regular legislative channels. It should be
established only after favorable action of
Coneness in respect to principle and funding.
Any Amtnistrative action of this nature that
by-passes Congress is contrary to the public
interest.

3. The action will -weaken the Title III pro-
gram by siphoning off funds for other pur-
poses.

4. It fragments control. and will predicta-
bly result in a loss of coordination of the
Title III effort.

5. It effectively eliminates local participa-
tion in the design, development, and opera-
tion of innovative ESEA Title III projects
funded by the Commissioner's 15 percent of
the appropriations.

6. The effectiveness of the state and na-
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opment. It further orders that copies of this powered with appropriate funding to make
resolution be forwarded to Ms Commissioner, tne suite oneaniaetion an affective 000peran;
to the Secretary of Health. Education and lug agency with the MOB for the implemen-
Welfare, to the chairmen o t the Souse and tatiori of bilingual education programs. As a

- Senate Committees on Iducation. and to the genie. I do not think our opinions have been
members of the California. Congressional solicited or our Involvement' been achieved.
delegation. Indeed. so vague is the Renewal Center plan,

we all may well be caught by surprise when
Decennia 15, 1971. it Js implemented while we are caught un-

Hon. Anne CRANSTON; WILTDS
U.S. Senate. Since you represent people who are con -
Senate Office Building, oerned about bilingual education. I think
Washington, D.C. this plan should be carefully investigated to

BEAR Stineroa Casessroten In 1987 the leg's-. assure all involved that planning will be done
',stun enacted into law what was to become with state and local agencies and that in the
a milestone In American educational his- event Title VII L amalgamated, explicit as-
torythe Bilingual Education Act. Title VII, surances will be made to determine extent
ESEA. This act would provide communities of funding for bilingual education.,
across the country the opportunity to receive As a concerned educator. I urge you to
education while they learned their second seek out information about the proposed
language, English. Monica have just begun -Renewal Centers" as it's quite possible that
to be allocated to school districts across the -a rose by any other name may not Knell as
nation to implement the noble goal of bi-._.sweet and indeed that as time goes by bilin-
lingual bicultural. education In an effort to gust education may be plucked out of the

educational bouquet altogether. It is my
humble opinion that Title VII as unique
national program shold remain an entity
unto itself with specific designated ;funding
so that monies are not =steed into-other
cstegoeles that masquerate aa bilingual-bi-
cultural education.

Yours sincerely.
FIANCES VARGAS,

Bilingual Program Director.
Del Valle 1.S.D.

NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS Aseocisrios.
Washington,' D.C.. February 25, 1972.

Hon. ALAN Caioncroze,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAD Szersros CRANSTON: your office made
an inquiry about the NSBA's position with
respect to the new Once of Education con-
cept of Education Renewal Centers.

We applaud the Idea that local school dis-
tricts would be given the opportunity to de-
velop their own training and retraining pro-
grams in such a way that It is responsive to
the needs of the community. All too often
in the past, teachers and administrative staff
attended classes or seminars in a university
setting miles away bon.. in a physical sense
and a philosophical sense. Our support of
the concept, however, Is not- without some
real and strong concerns. They are as follows:

1. We view with alarm any effort which
would subvert the operation of valuable on-
going programs. The President's- budget re-
quest for 1973, indicates the Bilingual Pro-
gram will be placed under the renewal con-
cept. This raises questions that perhaps some
of our minorities, especially the Spanish
speaking children, may end up losing both
their identity and special funding. We have
similar concerns with respect to the Dropout
Prevention Program and the operation of
the Teagher Corps.

2. In a similar vein, we are .concerned
that OE effort Is but another fanfare at the
national level which will raise expectations
and not succeed in developing solutions to
educational problems. It is evident that there
is very little if any new money in the renew-
al program but it is being funded out of
eldsting monies: That being the case, a local
school district would find itself just switch-
ing between programs (i.e.. existing ones to
renewal with no new money). .

3. Federal legislation on education is not
a minuet. While form is Important-one must
look to the substance. Therefore, the federal
government should not be able to proceed in
an indirect fashion in manner which has

preserve the many national tongues spoken
In the United States. Language as national
resource has only just begun to be tapped.

Will the efforts and aspirations of bun-
nireds of educators, legislators and other In-
terested citizens be drained and weakened
by a new consolidation plan entitled "Re-
newal Centers"? The program under consid-
eration at present and headed by Dr. Don
Davies proposes to consolidate all discretion-
ary funds under one department and would
include Title III. Title VII, Title VIII, and
NDEA. This program is presently only in a
planning phase and dissemination about it
has just begun as Dr. Davies and his staff
meet with Project Directors across the coun-
try.

.It is my contention that this consolidation
plan for Renewal Centers provides no guar-
antees for the preservation of. Title VU fund-
ing. Unfortunately, bilingual education does
not head the priorities lists of many people's
books. The Bilingual Education Act was
passed through a long fight involving years
of hard work on the part of key legislators
and educators. When all of these funds are
lumped together into one basket, would it not
stand to reason, that monies formerly allo-
cated to bilingual 'education might be dif-
fused into other less necessary programs
which do not specifically implement a bi-
lingual-bicultural approach? Holding a spe-
cific title certainly does not guarantee appro-
priation of funds for that program, but it
does provide a designated program to be im-
plemented. Specific objectives have been re-
quired of bilingual programs under Title VII
and it has been one of the most heavily eval-
uated programs in governmental history. To
amalgamate it. without any, indication of
what is going to happen to bilingual educa-
tion, is unreasonable.

A plan for consolidation in itself is not
at fault. Certainly, one sees reasons for at-
tempts to recInce governmental bureaucracy.
The Idea of training centers for teachers
functioning as integral parts of these "Re-
newal Centers" is sound. My question is:
what are the guarantees that these Renewal
Centers will be focused for the most part
around bilingual bicultural education?

For those of us who are intimately in-
volved in- bilingual education, there Is the
danger that we may well lose to bureaucratic
expediency, the dream of educating our
youth in two languages.

Th13 dream Is not just the dream of proj-
ern directors but of many citizens as well. It

most urgent that all of us including the
bilingual offices at the state level through-
out the nation. become actively involved in'
this planning phase and the, as a group' been forbidden directly. With: inia preamble,
t work together to seek the answers to thesennineynnnurn to_Tinen111 of the El_ernentarynneo

centers and services. Educational renewal
centers could easily fit Into the definition of
an eligible application under the original
Title III. In 19435.1itle III was administered
exclusively and directly by the 13.57-Consints-
stoner or Educationa concept which was
justified In part on' the basis that state
departments of animation had not been
strengthened enough to operate this highly
Innovative concept. However, thii procedure
raised many prOblema with respect to our
cherished concepts of federalism and local
control of education because it set up a di-
rect WeshIngton-to-local school district link.
In 1987, the law was changed wherein 85 per-
cent of the money would be administered
directly through state plans with 15 percent
reserved to the Commissioner of Education.
It now appears that the Office of Education
may be trying to accomplish indirectly
through its renewal concept that which the
Congress of the U.S. forbade in 1967.

The link to Title III Is becoming more
clear because we have already received In-
formation from school districts that they will
be asked tc put a part of their Title III
monies as a condition for receiving a re- -

newel site grant.
We view the getters! Educations Provisiene

Act, Section 422 (i.e., the prohibition against
federal control of education) more than a
mere toiler plate, and are concerned that the
Office of Education may be tryingno control
the administration of education at the local
level through its renewal centers and renewal
agents which It intends to send into the field.

4.Our worries with respect to federal con-
trol and inadequate funding are also In part
accentuated by the fact that we have not
seen new official rules, regulations. etc. pub-
lished. In the n'ederal Register as required by
the Puclnskl amendment In P.L. 91-230. A full
disclosure by the Office of Education of its
specific desires would. I am sure, greatly
resolve some of our anxieties.

We' hope that the renewal concept can be
made viable and ask that you try to assure
that this concept is not pushed at the ex-
pense of on-going programs or our cherished
concept of local control of education which
President Nixon strongly defended in his
State of the' Union Address.

Sincerely.
AIICIIIST W. STEINHILBTD.

Director, Federal and Congressional Re-
lations.

Mr, CRANSTON. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the Senator from
California (Mr. Toirwzr). be added as a
Cosponsor of the amendment.

The. PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. CRANSTON. I understand that the'

Senator from Colorado (Mr. Dosinucw),
the ranking minority member of the
Education. Subcommittee, is presently
reading the text of the amendment off
the floor. Re may have some comments
to make. Meanwhile,- I am delighted to
see that the distinguished chairman of
the subcommittee (Mr. PELL). who has
handled this bill on the floor so mag-
nificently over such a long period of time,
is on his feet seeking recognition.
. Mr. PELL. I thank the Senator from
California.

Mr. President, I commend the senior
Senator from California for bringing this
ametudment before the Senate. As chair-
man Of the Subcommittee on Education
I have been most, concerned about_ the
Office of Education's plan to establish

-called education- renewatsitesti-_basic questions which May have such a great and Secondary Education Act. In 1985, the
impact on the future of bilingual education. Elementary and Secondary Education Act was
Certainly where a state office of bilingual enacted with five basic titles. Title III au-
education exists, tbsee offices should be an- thorlzed federal support for supplementary

titles not authorized by statute..
The staff of the Subcommittee on Edu-

cation has at my direction been investi-
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gating this subject since last July when
rumors began to circulate about a "Na-
tional Educational Renewal Centers"
program. Indeed, both the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare and the House
Committee on Education and Labor in
their reports on the respective higher
education bills were concerned enough
about Office of Education activities that
they expressed reservations about the
legal authority of the Office of Educa-
tion to conduct "National Educational
Renewal Centers."

In spite of the reservations expressed
in the two committee reports, the Com-
missioner of Education continued his
plans to begin an educational renewal
program and on October 14, 1971, the
Office of Education was a,droinhstratively
reorganized to reflect the renewal con-
cept. This reorganization was carried out
without consultation with either *- the
House or Senate committees having ju-
risdiction over the Office of Education, as
has been the case in the past. As the re-
sult of this action on the part of the Of-
fice of Education, I made an inquiry as
to the statutory authority of the Com-
missioner's proposal and ask unanimous
consent that my letter of November
1971. be inserted in the RSCORD at this
point.

There being no objection, the letter was
ordered to be printed in the Rawer, as
follows:

Novzusza, 3, 1971.
Hon. SIDNZT P. MARIANO.
U.S. Commissioner of Education, Office o/

Education, Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Dux Ma. ocoonamoina: The tentative
plans of the Office of Education to consoli-
date certain authorised programs into the
s6- called NERC proposal has generated much
concern throughout the nation and in my
own State of Rhode Island.

I understand that you have spoken with
the staff of the Subcommittee on Education
of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare. I appreciate your doing so; how-
ever, needless to say, consultation does not
indicate approval. _I would urge you to very
seriously consider the steps you may plan to
take: that, from the legal question as the
whether you have the statutory authority to
consolidate the present programs; and, sec-
ond, the impact of such consolidation upon
the successful projects now being carried on
in the field. I would appreciate your views on
this matter.

Enclosed are two telegrams on this NERC
proposal which I have received from in-
dividuals in my State.

Ever sincerely.
CLansoassz Pats.,

Subcommittee on Education.
Mr. PELL. On November 19, 1971, the

Commbsicsier. of Education replied, re-
questing our indulgence for a short pe-
riod of time before responding to mY in-.
quirt' 'of November 3, 1971. 1 ask unani-
mous consent that the letter of the Coin-
missioner of Education, dated November
19, 1971, be inserted in the Racoaa at
this point, ministration of pia, OE programs. All districts which seek Federal funds for actiel.

win be consistent-withasht -*du. ties authorized--There- being no oblection, the letter cam"! big under the above-refereed_cation lagbdatIonond-wIll-ozobliv the -rice atatuteavill be istdelosubmit srengleipp11-
' was ordered to he printed In the aliooan, to carry out the programs authorised by the cation form. Such application will be re-as follows:

DITAICTMILLIT Or Hasszn.
Swenson. mos Wztrasz.

Washington, D.O., November 19, 1971.
Hon. Cesisoariz Potad

. U.B. Senate,
Washington.

DEAR fiztraroz Para.: Thank you for your
Setter of November 3 requesting information
on our plena to consolidate some of the pro-
grams Which we administer.

I would appreciate your Indulgence for
short period of time before I respond to your
specific questions on this matter. The mat-
ters discussed in your letter are movies, and
I have asked appropriate staff msMbers to
provide information to be embodied in our

plyre .
You will be hearing from me in the near

future.
Sincerely,

S. P. acuursio, Jr.
U.S. Commissioner of Education.

Mr. PELL. On December 3, 1971, the
Commissioner responded to my inquiry
as to the statutory authority of the
Office of Education to carry out the re-
newal program. By this time the name
of the Project. had been changed to
"Education Renewal Sites."'In his letter
of December 3, 1971. the Commissioner
of Education 'gave a simplistic explana-
tion.of his plans on this matter and as-
sured me that there was no 'legal in-
firmity" to the basic theory underlying
the renewal-sites concept and, stating
that all of the matters relating to the
programs he sought to consolidate would
be administered consistent with legisla-
tive intent. I ask unanimous consent
that the Commissioner's letter of Deceen-
ber 3, 1971. be inserted in the RECORD at
this point.
. There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the Recoup,
as follows: -

DtPARTMENT or HEALTH, EIDIICA
TOM, AND WI:MM. OFF/CZ or
EDUCATION,

Washington, December 3, 1971.
Hon. Cuusoatia Pax. .

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SINAFOR PLLL : This M In further re-
sponse to your recent letter requesting infor-
mation on the legality and impact on present.
Office of Education Mg) programs of my
plans to reform the administration of cer-
tain OE prograins. We are replying separately
to concerns expressed in copies of telegrams -
attached to your letter pertaining to the
transfer of function& within the Office Of Edu-
cation involving the. EfffEA Title /I program.

I believe my specilffc plans can best be un-
derstood in the context of my view of the role
of the Office of Education. It is my firm con-
viction that the fundamental purpose of OZ
is to assist the school systems of this country
to improve the educational achievement of
the students who attend them. The Office of
Education must be an active participant in
the continuing process of educational reform
and change that is required to achieve this
goal. To ensure that OE will be of significant
help to local school systems. I have been de-
veloping general reform and renewal strat-
egy for the Office. That strategy, which has
been enthuslantically endorsed by Secretary
Richardson, will require Changes In the ad.
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The major component of my tenewal strat-

egy is something that we have termed "Edu-
cational Renewal Sites." We intend this new
administrative procedure ( which will become
operational to Fiscal Year 1079) to be thp key
(dement in our effort to make the Office of
Education forceful and effective advocate of
renewal and reform in American education.

Simply stated, the renewal site strategy is
ai follows. Several existing Office of Education
elementary and secondary project grant pro-
grams 'will be administratively coordinated in
the future. The fuhds from these programs
will continue to be available to local school
districts. Some number of schools from
'within each district that is a successful ap-
plicant under this approach will be selected
as an "educational renewal site" and the Fed-
eral funds will be concentrated in the / Ili. -
The specific OE programs that will be ad -
loitered under thils new approach are: (a) Bi-
lingual education programs (Title VII of the
Elementery and gleoandary Education Aot):
(b) the Dropout Prevention Program (Sec-
tion 807 of Title VIII of PIMA); (c) the iii
percent of the Title I11 ESEA Program which
is for special programs and projects (Section
306 of Title III of tb' Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act): and (d) Part D of
the Education Professions Development

. Act (Title V at the Higher Education Act)
To receive funds under this arrangement.

a school district, in addition to meeting the
normal requirements for the separate pro-
grams, will agree to; Involve' all the appro-
priate members of the local community
(teathers, administrators, parents, students.
community groups. etc.) In the educational
efforts at the renewal site; make an assess-
ment of all the educational needs of those
schools which will comprise the renewal
ate; and develop comprehensive program
designed to meet and overcome the prob-
lems discovered in the needs assessment.

Federal funds from the prOgrams noted
above will enable the schools comprising the
site to develop the 'Overall strategy, hire out-
side consultants, obtain the necessary mate-
rigs and prepare teachers to use whatever
techniques are needed to carry out the com-
prehensive educational program that has
been developed for the site. These funds will
be in addition to. and will not replace, the
funds received by the district [rem State and
local taxes, and from other Federal grant
programs (e.g.. impacted areas). Our ob-
jective is to enable school districts to use
these major sources of funds in a more
effective way under the impetus of the re-
newel site strategy. Such coordinated Fed-
eral funding will, we believe, encourage
comprehensive planning and integrated pro-
grams on the local level.

The single most compelling reason for the
development of this particular strategy is
the assistance it will give to local school
systems in their attempts to serve the edu-
cational needs of their students. This new
approach will, we hope, lead to a measurable
improvement over time in the educational
achievement of students in the rites. In ad-
dition, it can instill in local. schools an
appreciation of the necessity for a continue
our process of reform and give them the
capacity to engage in self-evaluation and
productive change even lifter the termina-
tion of Federal support.

In response to the legitimate concerns of
school administrators over myriad and coda- .
plicated Federal grants procedures, the re-
newal site strategy is designed to simplify
such procedures at the local level. School

. Ares in a much more effective marmer viewed against eligibility criteria which will,
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to the greatest extent consistent with perti-
nent enabling statutes, be integrated into
single regulation. Althoughsome of the de-
tails of operational procedure have not yet
been flnally determined, I have listed In an
enclosure to this letter some basic decisions
respecting the manner in which specific as-
pects of existing legislation relating to such
matters as advisory councils, accounting pro-
cedures, etc. will be handled. As you will
note. all such matters will be administered
coosistently with legislative intent.

Pave specific concerns have been expressed
about the future disposition of programs au-
thorized by the Education Professions Devel-
opment Act (EPDA). As noted above. the
EPDA progiants affected by the eduCational
renewal site strategy will be those authorized
by Part I) of Title V of the }Either Education
Act. Any other parts of that Title for which
funds are appropriated by the Congress: e
the Teacher Corps, will continue to be ad-
ministered as separate programs.

The renewal site strategy has been re-
Stewed by IIEW's Office of General Counsel,
which has advised that it finds no legal in-
firmity in the baste concept underlying this
approach. As we formulate the procedural
details of this program, we shall he working
in cooperation with the Office of General
Counsel to assure that (1) roles of eligibility
for program grants Under the pertinent ap-
propriations will be consistent with stand-
ards of eligibility in the corresponding en-
abling statutes and (2) sufficient accounting
procedures on the part of the grantee and
the Office of Education will be followed to
ensure that the purposes for which . funds
were appropriated and granted are satisfied
by the grantees' expenditures.

The coordination of the programs affected,
by the renewal site strategy will be imple-
mented within the Office by hating them
administered by a single unit Teporting to
the Deputy Commissioner for Development.
These programs (Bilingual Education. Drop-
out Prevention, fifteen percent of Title III
ESEA. and Part D of EPDA) will be ad-
ministered by the new, unit which, we have
named the National Center for the Improve-
ment of Educational Systems. This unit will
provide organizationalcoherence for the
educational renewal site strategy.

Everything that I have done thus far as
Commissioner of Education, and everything
that I propose to do in the future.'has one
major goalto assure that the (Tice of Edu-
cation can effectively aid the school systems
of our-country to increase the educational
achievement of children. IIntend to make
the Office an energetic agent of renewal and
reform In education at all levels consistent
with our statutory mission: The changes in
OE practices and procedures, that I have
dIsCiased in this letter are essential com-
ponents 9f my renewal -strategy. -

I earnestly request your understanding of
and support for these changes in OE so that
our mutual desire to-improve the education
of all our children can be made a reality.

Sincerely,- S. P. MaRLAND. Jr.,
U S Commissioner of Education.

Ebt( arlOrtaL RENEWAL SISS
I. EriNttva Programs and Projects.The

.Office of Education has made some' moral
commitment.; to school districts under exist-
ing legislation to fund Certain programs lag,
Career Opportunities Program and Urban/
Rural Program under EPDA) for several years.
These commitments are subject to the usual
understanding that Congrewi must appropri-
ate sufficient funds for such programs each
year andAliai_tiaa local school district 'must
c-nitinue to carry out the program accord-
ing to the ieglslatiye intent.

Aft such' commitments will be honored.
School districts to which the Office has made

;such a commitment of funds extending
through and beyond Fiscal Year 1973 will

have two opinions: (1) they may continue
existing projects as part of the more compre-
hensive renewal site approach: or (2) they
may continue these existing projects as sep-
arate programs and not have become part of
the new site approach. In no instance will
there be any arbitrary termination of an ex-
isting project.

2. Funding Authortzattons.All funds ap-
propriated for the separate OE programs that
will be administered as part of the educa-
tional renewal site strategy will be spent for
the purposes for which they were appropri-
ated. Thusor example, Whatever amount of
&ones, is apprOpriated by the Congress for the
Bilingual Education programs authorized by

'Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act will he spent for such pro-
grams.

3. State Educational Agencies.Under ex-
isting legislation, State educational agencies
have a variety of roles to play in the Pro-
grams to be administered under the edu-
cational renewal site strategy.

Under the Bilingual Education Act (Title
VII of ESEA) and Title III (i.e.. the fifteen
percent administered by the Commissioner
under Section 306 of ESEA) applications
cannot be approved by the Commissioner
unless they have been submitted to the ap-
propriate State educational agency for com-
ments and recommendations.

Dropout Prevention project must be ap-
proved by the appropriate State educational
agency (Section 807 of ESEA).

Part 13 of EPDA requires consultation with
State educational agencies to satisfy the
State agency that the program or project
will be coordinated with programs carried
on under Part B of EPDA (see Section 531

Accordingly, State educational agerfcies
will be requested, in all tuatances, for their
nominations for educational renewal sites
and for their comments and recommenda-
tions on the programs of possible sites. Since
'the ultimate responsibility for approving
sites and programs rests with the Commis-
sioner of Education. It is possible that some
sites, in unusual circumstances, may be se-
lected which have not been nominated by a
State agency.. Even In those circumstances,
however, the projects will be subject to State
educational agency comment or approval
wherever the applicable statute requires such
comment or approval.

4. Accounting for Funds Existing legis-
lation requires such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be necessary -
to assure proper disbursement of and ac-
counting for Federal funds paid to the ap-
plicant. This requirement will be met in at
least two ways:

1. OE will keep track of what amount of
funds from each categorical prograrti go to
each renewal site. In A hypothetical case, a
8100,000 grant to an LEA might consist of
825.000 from funds appropriated fthraflitin-
gual Education. 825.000 from sectionnfje of
Title III funds, 825,000 from Dropout Preven-
tion funds, and 825.000 from Part D of EPDA'
funds. This breakdown, of course, would de-
pend upon the nature of the funded activi-
ties, as determined by GE,

2. Each site will have to adhere to cue-
.' tornary Federal accounting procedures. Spe-

cific items of expenditures will be attrib-
uted to funds coming from specific cate-
goriest programs.

5. Regulations and GuidelinesThe regu-
lations and guidelines for the several pro-
grams to be administered under the educa-
tional renewal site strategy will be combined
into a single set. The unified regulations and

guidelines will eontein all the specific 're-
quirements that the separate authorizing
acts mandate, e.g., that Federal' funds sup-
plement, and not' supplant, State and local
funds (Section 304(a) (3 ) of Title III of
ESEA); that programs be of a size and scope
that will make substantial *ten toward

achie0ing the purpcses of the. legislation
iSection 705(a) (3) of Title VII of ESEA):
that effective procedures be adopted for
evaluating the effectiveness of programs.
(Section finith)gli of Title VIII of ESEA);
etc.

e Reports and Eval at - All education-
al renewal sties will have to meet current
legislative requirements for annual reports.
All will he subject to an evaluation of results.
But grantees will submit a single report (not
four or five separate ones on each categori-
cal program) and a single evaluation of the
site's comprehensive program.

7. Advisory Council Existing legislation
provIdee for. the folloyving_Sadrisory Councils
Iii ronnectIon -with the prograrha involved in
the renewal site strategy.

A National Advisory Council on Supple-
mentary Centers and Services (Section 309 of
Title III of ESEA).

An Advisory Committee on the Education
of Bilingual Children (Section 708 of Title
VII of rzzA).

. A National Advisory Council on Education
Professions Devanpntent (Sect ion 502 of Title
V of the' Higher Education Act).

All these Councils will be expected to give
advice on the general renewal site strategy
and the relation of their particular programs
to it. All will continue to fulfill any ,pther
statutory obligation, e.g.. the Title III Coun-
cil submits an annual report to the President
and the Congress. the Bilingual Council de-
velops criteria for the approval of applica-
tions, etc.

8. Eligible ApplicantsA variety of agen-
cies are now eligible for Federal funds under
the programs involved in the educational
renewal site strategy: local educational agen-
cies (all programs): institutions of higher
education which may. apply Jointly with a lo-
cal educational agency under the Bilingual
Education Act:. institutions of higher educa-
tion and State educational agencies under
Part I) of, EPDA; nonprofit institutions or
organizations of Indian tribes under Section'
706(a) of the Bilingual Education Act; and
the Secretary of the Interior for. Indian
schools under Section 706 (b) of the Bilingual
Education' Act.

All these agencies will continue to be
eligible to apply for funds under the educa-
tional renewal site strategy. Although. priority
will be given to applications reflecting the
renewal site approach. some applicants un-
able to meet the comprehensive requirements
of this approach will also receive assistance.

Mr.. PELL. On December 10, 1971, the
CommisSioner, at his request, came to
see me in order to discuss the educational
renewal site proposal, At that time I told
him that./ had no authority to approve-
or disapprove of what he was doing un-
officially: that tale only way the Congress
could 'act was by law, and that if Vic
Office-of. Education wished to continue
with the.education renewal site program.
the Commissioner should perhaps submit
iegislatioic to the Congress. I also prorq-
ised the Commissioner that I would give
the Office_ of Education.a fair hearing to
any legislative proposal submitted on this
subject. During the course of that meet-
ing I indicated to the Commissioner that
I was not speaking against the concept
of "renewal," but that I did question the_
method by which the'program Was being
established. Indeed. I indicated that cer-
tain statutory authority_rould perhaps
presently be utilized for a limited pilot-
type progratn. At this meeting the Com-
misisjoner delivered a letter explaining
how the reorganization had affected
library, and educational technology Pro-
grams. I ask unanimous consent that
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at this point in the R.zcoiu, there be in- I am oonAdeat that the aw Iurs.* of more effeoUvs coordination of th. i10
sorted the Conunisslc*ier's letter of Do- Libraries wUl give a vIgctai nOTS to education programs which dm2 with U-
ceinber 9 1971. e national nssda of o school Ped 10bU. bRSli &D4 tbS tt&IDIflg, Of Ubrartani..

There being no obieclon. the lettor Ubrastos and that this mo's wlfl ST4 Included In the oocao%Idati wifl be
was ordered to be printed itt thO Recone,

WOUld be s,
to discuss the matter further with pun at

those programs authorized by Ubenry Ben-
ices End Construction Act (wbl services

as 'oliows: . your pleasure. pilbuc libraries). 'ntis U of the Higher Ed-
Or IIEALTff, . With best ge.rd8. flOetlon Act (dealing with 00130g. lIbrary

EODCATION. AND WasEz, Sincerely. TNOUTOIP and library trabslngi 'fltl. II of
-. Orncz 0, EovcaTIorl, 8. P. '-'o. Jr., the Elementary and Secondary Education

Washington, D.C., December 9, 1971. U.S. Commiulor.rr 0/ Idtcat4o%. Act (dealing with libraries at elementary
Horn. CaxRoani pau., - and secondary education levsiai and the
Crnalrman, Subcommittee on Education,- PRO?OSED BUREAU OF usumcs Library Research Program which is con-

Committee on Labor and Public Wel. _______________________________ ducted under thE Cooperative-Besearch Act.
Jare, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. e,csi yes sppmpits'aasn This realtgnnsent of the library servicesDia* Ma. CHAI1MAN This I. in tuttber Cm fficussnda) . will centralize In one organization respon-response to your recent letter enC1ceig

1409 1170 071 IIU sibillty for library programs which serve ciicopies of telegrams you have received per.. clientele levelaelementary, secondary, high-taming to the transfer of functions within Sr education, mud the general public. Thisthe Oeioe of Education tnvolviqg the ESEA Public I,brari.s ....... $40 709 140,709 940,710 149,209 realignment will have the effect of strength-
In order to bring about the most effective

tarvicis:
Grants (ISCA I).. 35. 35,000 35. 46.540

ening the professional eltIons among the
various library 'groups and agencies and will000r'dlnattoh of the various education pro- Iniathbrsrp

(LSCA It) ....... 2, 291 1,791 2,211 2. 941 bring ths library programs of the schoolsgrams which deal with libraries sfld the stat. institutional into closer contact with the public libraries.training of librarians, the Office of Educe-
tion Is creating a Bureau of Libraries which

(LSCA IV-A). 2,094 2, 014 2, ON C')
Handicapped Thus, without, in any way dlmlrl.htrng cx.

will bring together the Office's activities rti- (iSCA IV-B)... 1,334 1,334 1334 (I) hung channels of coordination with the
latlng to this effort. Included In the Bureau constructIon ....... , ii ,*ss 7,092 1,500

Ceft. library vs
20,750

curriculum of the schools, the oonaolidatbn
will facilitate new, types of 000rdliation atwill, be those programs authorized by the SDU,C.I (NEt li'A). 25,l00

Ubrarlen traithn the local, level between school and publicLibrary Services and. Construction
libraries), Title H (lEA Il-B) ....... 9,250 6, *33 3,900 2,000 libraries. Including the introduction of new(which services public Planning3fldlv$lua. . . fOlfliJ of media and learning resources forof the Higher Education Act (dealing WIth ten........................ II 400 400 all schoolchildren, This consolidation iscollege library resources and library train.. School librifba

((SEA II) ,. completely consistant with the mandate Ining),, Title IX cf the Elementary and Second- .......... ,

I.itrirmuaarch(eo. the LSCA to coordinate "school, public,
my Education Act (dealing with libraries at operative re,Iarcb). (a) 2371 2,171 2,750 academic, and special libraries and special ln..elementary and secondary education levels),

Total 133,144 121,737 144,172 formation centers for Improved services ofand the Ubrary Research Program con- .......... a supplementary nature to the 'special clien-ducted under the authority of the Coopers- - tale served by each type of library or can.tire Research Act. ' .

the services
'-'I 4ncluded in en.ral education under cooperative ra,iirCli,

nConsol.datsd into Iervlca(LSCA Ills I.)
'tel'." . ..This realignment of library

win centralize In one, àrganiza,tlon respon.
pubhcblbr$ry

'Wield be trsefsrr.d from Iii. Bum at Osasnhary and',
Sucondary EdUC$tbo. Mr. PELt. On December 13, 1971, .1albtlity for library programs which serve all wrote the Commissioner In àrdcr to clar-clientele levels-elemen,tary and secondliry.

higher and the general public.
-

PROPOSED NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL ify our conversation of December 10,,education,
This. realignment will have the effect of TEChNOLOGY -

1971, In that letter I pointed out that
strengthening the professional relations -

to include the bilingual education pro-
among the various library groups and agen.. psar 1972) AijthsrizaIlo Funds' gram and the dropout prevntion pro-des and will bring the library programs of -.____________________________ gram In the renewal program would be
th. schools into closer contaccwlt the OOfltYaIy to the intent of Congress. I ask
public libraries. Thus! without in any way improvimsntSl%dUplii. .' Pubic Bmedca.tla $13,000,000

nanat el educational TV Act, is amended unanimous cpnaent that my letter of
- diminishing existing channels of 000rdl.ns- and radio I Stilt.,, ti I. December 13. 1971. be inserted In thetion with the curriculum of the achoole. the Media specialist training . P1.0. EPt)A ........ 1.900.000 Rxcotn at this point,ieorganiestion will' facilitate n.w types of CblIdrsoo Teiovi*ica

osordicathon at the local level betweed school Worksbs (CTW):
.

(a) Sesame Sired 'Coopstat'vi Rs
There being no objection, the letter

and public libraries, including the introduc. (15,090000) audi Act." Pt, was ordered to be printed In the RIECORD,
lion of new forms of .nie0ia and learning :1w (SEA as follows:
resources for s.0 school children. This re- - (b) ilichic Compiny ' '.,

($2,000,000). U.S. Sawsir, Couurrrm ON Lasosalignment is consistent With the mandate arce pvm.zc Wmraaz.
'Washington,

In the Library ServIces' arid construction Total .................................... 21,900,000 D.C., December 13, 1971.Act to coordinate "school, public, academic,
iiOn_. 8W2IE? P. ita.n.inm. Jr.;arut rpv.clal libraries and special information

centers for improved 'services of a supple. In 1970, the Office Of Edipetioc imis- (IS. Oommiaeloner of Education, Departmer4
zeentary nature to the specla4 clientele served merited a reorganization p5-aa of HesUh, Education, end Weller, Wash-
by each type of library o osnier." It does' library and education t.chnsW activities isgton, D.C. -.

riot in any way preclude the use by libraries within a Bureau of Libraries sad Educa- Dass Ms. CoMMrssrorszR: I would like to
of educational technologies appropriate to ticoal Technology under *PDA. The corn- clarify the situation with respect to our con-
the progrBnls administered, by the Bureau.. bining of these two groups was dons In the versation on education renewal sites which

Under these circumstances and since what belief that It would be more Clet tO ad.. took place last Friday, December 10, in my
Is involved -Lu simply a restructuring of ad.. nlZnIstei' both of the .dt*catii sesotuem 'office. ,'
rnintstrative functions within the Office oit programs as on., so that BeIt. d 10051 1 have asked staff to review the authorizing

ucatjou, roe think that. these actlofl$'aril agencies OUld interface with Just
' 'legIslation Involved with' your proposal onweU within the authority of the Office of ministrative AlthOUgh these -- renewal sites. At this time, as we under-'

and have so been' advised- by ta1 opposttteeu tO this OombiUOfl. bSSSd Stand presEnt law, authorizations whichcounsel. 'Orantees and' applicants under on the belief that SS Would be. can be used for renewal sites are the Co.these. progrms will continue to be funded ecflpsed by the other' the TIeSe
tWO has worksd OUt rather wslL

operative Research Act, the Federal portion
"..s the name beeps and will be subject t9 -- of title ZU of the Elementary arid SecOndary
tine same procedural and substantive ro.

In
This- year, in formulating plans for a vs.

to.
Education Act of lois, and part I) of the Ed-quirernenta, as set forth existing statute.,

- regulations, and guidelInes. -

organization to etingth.n OW. ability
effect a renewal strategy, it em dsoldm to

neatlon Professlams Development Act. To
posse extent, the authority for the Dropout

The educational technology portion of the split o the EdUcational T''*'07 suction Prevention Program can be used. However,
former Bureau of Libraries and Educational and'piLt it andig the pI(4)0.54 UspOty Coss- the legislativ, history for the Dropout Pr.-
Technology, which deals prlmarhly'with eOn. miastoner 'for Renewal. This cam Ia ,estion.Program indicates that, only a. rela-
cational broadcasting. Ii being assigned Ito 555454 bicama Iecbao will p40V vitUl ttvsly emsU number of projects in areas of
the Deputy Commiufàner for Development role in ileglem.ntirig many t ci the 'ce1andIng need in Which there are 111gb
es part of our emphasis upon educational r gpsWOl strategy, ift$ag the 'MucatIl coneantiations Of school dropouts may be
newal. I' am enclosing for your information Technology son to the psty C------ tmSet It was thought in 1007 that this
tables detailing the programs' to be tranhi.- 530LSr f Imowal w1U in meet. valae it one prOgram would be llmitedto eight 'or ten
fsrred to the proposed Bureau of Libraries heel in the OS o,ganliOnsa wiustiss. proJect. each peer. Any attempt to spread
and' those which will become part of the At the' s time. (35 is abe goIng to the drspouI prevention money to the extent
National Center for Educational TecbnO*og3, coordinate and ens.olieate its' liy so. n.r--y to fend more 'than twsi,e ploleris -together with a,'pr1ate budget informs-. 'tivities terther. In a w su of II-. 4 certainly be beyond the iut Of the
tion. , brerles, it will be pobls to b sbaIat gron.
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As I view the Bilingual Education Pro-

gram. to subsume its appropriations for ed-
ucation renewal sites would definitely be to
divert the program from its primary purpose
under the law.

_During our conversation, I suggest that
you might wish' to experiment with twelve
projects using the "free money" under the
three authorities where the renewal Site con-
cept' is permissible Counsel informs me that
the conferees on S. 659 could possibly In-
hibit some orthis "free money" authority
for future fiscal years. At the same time, if
Senators are inclined to offer amendments to
S. 659, the result may be that you would
no longer have the- authority to conduct
speriments such as we discussed.

In order to prevent such a situation from
arising inadvertently, I would be inclined
to exercise my prerogative as Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Educatidn, and put
forward an amendment which would satisfy
the concerns of those senatOrs, clarify the
law with respect .to consolidation of ,,pro-
grams. -and explicitly. authorize funds for
experimentation of the type you would like
to conduct. Such an amendment may also
serve to prevent further amendments in the
House, where I understand opposition to
the renewal site proposal may be stronger
than it is in the Senate.

At any rate.. I believe that the decision
must oe made on the merits- rather than

'by poorly considered amendments which do-
not deal with the merits of your proposal. I
would say that any proposition involving the
number of sites you propose, however, would
constitute more than an, experiment. I know
you stated that a smell number of sites
would not be sufficient to have an Impact on
the country as a whole. In my' opinion. I
would question whether an experimental
program, ought to have an Impact on the
country as a whole, until it has been proven

by experimentation.
It is unfortunate that the education re-

newal site proposal has been caught up in
such great confusion. However. I am of the
opinion that the confusion could have been
avoided if the proposal had been advanced
as a legislative proposal rather than as an
administrative reorganization proposal.
Hopefully, this confusion has not brought
the situation beyond control, and we can co-
operate in getting authority to experiment,
even though it is not' of the scope you would
like:.

Ever sincerely,
CLAIBORNE PELL.

P.S. I have received your letter of Dec. 9
concerning school nutrition and health serv-
ices. I want to thank you for consideration
of this minter. Please be assured that I ap-
preciate mutual cooperation with you or'
matters of concern to us both.

Mr. PELL. On December 13 the Coen-
missioner.of Education, wrote me a letter
in which he- encloged two items deS1gmed
to further. illustrate the' renewal ideas of
the' Office of Education. One of these
items was a copy of the publication called
"Education U.S.A." in which the state-
ment was made that the approval of the
renewal. site strategy was being sought.
This furthered my conviction that the
Commissioner of Education, by informal
conversations with me, was seeking of-
ficial approval of the Congress. I then
decided that the best thing to do was to
ask the Commissioner .of Education to
defer-any further action on the renewal
'Ate strategy until the Congress had had
time to review the situation. I ask unani--
"mous consent that the Commissioner's
letter and material of December 13.1971.
be inserted at this point in the RECORD,
and that my response of December 20,
1971, also be inserted at this point.

There being no objfction, the material
was-ordered to be -printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TAR U.B. (,UM MISSIONER or EDUCATION,

Washington. DC..December 13, 1971.
11011. CLAIBORNE PELL,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATORTELL: Enclosed are two items
that may not have come to your attention.
They have to.do with further illumination ()t-
our renewal idea as discussed with you last
?Odor.

I appreciate the time and thought that you
gave to our discussion and felt that both of
us came closer to an understanding of each
other s respective positions.

I continue to feel strongly that if we are
really going to be very effective In this Office,
something akin to the renewal concept must
be launched. I believe that this can be done
Of such a way to Insure the integrity and
preservation of key legislative authorities
being considered for inclusion in the renewal
design. We are seriously mindful of your
counsel In any steps that we may ultimately
take.

Sincerely.
S. P. MARLAND. Jr.,

U.S. Commissioner of Education.

RENEWAL PROGRAM AIMED AT 10.000 C-CHOOLS
Si:seeping changes in 10,000 schools-frith 5.5

million disadvantaged c.N1drenthis is the
ambitious 14 -year goal of U.S. Corns. df *Edu-
cation Sidney P. aistriand's new "educational
renewal" plan'. Marland spelled. out details
of the program at the annual meeting last
week of the Council of Chief State School
Officers (COSSO) in Louisville. Ky. Plainly
eliciting support and cooperation from the
37 assembled "chiefs,", Marland said his plan
"could, over time, ',amount to 'probably the
most significant change in the style and
character of the U.S. OfRce of Education
IUSOE) since its beginning." He also pre-
dicteslthat it would end the "generally dis-
appointing record of federal research and
development efforts." APPROVAL OP THE STRAT-
EGY IS NOW BEING SOUGHT FROM CONGRESS.'

"Our intention," Marland said, "is to as-
sist a limited number of aciii.uis in installing
totally new programa involving all aspects of
the school." The new emphasis is on "all."
Efforts at innovation in the past, he said,
"have been isolated, nontomprehensive,
aimed at improving only one aspect of a
school." Eadh program will be funded for a
five-year period,. "assuring the experiments
a solid chance to become successfully
launched and, after the- Initial five-year
period, to fly on their own with combined
state and local assistance." Marland says he
hopes the evident success of each project. as
it is established and begins to function, will
prompt the state school superintendents to
spread the lessors quickly to other schools.

Other highliohis the plan: the state
chiefs will "nominate" districts. for partici-
pation: final selection will be made by USOE
in cooperation with the states; all projects
musts have large concentration of disad,
vantaged children; two-thirds of the schools

'will be in urban areas and one-third in rural
areas: each state will be aasured'at least one
renewal project in the first year of the pro
gram: a district's proposal to be a renewal
project, -can be submitted in a single applica-O
tion. Mariana said "we will be open to any
proposal that makei sound educational sense
and ask only that proposals conform to three
criteria: evidence of state and local commit-
meet, such as a willingness to undertake
sexeeping renewal or change and to. increase,
or at -least maintain, current spending in the
target schools': cOonprehentiveness. Involving
all aspects of affected schools; program ob-
jectives stated In measurable terms, such as
raising average student achievement by a.
'definite percentage over that to be expected
in a normal school year,"

S
Marland said the program tou/d,bcortz in

1973-74 at 200 "sites" leach site will average
10 schools and could he either a school dis-
trict or a subdistrict within 'a larger dis-
tricti. The first year's effort, involving I mil-
lion children, would be financed by $150
-minion gathered in one package,froni most
of USOE's discretionary or uncommitted
funds. It would then expand with 100 ad-
ditional sites each year. At its peak in 1977,
the program would be funded at $350 ntil-
lion per year to operate 6o0 sites. A total of
1.000 sites will have been involved when the
program .is completed 'in 19186. Tire entire
/program is being developed by USOE in co-
operation with a special CCS5Q task force
headed by. John W. Peeps isitilligan state
superintendent. Porter, an enth Mastic sup-
porter of the plan, wants the s tes to play
a major role in the new effort. Most "chiefs"
were neither hostile nor enthusiastic. They
seemed to be saying: "We'll believe it when
we

. ----.
AN INTERIM ACCOUNTING ,

By S P. Marland, Jr.)
H. M TonilinSon, the English novelist, au-

thored a comment on the pitfalls of oratory
that every public speaker should paste in his
hat. "How many grave speeches," Honilinson
write, "which have surprised, she:eked, and
directed the Nation, have been made by
Great Men tc., soon after a noble dinner,
words winged by the press without an ac-
companying and explanatory wine list."

A sobering thought, to be sure, and one.
that compels me to spend my time with you
this morning not. in grave oratory about fu-
ture achievements, but in discussing prom-
ises 1 have already made as Commissioner.:
and accounting for such progress in their
fulfillment . es I can 'claim. It is, after all, '
rather early In the day for futneistic seep
arios. A's Tomlinson suggests, they tend to
go down better in a convivial, postprandial
atmosphere..In specific terms, I would like
to otter. you this morning an interim ac-
counting on progress to data in reaching..
a goal of considerable significance to us In
the OZ. and to you In theStatesthat Of
developing and implementing a' truly effec-
tive program of educational research and de-
velopment id our time, and our accompany.
ing concept for an educational renewal
strategy.

Luse the word interim because our plans
cannot be considered as cast in bronze. Cer-
tainly, we are still deeply engaged In the ,
complex business of winning approval for
the scheme we have proposed for reordering
and redirectipg a good share of our 'Macre-
tionary funds, a plan that could, over time,
amount to probably; the most significant
change in the style and character of Q.E.
since its beginnings. We have found our-
selves doing a lot 'of explaining to the %Visite
House. to HEW, to education officials, and
oroaroTations. and most ii:rticularly to the
men and women on Cannot Hill. The con-
gress Is naturally concerned that we 'in the-
Bureaucracy carry out rather than skirt 'the

"intent of educational research and develop-
ment legislation. As I shall explain in a mo-
ment, our plan, I'am personally convinced.
would. Carry.outohat intent with far greater ,

precision and effectiveness in serving you
and the schools I host he present. arroseement'
under which the Office has Kern dispensing,
developmental funds, an arrangement which
has left a clear field for Improvement..

But whatever organizational headachei are
involved foous in the Office of Education in
putting the renewal program together are a
small'price to pay for the results we envision.
During the timenearly a year HOWthat I

Before the Annual Meeting of.the Chief
State School Officers, Executive Motor Hotel.
Louisville. Kentucky/Tuesday, Novcrriber 16;
1971, 9:00 a.m.
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lave ben in Waihlñgtcii, I hve found that- grester detU And we grteftdly Intend to to the point ot lng sway with them alto
assuming ár1aA Institutional diaoder and go on rneetlng with Superintendent Porter getlier. Loulevillel schievement in estebl.h- . -

pain at our levtl may result In a relief of die- and his oow.rnittee as the development of Ing a prototype .tte-conoentretion technique
order and pair, at yoursand correepondingly this stiategy morve, forward. ouneinced us In the Oce of Education that
favorable reralts for the school children of The. easence Ct our approach to educa- th. renewal strategy we were oontemplsting
this cout try Avoiding slmpl expediency nd tnsl rensw.l Li best stated In one word could work as well as we expected and that
admInletratI calm and reaching out for cencenttatlon. We are t..klng our many dli- it could wait for all State education agencies
good Ideas, informed veteran opinions--tn-, cretionary parts. as distinct from formula and local education agencies. In Louisville It
deed. ivery piece of intelligent advice that programs, md putting them together In what Is working and I recommend that any of you
we can lay our hands ontends tokeep our I hope will be a critical mass of Intelligent interested in obtaIning first-bend lidornia-
Washington pot bo11ng. It ii in this context power. Efforts at innovation In the past have tion on the methcd confer with Dr. Walker
that I have listened cloecly to wise anil able been hoisted noncomprebensive. aimed at and visit hi' target schools. .

oldand younghands In assessing our re- improvIng only one aspect of a schOol, such - Dr. Walker came- back from Washington
search and development history. -

- as teacher-training, curriculum, or clams orga- with a coordinated package. of no less than
If you seek to pinpoint the rcason for the nizatlon. Though such experiments often had 18 separate Federal education programs with

generally disappointing results of the Federal a temporary success, the greater weight of which he has begun to turn his entire school
R&D effort it education to date, if you search traditional practicà snuffed. out piecemeal system around. Funds niad6 available
for explanations as to why more than Si bil. change as time went on. Our intention now through the package totaled 54:6 millIon for

- ion in Federal research and development cx- Is to asai1 a limited number of school sys- last year and $5.3 minion hls year. Who the
have produced so little in the way tems In installing total new programs In- exception of Title I formula grant funds

of tangible results in our chools, then I be- volving aU 'aspects of the school, its staff. under the Elementary and Secondary Educe-
lieve you will begin to understand the nature and its clientele, employing the most respon. tion Act, all are dlscTetiossy programs.
of our quiet 'and to begin tb catch the spirit - sive and the most effective techniques that Louisville thereby beoame'tbo Nation's fiJet
of our preeent thrust for change. can be devised for each individual system. city to tap so many separately funded and

p to flow we have not been willing to go We will fund each of these sites foe five-
assuring the experiments a solid

- administered Federal education programs
to use the infast enough or far enough in IntroducIng

vaUda,ed new processes In our educa'clonsl
year period,
chance to become successfully launched and,

and grants a consolidated at-
tack on its educational problems. The re-

system. Née have we bad a sumcisntly- re. after the initial fiv.-ybar period, to fly on niarkable story of Dr. Walker's journey
apectable or dependabl. or systematic re- their town with combined State and local through the labyrinth of grant.nnship at
source for perjormlng research and develop- istance. As, each site Is established and 400 Maryland Is published in the
mont and then, following Its validation, begins to function, we hope'Es evident suc- December Issue of the- very excellent maga-
delivering It. products 'to you for -lnstsna- oem wilt prompt you as the chief education line of the Offtc. of Education,. Ameflca,c
lion mnd.advancement. We have -sprinkled executive,in each State to spread its effect Education. I recommend it M an account of
our R&D dollars like seeds, hopefully but quiciclyto other sites. a very enterprising team of indlvld':us In
thinly, enthuaiastièally but Improvidently, The renewal effort will impact directly on- what is generally and wrongly regarded as
not somuch working systematically fo a new the lives of five and onehalf million of the the stodgy learning industry, and also a -

order of educational as wlsbhig one niCal deprivrdand therefore the most edo- 'brilliant exiuple of what we believe our
might suddenly burst lhto luxuriant blossom catlonally reetstantcthoren In the United renewal strategy can accomplish In approzi. -

from the seed we've -scattered. And, as you States over the next 14 years, with built-In rnately 200 renewal sites In 1973-74, the ml.
might expect, It hasn't happened. performance goals for each child. The na- tlal year of operation. I think lt is Important

Virtu.11y all of our research and develop- tionSi objective-of serving the educationally to add that, contrary to the unflattering
- ment actiWtts fall, in one way or another; dIadvantaged remaibs the overriding goal stereotype. liv1y and Imaginative bureau-

- 'n our modest discretionary budget, whether - of this action. The success that we hope to crate at 400 Maryland Avenue have had a
specifically in ths National Center Sos' ou- achieve with The' five and one-ball million

Can then be extended throughout the coun-
large hand In putting this package together.
It is to their everlasting credit that they arecatlonal Research and Development, or less

-

directly in the Bureau of Educational Person- try, generating a body of knowledge and un- ready to sweep aside the comfortablO and.
nel Development, Experimental Schools, ti. derstandhng that can be applied to an In- familiar, routines of program management

c Eight To Read, Bilingual Education, our . finitely broader number of youngsters for an in Its numerous and job-secure parts, and
percent setaside under Title UI - of the infinIte number of days arid years to come, grow with the task theniselves.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or In addition - to sharpening our focus Each site will have en average of 10 schools,
vhe4sv. As I said to you at the AASA meet- ihrougb ooncentrtion on fewer school eye- all of them in areas where there ar. large
Ing In Atlantic city last February, our inten- tesna nd fewer children, we are slso con- concentrations of disadvantaged children.
tkm at that time was to atop abort, toOmp
iru on eapedtture of all such discretion-

oentrating our discretionary - S Ufl4s, which
have been spread all over the Omne of Eduo.-

About two-thirds of there schools will be In
urban areas the other third In rural. A -'

sry funds not already firmly commijted. o -- then's OPtlng bureaus, into' a single op' - neads assessmefltdeveloped not by -us In
IIsink'tbrotsgh the reaaop.s for the cretin division under the direotion of the- Washington, but by the education omelals,

sruilissd Innovation In the 1S6Oa. Auove Deputy Uommlssloner Se'- .nvelopmsnt. Don teachers, students, parents, and residents In
511,' our intention 'war to commit no more -- Davies WIth few deliberate emeptions, the the communities themselveswill be the '

dollars to noetargeted E no inatter- how-
'

Other divisions of O.E. have awigned their
'discretionary donate to Don omce. lonse-

basis for the package of programs 'funded
b7 0. E In other words, we will ask thesppeallng the proposha and to spend jy

whtca convinced -that 5pe5js'55 qtIMitll vs av a oovaperastvsly tapctadye communities to tell us what they need,
- wa4 produes .ffscUSS èg war chest whlch-'-pre.usniná we win the ap- rather than us telling them, the usual con-
\ proval Of Ceas for our atrategy n figuration ip till new. Further, tb. 8ta---. -

In Ins' days since Atl*tto City we have now focus Lu a 'unfled, oocrrehenatv. attack and the communities will have pleOted
- - dsyelop.d a renswsl. strategy to accomplish' nleiflr educational probiesna. themselves for this ection. We will shate In-

th$t broad objective. W. have et.si to- No longer will It be neceemry for-the Stai the final
-determination of what shall be a

- the President's call- for educational rejoem or locel edi superintendent to deal with site, but -firSt the site community will have
- 'through sItrat.g* that redects not simply the infinite array of documents and the nu- Invited our engagement.

- the expanenos and 'convictions of those of m.roue Individual program managers In each - We will- be open to any proposal that
- - us within O.Z. or within REW, but that &S of interest in 0.E.whether dropout makes sound educational sense and ask only ' .

onbodlas the wisdom and Interests of the prevention, Title 'Ill ci the. Elementary and that jiwiJcsals conform to three criteria:
tateo and localitieS, of public ocIals and S0000dal7 Act, ectucation professions d,,vel- First, evidence of eOd ll -J_

- pr?vaii prwue, of individual. brat ,ment, bilingual education, or other con- mont, SUch 55 a willingness to undertake
as yours., And I,would aoktedgs at earns. No longer will it- be necessary to flu out sweeping rehewp or change and to increase

this paint Our raioszn4 Indebtednes. to the Individual 101515 is each program, work out or at least inalntain levels of--current spend-
advice and oounael provided by a teak foroó complicated i'Slat&oclIblPe wlih ubeslated and lug In the target schools; second, corn pre-

-

- tram the- (QUiets chaired by nuperlatsadent rsndosnly located staff, s*tt tO coordinate h.nelvensee, Involving all- aspects of the
Jobi Porter of who differing ftiedlng cycles, and hi eponsible affected schools; InfrO, program objectIve.
Dave been cids 'to. this tan.. . quality fo an .ndl saris. ci .spszato evaluative' stated in precise meaeswable tenssuch asi - and the volume of the assistance we have is- - I5POcte, 70Sf Sitis' year. -- - - tataing-- average student achievement by a
celv.4 from this group In this extremely mm- No longer, In Sam, wIll It be necessary to -- definite pweentage over that -to be expected
portent tmd.rtaklflg as's to me the most do what the schOct Superintendent c,f this l'm' .thoolyear, or decreasing the gap
parsamasive guarsatcel of It. success. We can- very city, Louisville, K.ntueyDr. New in acbieYemint between disadvantaged and

-
- not in our deid of work brew schemed in dark Walksr.was forced-tO do'.arly in WT0 as 1i middladlass In the alme district by a, stated

secrecy and then Spring them -upon 16.000 and his assistants sought help from Waoli PS' ' -

ao1 syitais and two nit1 t-bV aqd iogton In ving atoCt prl easevees Presuming that a community's needs
et -inytbing good to hagpen. It simply as thoed of almost any cIty In the Nation, But sueant and its proposed enlutlona niett

. net. Indeed, as I said mo"'te ago,- w - it wee the very eccoem of . Walker and his these broad requirements, the proposal can
-' atfl continue to solicit your Naction. to our chairman 'ci ecLool cpexa,tions, 1*'. Prank be submitted in a sIngle application, no'- plans I them and as Don flsviss Teager. In eY5rculng .seemingly neoes- matter how many components it Includes.and his stal xpla tbsm,,to jou In .tUl amy büreesicnsiic Obselolea that brought us Local research, teaohsr-trslning, - develop-
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meat of paraprofessional aides, audio-visual
materials, medical and dental examinations,
family involvement, curriculum and orga.-
nizational changeall' can be lumped to
gether in one document.

I want partiCularly to point to the, sub-
stantial part that your State department'
will play in this renewal plan, marked de-

. erture from the preserit.prucedure in which
the principal eXchanke in between Washing-
ton and the grantee, with the State having
a very peripheral involvement. The States, to
begin with, will Identify the renewal sites.
While the procedure isn't as yet wholly

. worked out, I would guess that we will la-
vita each of the Chiefs to nominate district%
Within their jurisdictions that seem to corn-
bine both need strung willingness and
potential for solving their problems. Wi
could, I would guess,. count 011 receiving 500
or 600 nominees for the initial 200 awards,
with the final selections a. matter of close
e=amlpation and negotiation between your
°films @ and mine. While the extremely de-
prived areas that we are alining at are ob...
viously not distributed °quail- throughout
the country, each State will be assured of at
least. one renewal site in the first year and
very likely several more before the program
closes out in 1988.

The State department will also house at
lesit half the total number of "educational
renewal extension agents." The function of
these persons, who will be key figures in the

' renewal strategy,' is based on a borrowed
concept, the very successful system of agri-
cultural extension agents wlio walled to the'
farmers : informatloa on government-de.
veloped agricultural research' and develop-

.. IpeuL, those., techniques that helped to revo-
lutionise ,farming in this country starting

;early in Vole, century. The educational ex
: tension 'agents, operating either from the

State Department or from Teacher Centers
located at each renewal site, would tie prac-
titioners to Federal. State, and local research-
era in what we hope will be most productive
partnership. The agent. Would not be there
to tell the teachers what to do, but to yak

-them, what help they 'need, what sort of
ideas do they want to explore, what kinds of
problems they are ramping into, what we
have in our Federal resources that they
might not know about. 4

This information would be channeled back
to Washington where. it -could be determined
what resourcoo sec available to help each
inciiviatial case and how the experience could
tie in with target tasks in research and de-
velopment in the newly created National
Institute of Education: Just as his agricul-
tural counterpart showed the American
farmei of a half-century agu iusW to rotate

. crops, contour-plow, and employ proper fer-
tilizers to achieve greater yields, the edu-
cational agents will work with the teachers
to e help them achieve greater classroom
yieldhow to break through the reading
problem, how. to overcome learning difiloul-
UM of racial and ethnic minorities. bow to
start a boy or girl on rs, course leading to
personal fulfillment and career sucoess.
These are the everyday, down-to-earth prob-
lems that any program of educational re-
form worthy of the name must address and
solve,

What I have attempted to describe to you
this morning is a new structure for the Office
of Education, growing, out of. the vast new
powers of the National' Institute of Edu-
cation, the implicit prestige of the kind of
quality work that will De done there, and
from a new determination within tthe Office
of Education itself to get the new products
of educational research to the teachers. This
is not merely a wising project of the Fed-
eral Governmentit is a new dimension'
of educational leadership and servIce-.--on
Call to all who need help.

That, in roughest outline, is our plan for
educational renewal. You cannot call it revo-

lutionary, and perhaps that is just as well. I
would prefer calling it systematic myself. for
I would guess that .in the long history of
man sound systems have accomplished far
more than revolutions. This will not be hit-
or-miss, and it will not be scattershot. but

careful; concentrated, and responsive ap-.
poach to devising reasonable, workable, per-
manent solutions to the toughest edficational
problems we face today. It, responds to the
President's mandate, as noted earlier; it re-
sponds to the Secretary's insistence that all
HEW research and development be translated
into actionor else; and I hope,that it re-
sponds to the compact between each of you
and me that we increase swiftly the effec-
tive teaching, and learning of the poor stud
tie minorities.

One more modest acciuriting of progress
before I close. You will recall that at our
meeting in June I laid out in a very prelimi-
nary way our concept of an integrated system
of educational statistics for Federal, State,
local, and institutional planning and man-
agement We called the proposed system
Common Core of Data /or the 70's. The idea
was to provide current, reliable data for the
entire educational structure, whether local,
State. or Federal, (including our very im-
portant client, Congress), with the cost to be
shared by all three.

I am happy to report that the concept is
moving ahead. CCD-70 has begun to take
shape, having, I can predict with some opti-
mism. successfully negotiated the Fiscal Year
1979 budget revieer,in the Office of Education
and in hEW and, hopefully. in the Office of
Management and Budget, we can an-
ticipate only modest amounts of money for
planning purposes in the current fiscal year,
we look to significant funding in FY '79. At
the very least we expect to be able to fund
three States on a demonstration basis, and
hopefully a number more. The purpose would
be to build within each demonstration State
an information - collection system that would
be completely responsive to the needs at Ike
State level arkwell as totally articulated wn.
a national system;

A number Of the Chiefs have written me or
Dorothy Gifford expressing their interest in
becoming an early part of CCD-70. We ap-
preciate that expreWon of faith and we look
forward ea you do to the creation of en in-
formation system that will finally link all
States and the 0E. in a constrsictitte partner-
ship in the unification, production, and em-
ployment of relevant educational statistics.
I believe that in the decades ahead the
crucial substance of education will stand so
high among our public values and concerns
that this instrument will be a least as signifi-
cant a force for public policy decisions as the
Sweatt of Labor Statistics.

These are small benchmerks of advance-
ment that I have come to tell you about this
morning,. these efforts to strengthen and re-
direct our research and development effort
and our data gathering procedures. Our re-
newal program is 'estimated to entail expen-
ditures of a little more than $150 million in
the first year of operation, a trifle more than
three percent of the total 0. E. budget. Ob-
viously Ma Is nothing upon which to mount
grandiose rhetoric, the sort of overpromis-
ing that has produced a boomerang of public
disenchantment too often in our profession.
I get the impression that the public is not
as tired of the rising cost of education as of
the rising rhetoric.

And yet I am pleased to .be able to report
to you that we have made these steps for-
ward. Because when you consider the others
that we are taking, I believe that substan-
tial forward movement is evident.. I em
speaking of the /rational Institute of Edu-
cation which has been approved by both
houses of Congress, and the career educa-
tion theme which hail received enthimisatic
acceptance nationally, following your m-
easuring endorsement six months ago, and
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from my individuals and groups both in and .A'
out of the education profession. 'AzitlI would -; '..-.
Bay that there is much more activity under
wayat all levels of governmental itiodgni-:
vats endeavorthat argues. impressively for
progress and accomplishinent.,., , . . - .

I believe that my perhaps naively optimis-
tic statements, -made early in the game, have
turned-out to be as on- target as I' could ,

have hoped. In those statements F. expressed
total faith that .the leadersthe good men
and women of educationparticularly 'the
professionals who are working in the Mice-
of Education and in the State departments
of educationcan advance our profession
swiftly in a nondefensive spirit of reforth
,and regain the high faith of theYpeople. ...'"-.
Naively optimistic? Perhaps, 1,:it it's beglni;-'" '-ring to happen. , '; .. - ..

. .ti.
.

U.S. SZNATTo k.,
Washington; D.C., December 20,'1771.,

Hon. SWNIT P. MAZLAND, Jr..
U.S. Commissioner of Education, DePariment ,:

of Health, Education, and W:eyare; Wash..
Merton, D.C. - ;.. , r' ''' .

. DZAR Ma, Coins:nano* ,. Thank t.- you for
your letter -of Doom 13,` whicn rent .
enclosed your speech on "Interim Amount-,

Statebefore the Annual Meetli4 of the Chief
State School Officers on November le. ...'

I find the speech helpful in trying to fig!.
ure out what is to be done in an eduction, '-
renewal site. I am hopeful that you will pro.; :..,')
_vide me with further information which. will i
indicate the' types of activities for. which you
propose to expend Federal funds. ..

However. your letter raises question in' ...

my mind about our conireraistion. on Friday, .

December 10, AB I understoriii our Ma:Marion, ,.

you were proposing that the various author- °':
ities in present law be .used to-experiment ',,,
with education'renewal sites, and that.legia; .'" ---.., y

Oath:in authorizing the program- be brought .

out after you had had an opportunity to Sea
how these ,ereperimenta worked nut. Prom
the materials yoti enclosed, 1 fail to ,find an .
indication that your , proposal Is expert- . .

mental, or that you envision 'legislative au-.
thority for the program. As I stated in our. .:....
meeting, Innd. your proposal. ./Or establish,
trig renewal sites very interesting, and, as I: .

stated in my letter of DeoemSer 13.I believe ,

the -proposal, should be . cormfiderecik by the
Congress on' its merits. Iltit-I Cannot commit
the Committee on Labor, and Pulilic Welfare
or the Congress to faiLri..nle.horuildc.-allan!.
of any legillative proposal. : '4' ".,-. .

In addition, I believe that I have a' re-.:
sponsibility to prevent the Congress from' '..,
being presented with a "fait aeon:13Ni" which /
would tend to force favorable consideration., .

of legislation. It is my belief , that' U you '
proceed with the educetion renewal site
program until 1973 or '1974 and then ask-,
for legislation ratifying the program, the ., ....
Congress will be placed in the' ay/keen:I.,-
position. of deciding' 'whether 'to 'continue.
the program, when it ought to '..he In
the' position of deciding whether the pro--
gram ought to be begun. In 1973 ,the persons ,

responsible for education in the executive '
branch And the legislative branch of the . ,,, .t,

Government may be entirely' different from --,

those now responsible. If I am not Chairnian:-.
of the Subcommittee on Education in .1973;"
and if I permit' the education renewal site.
Program to be begun, I would be In effect
committing my successor to a course of ac-
tion which was never properly considered by
the Subcommittee on Education, where hear-
ings and deliberations by the Subcommittee .

are considered the normal procedure for In-
itiating an education prograrii. . .

Under present circumstances, I would like.
to consult with my fellow members of -ilia
Education Subcommittee on this natter. It ;.

may be that they would wish a public hear- ,-1 ";;
ing. I would also like the advice of the edu-
cation community. It may also be' that the
Subcommittee would like the advice of the
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General Accounting Office on the legal Un-
pile:salons of the matter.

It appears that we can not have these con-
sultations until the Congress returns In
January. Therefore, I would hope that fur-
ther proceedings by the Office of Education
on the education renewal site proposal are
delayed until the Subcommittee on Educa-
tion has had an opportunity to consider this
matter. I would also hope that we could
maintain our communicetiorut until that
time.

Ever sincerely,
CLAIBORNE PELL,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Education,
Mr. PELL. On January 7, 1972 the

Commissioner of Education wrote to me
stating that the Office of Education was.
scaling down its plans for education re-
newal sites and that the bilingual educa-
tion program and the dropout prevention
program would not be included in the
education renewal site concept. The
Commissioner of Education specifically
stated that only about 20 to 30 renewal
sites would be made fully operational. I
ask unanimous consent that the Com-
missioner's letter.of January 7, 1972, be
inserted in the RECORD at 'this point.

There being no. objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

DEPARTMENT Or HEALTH.
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., January 7, 1972.
0, Hon. CLartsoarrz PELL.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Education
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is in further re-
eponse to your letters of NoVember 3 and De-
cember 13 and 20 and our conversation of De-
cember 10 concerning the plans of the Mice
of Education to reform the administration
of :certain discretionary programs through
the ertablishment of Educational Renewal
Bites. I believe we are very close to'agreement
on this subject, and that it is only necessary
to clarify a few basic points..

One Issue is fundamental in our concept of
the educational renewal siteit must be
responsive to the needs and desires of States
and local school districts. No district would
be required to administer educational pro-
grams under the renewal site concept. Par-
ticipation would be entirely voluntary and
would be undertaken in consultation with
the States' as well as the applicant districts.

As we discussed in our December if/meet-
ing, the Office of Education Intends to Im-
plement this strategy on a limited, pilot
basis. We would hope to provide planning
funds for the development of possible re-
newal sites in all States that wish to par-
ticipate, beginning in Fiscal Year 1973. How=
ever, our current estimate is that cm4 about
20-30 pilot local educational renewal sites
would actually be fully operational by the
end of that fiscal year.

As suggested In your letter of December 13,
we have reconsidered the legislative author-
'ties under which educational renewal would

e carried out. It is our present intention tp
tillze aopropriations under the Commis-

sioner's 1.scretionary program of Title GT of
the El.mentary and Secondary Education
Act. T irt 13 of the Education Professions De-
velopment Act (Title V of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965), and the Cooperative Re-.
search Act. Of course, school Aistrlcts receiv-
ing funds under other Federal programs
would by free to carry out the purposes of
those programs in the context of the educa-
tional renewal site approach.

. . I would like to reemphasize the important
place this approach has in my plans to In-
yigorste the Office of Education and make it
a useful instrument of reform In American
education, j am pleased that you share my

commitment to Innovation and change in
education. You may be assured that we win
keep you and your Committee fully informed
of our progress In developing and perfecting
the renewals approach.

Sincerely.
B. P. MARLAND, Jr..

U.S. Commissioner of Education.

*Mr. PELL. About the middle of Janu-
ary, the staff of Senator JOSEPH M. MON..
TOYA made available to my office a let-
ter from the Commissioner of Education
which was not consistent:with the Com-
missioner of Education's letter to me of
January 7, 1972 as it related to bilingual
education. I beCame further concerned.
For it appeared that the Commissioner
of Education was'not taking my
tion that further action on renewal si
programs be deferred. Furthermore,
when the budget for fiscal year 1973 will:
submitted, the Appendix to the Budget,
page 443, proposed an education renewal
program to be acted on by the Appropri-
ations'Committee which was entirely In-
consistent with that outlined for, me by
the Comtnissioner of Education.

The continued investigation by the
staff of the. Subcommittee on Education
revealed that the Commissioner's sub-
ordinates were explaining the renewsi
site project in a manner inconsistent
with. the Commissioneri letter to me of
January 7. 1972.A telegram dated Janu-
ary 21, 1972. from Dr. Don Davies, Act-

cling Deputy Commissioner for Develop-
ment of the Office of Education, and Dr.
William Smith, Acting Associate Com-
missioner for Educational Personnel De-
velopment of the Office of Education, in-
formed State. educational agencies that
there would be about 60 educational re-
newal sites rather than 20 to 30, as the
Commissioner of tion stated. On
January 21. at a m ting .with rePre-
sentatives of tit il of Great Cities
Schools, repr ntati of the Commis-
sioner of ucation indicated that both
bilingual ucation and dropout preven-
tion would be included in the renewal
sites project.

the
that same day, January

21,' 1972, the Office, of Education set as
the final application date of renewal
sites, February 14, 1972. These events of
January 21, 1972; contradicted three im-
portant points of the Commissioner of
Education's letter of January 7, 1972 to
me: First, the number of sites; second,
the inclu.,ion of bilingual education and
dropout prevention programs; and third,
and most importantly. the Commissioner'
of Education's statement. that the Office
of Education would folios,/ congressional
intent. On this latter point, by setting
closing dates of applications, the Office
of Education violated those provisions of
title III of the Elementary and Second-

- ary Education Act which specify that
application dates be set, by regulations
published in the Federal Register. Also
involved was a violation of section 421
of the GeneralEducation Provisions Act,
which requires that all regulations be
published in the Federal Register 30 days
prior to their, effective date.

On January 27, 1972. I again wrote the
Commissioner of Education asking him
to defer further action on the renewal
site project, and ask 'unanimous con-
sent that my letter of January 27. 1972,
be inserted in the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the nacos°,
as follows:

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., January 27,1972.

Hon. Stoner P. MARLAND, Jr..
Commissioner of Education, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

Dzsa Ma. Commiestorrea: Thank you for
your letter of January 7 relating to edu-
cation renewal sites. I am most appreciative
of the dialogue which we have been able to
create on this subject. I had hoped that we
could have resolved the problems raised by'
the education renewal site program by com-
munications between the Office of Education
and the Education Subcommittee. However,
your letter of the 7th, and more important-
ly, the renently submitted budget raise fur-
ther questions w17..'.-,h work again the reso-
lution of the lasts,'.

In your letter dated lfanuary 7, you have
indicated a scaled-down proposal. However,
that letter does nail :teal with the final dis-
position of the bilingual education pro-
gram, nor with the fundamental question of
activities for which Federal funds will be
spent. The submitted budget list* certain
programs under "' education renewal" about
which no mention has previously been made.
In addition, the appropriateness of initiate
Mg a program without legislation or regu-
lations or guidelines is subject to questions
of a scope which I. as Chairman of the
Education Subcommittee, cannot pass upon
without consultation with my fellow Sen-
ators and.with our colleagues in the House
of Representatives.

Therefore. I would hope that you would
defer any further action in implementing
this proposal until such time as this con-
fusion may be properly disposed of. My
staff informs me that the Department has
Indicated a desire to circulate your letter
dated January 7 as evidence of a resolution
of any differences which may have arisen.
You may circulate that letter with this
response. However, I would think that It
would be appropriate to include as well all
previous letters and communications on the
subject In order that further confusion may
be avoided,

Ever sincerely.
C.:Luso:we

Mr. PELL. The Commissioner re-
sponded on February 10, 1972, with a
further explanation of what was in-
tended, but gave no indication of plans
to defer further action. I ask unanimous
consent that the Commissioner's letter
of February 10, 1972, be inserted in the
RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the letter
wr.s ordered to be printed in the Rae-
gm, as follows:

DEPARTMENT. OP HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., February 10, 1972.
Hon. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education

Committee on Labor and Public Wellfre,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

- DEAR SENATOR PELL: Thank you for your
latter of January 27 expressing your con-
cern with The plans of the Mai of Educa-
tion for carrying out an educational renewal
strategy, as reflected in our prior correspond-
ence and in the President's Budget request
for Fiscal Year 1973.

I agree that it is highly unfortunate that
confusion continues concerning our renewal
plans. Perhaps much of the confusion *riles
because the Office of Educ....tion has used
the term "renewal" to refer to several dif-
ferent things. The term has been used in at
least four different contexts:

1. The effort I am snaking to instill in all
appropriate OE activities a sense of the need
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actively to sstst local school, to 'serve their an educational renewal sits which should ta øyutuni Inpeuvenlent. Deputy Comm.
students In a more effective imar.ner. In this serve to illustrate 1w a simple sIte might for Ren.wsI.
sense, the term can encompass everything work. Product IderLtiflcation and Dissemination,
tbS omce does. In a move perfect, world, our use of tar- Deputy Ocsnm. for Renewal.

. T1e Educational Renewal appropria- minology might be less oontusing- However. Planning and Evaiustioo, Deputy Comm.
tion. As you know, for purposes of budget I hope that I have be.n able t.' mal$fy that for Management..
presentation, the Oc of Educations pro- "educational renewal sites" are one piece of -
grams ae grouped in several ippropriatlons. a much larger effort and see by no means Tun D)VCATIONAL R5,ITWAL SirsA BazirOne of these appropriations for Fiscal Tess equivalent either to the Educational Re. W51ON
1973 is called "Educational Renewal." This
appropriation contains most of the Office's

newel appropriatIon or to the Jurisdiction of
the Deputy Commissioner for Itsz This Is a brief description, for illustrative

discretionary programs at the elementae7
and secondary levelonly a limited number

Your letter also expresses concern that
the'Renewai sit. appe will-be COnducted

purposes, of an Educational Renewal Bite
under the proposed renewal strategy of the

of Which would be involved in Educational without adequate regulations 01' guidelines. Offlos of Education. It his three aectionE (1)
a description of the organization of theenea1 Sitee. Our earlier discussions con-

cerning renewal have been limited to our
Let roe assure you that we fully Intend to
develop regulations and guidelines for this ti0i Renewal Site. (2) a dae1pUon

plans for such sitS. . approach, reflecting the of possible functional and program zoinpo-
Most of the programs included in the

'Educational Renewal" appropriation are
Of the three underlying letlalare authori-
ties, before the Renewal sits pthvarn .

slants and activities it the SItS, and (3) a
statement about the process of renewal.

not a part of the "educational veflewal site" . begun in Fiscal Year 1973. I agree with you oaaanzz*floN
approach. They are administered by various that local educational agencies seeking Fed- -me Educational Renewal Bite will nor.
Deputy 'CommissIoners. The appropriation aral assistance fOC sducationsl matly be selected as a grantee by the Office
aleo lncludes'Zor Fiscal Year. 1972 some pro- must have comprehensive guidelines in order of Education from among nominations med.
grams which we proe would be admini.. to enable them to Prepare their applications by iti State )ucaUon Agency, and will be
tend by the National Institute of Education, and conduct their activities according to the comprised of a cluster, of schools (elesnen-
if Congress should create that agency. poe Law and congresnonsa intent. tar?, Junior sod senior high) varying in
your ininrmation, I sin enclosing a nit at I would like to reiterate tat. the Office numbet' from approximately S to 20 accord.
all programs included under the 'Educa- O Education Is not establishing a new pro. logic tb characteristics of th cocununitiel
tional Renewal" appropriation and their gram called "educational gei*al'stt.s." The served. It sould be a portion of a large urban
placement within the Office. alt.approach Is a prOCeSS, ants pro.' school die riot, an entire rural town, or

3. The Deputy Co,nmissloner for p.enewaz. gram. We are asking Stats. and local school "sal rusal villages combined, The number of
One of my Deputies, Don Davies. has this districts U thsy WoUld Wish ,to.i1ude

'authorized pi.$ls I.qo1v.d could vary similarly. In Order
title. H. is responsible for the administration under existing programs In 50- to mesit selection the Sit. will have tO1meet
of several OE programs, such as the statis- cordance with the purposes of hat legisla- erta1 criteria of need, readiness, low-in-
tin program, educational tecbnology (e.g. tion, but concentrated in scm. small num- otan.. etc., established by the Office of Educe-
Sesame Street) and other programs, which of schoolS Within a school district, ttnn and the State eduontion agrnclei in sc-
are unrelated to educational renewal site so- thrOUgh a stby'4tap prooees-o(,sng cordance with enabling legislation..
tivitiss. Re also administers those
which will form the basis for a's-

needs, determining programs to mast those
needs, and involving the. parents, teachers. ,. 'i . an Educational Renewal

educational
osws.i sites. and community in the' plOdess. -The a's- C WCII which shall provide project direction.

including needs ss.esement, planning, and
4. Educational Renewal Site,. £5 slated

any earlier letters, the educational renewal
newel site approach Is intended to be a mci.

act way of using rs.ouross, 'Dot x new project Implementation and evaluation,
site concept is a new approach to using acme
of the funds authorized under existing legis-

Prom. within the framework of existing Stat. and
Finally. your letter lnqaslris-abôut the,. local school based regulations. Th Council.

will be ceested by. the local school board,lation. The Appendix to the Budget shows
in itemf or "Site prsonnel dlvelopment,"

51151 dispositiOn of the bilingual education
program.. The Bilingual Education Program and will be represuntative of the school corn-

drawing funds from Past D of the Education Will be elevated .tq the status ed-a munity. including, for example, the staff of
participating schools and universitIes. psr-

Professions Development Act. Some of these
funds may be used In Fiscal year tn foe.

This wIll be the first time that the program'
has achieved Division status since its enacix ants of the community served by the par'-

-ticipatingeducational renewal sites, Added to these meat. I would like to assure you th., ..
integrity will be preserved in thsnew-crga-

schools and other appropriate .eg-
-meets of the school district. Pinal authorityfundj will be funds from the 4icretlonaa'y

portIo of Title III of the Elementary and nizational structure. Indeed, the change and responsibility for the operation of the
project fundd rests wtth the local schoolSecondary Education Act And from the 00- should enhance the program'e statur, in ths

operative Research Act, is I stated in my
letter to you of January 7. No other program

country, reflecting the high prlorlty_ the
Office of Education places on' bilingual '° M(T5

will form 'the basic funding of Educational education. ...... . P'undsrnental to the Site's activities and
Renewal Sits. I hope that this letter his effectiveness will be a comprehensive assess-

!! a achobi district is receiving funds un- to your concerns , meat of the needs of students and the educa-
der another Federal prograsnBIlinguM cational Renewal. I feel siaat it-Is Important tional Personnel that serve them, a deter-
Education, Drug Mn Education. Dropout to fl1510t51fl a dialogue about our plans, as minstion of available resourcesand prior-
Prevention, or Vocational Education Be- they devuop. If you have any further non- lUes4ocsZ, Stats, sad Federaland the
search, for exampleIt will be free to include. cerns or questions. pesae teei tree to can on development of a comprehensive plan to meet
such programs in the activities conducted at me. . those needs. -

the Educational Renewal Bit.. Such a deci. Sincerely, . . -As determined by the iocsil ".es.'nent of
slon would be solely that of the school die- , 8. P. M&kLA2D,Jr,, need, there may be a center at the Bite

- trict receiving' the funds, As the Appendix 02. Commissioner of Education, serving as a primary resource tot educational
to the Budget state$, "local school districts - - --- - personnel in the Sit. schools. In a location
will be able to submit a singl, application Cvssxwr Locarioze or separate from the schools, but within or near
for a comprehensive grant." f Emphasis IN Enu TiOlsAl. Rzsziwaz. A,ionzanow the Site, It could serve as a mobilization
added.) ho school district will be required Part 2). I?A, Deputy OommrforRenawal, point for technical assistance, training and
to do so, and o preference In these pro- Bilingual 1uoItici, Deputy Cm roe retraining, evaluation expertise. dissemina-
grams will be given to a district that chooses Renewal. . .

tiCfl Cf ifliCrnlatiofl about products of se-
to submit a comprehensive applicatiop. All fleppout Prevention, Deputy .i B. search and development, and other re-
programs listed in the Appendix under the newe.i. . sources needed to meet the, needs of the
hesdtn of "EducatIonal Renewal." except for

'those Peios1 beveiopnt. Deputy schoois. In any case, the center would be
Licluded In "Site personnel develop- - adminleined by the Site director under the

inent," will continue to be administered as Follow Through, Deputy Comm. foe School- Edumtional Renewal Site ,çOuflcil.
discrete enttios. pursuant to the terms of Systems. _, 'The kinds Cf activities at an Educational
their authorizing legislation. Further, several Educational - TeChnology-, i)eputy COmm. Renewal Sit. wiil be determined by Its as-

programs Included within the ''Site ...for Renewal. . -' - sessment and continuous reassessment of
rsonnel development" appropriation will Drog Abuse Education, Deputy Coern. for need, and by its Educational Renewal Site
so continue to be funded as discrete en- - Council'. growing awareness of the reasons

titles, since tley IuvolIe the continuation of
existing OR commitments to grantees. These Rght to Read, Exec. Deputy

Career -Education
their schools are nob fully effective. The
Council win have access 'tO extensive re-

include the Career Opportunities and Urban Model, -,Deputy Comm.
-for Renewal. sources for orienting Itself to educational is-

Rural programs,
Since each local school district will b

-

- Envlkonsneutal Education, Deputy Comm.
sues. -

Program components for pupils and appro-
undertaking educational renewal In areas of
its greatest need. I cannot enumerate all the

ReClaWal.
lIbrary Demonetraticns, ut7 Comm.

priate training for teach'ra and others may.
vary- greatly from Siti to Site. 'The Educa...activities which might be Undertaken in a for Higher *luo. V --- tional Renewal Site Council may make use

renewal sit.. However, I am enclosing a pa- Other Priority Prcg'rsms, Deputy-Comm. of colleges and universities to help with
ST Which diacaises a0tivities appropriate to toe Renewal. '. .- training, which will usually be conducted in

-- - -
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the Site schools. The Educational Renewal
Site Council may also call upon business,
industry and other community agencies for
help. The Site schools may be utilized as
preservice training center* for prospective
teachers and paraprofessionals. All -Mice of
Education renewal site funds will be used for
developmental purposes rather than to in-
crease permanent per pupil expenditures. Off
renewal funds will be phased out after
period of approximately nye years, as nego-
tiated with the school board.Among others,
these program componenti might- be sup-
ported:

Orientation of parents to the 34 -hour
nature of education, and the extension of the
schooling process to the homes.

Maintaining 10-hour daily open schools as
learning and social centers for parents and
pupils alike.

Extensive use of parents asfisitors and
paraprofessionals in the schools.

Emphasis on reading: high school pupils
teaching elementary school pupils., etc.

Cspahility for meeting _needs of ',excep-
tional" children, particularly those who have
learning disabilities.

irsocess or asirvan
Renewal is viewed as a continuous self-

sustaining process of educational change and
decision - making to cope with unsatisfactory

well as constantly changing conditions in
the schools. its ultimate objective is to pro-
vide in the Educational , Renewal Site
schools and later spread throughout each
Stateeducation which is mrporssive to the
needs of the pupils and which reflects the
concerns of their parents. It should improve
signincantly the school performance of those
children.

What goes on at an Educational- Renewal
Site will be different from what has been done
heretofore with °face of Education monies,
for these reasons:

By concentrating Federal. State, local and
private resources, it will simplify the process
and lessen duplication and fragmentation of
efforts. .

By involving the States at every point in
the process, the likelihood of combining other
resources with those available Sri= the Moe
for Development and the .likelihood of
spreading renewal throughout the State are
greatly increased.

By restricting the effort to a limited num-
ber of schools in a large urban district, for
example, and by utilizing an Educational
Renewal Site Council which strongly repre-
sents that particular arm it will be possible
to build and increase the sense of com-
munity at the Educational Renewal SA and.
draw on the parents, and others for their
share of the task of educating their dill-
dren. .

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I have done
everything Poisible in my capacity as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Ed-
ucation to handle this situation with-
out legislation. However, the activities of
the Office of Education, giving one im-
pression to me, another to Elenatbr
TOYS a third to school 'official indicates
that legislation on this subject- may be
oecessary. Generally, -ant opposed to
legislation of the type the Senator from
California is' proposing, because I think
these things are best handled lirliego-
dation between honorable men. This b-
an exceptional situation and. therefore,
I would recommend to the Senate- that
the amendment of the senior Senator
from California 'Mr. CRANSTON) be aC-
cepted. I might add that if I were not
door manager of this MIL I would be
tempted to offer the amendment of the
Senator front California. Z would hope

that if the Senate accepts this amend-
ment. the Commissioner of Education
would be prompted to take the concern
of the Congress a little more seriously.
and that the officials in the Office of
Education have some regard for the in-
tent of the Congress when it enacted
a program. It is possible that between
now and when the conferees on this bill
make a decision on the Cranston
amendment, some sort of agreement can
he reached about,the future of the Of-
fice of Education with regard to edu-
.catien renewal- sites. Nevertheless, in
order to insure that present programs
are administered as. the Congress In-
tended, I recommend adoption of the
Cranston amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Colorado- wish to be rec-
ognized?

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President. I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the ro

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for

. the quorum call be rescinded.
The PFINSIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield. myself 10

minutes.
Mr. President_this amendment comes

as a surprise to me. Without intending
to attack either the amendment or the
Senator from California, I wish he had
consulted me, as-the ranking member of
the Education Subcommittee, prior to
offering it. Y do know that he had a dis-
cussion with the Secretary and that the
SecretarY, on being informed of certain
situations, indicated that if they could
arrive at en agreement by letter, the
Senator from California, as I understand
it, would not push it in conference and
that we would be able to move forward
on that basis:

Since that time, however, a reading of
the amendment, -Which was printed some-
time last weekI believe last Wednes-
dayso far- as-the Printer is con-
cerned, but never-submitted. indicates
that there is a good deal more in It than
had been anticipated either by the staff
or by the Secretary. This makes it very
difficult.

Perhaps what I sitpuld do is to start
in a somewhat different way. This all
arose, as I understand it, because the
Commissioner of Education and the
Secretary of HEW decided that the pro-
g rams which have been- put into effect
up to date under title I and under many
other titles simply did not . pinpoint
enough funds in the schools which had
educational quality not as good as other
schools in order to bring those inferior
schools up to the level of the better
ones. So that they started considering
a program called Renewal, under which
they would mobilize _the 'resources of
HEW which are available to them in a
discretionary way /and then pinpoint a
fairly substantial sum of money into cer-
tain preselected school areas as pilot
programs, to sealithether this infusion
of technical assistance. training Pro-
grams, new funding,-and a variety of

other efforts would upgrade the quality
of that school.

. I discussed this at some length with
Commissioner Marland several weeks
ago. At that time, he indicated that some
people, Including Senator CRANSTON, had
expressed concern because they were
afraid that money which otherwise would .
go into specific contractual programs,
such ns bilingual education and others.
would be funneled out of those programs
into the so-called renewal concept and
thereby not be promoted to the degree
that they felt they should be.

There was consideration of having
committee hearings to determine wheth-
er we ought to authorize the renewal
Program. Obviously, no committee hear-
ings were called, and no committee dis-
cussion has taken place of this particular
series of programs up to this date.

This amendment, which deals with
this matterI hope the Senator from
California will correct me if I am
wrongnot only refers to the renewal
program and is designed, as I understand
it, to authorize such a program, but also,
for the .first time,- in a legislative way,
adds on a total Bureau of Elementary
and Secondary Education. Npt only does
it do that, but also, it goes so far as to
specify what the compensation shall ba
of each person within the administrative
function of the Bureau. Up to date, this
obviously has not been considered by the
Committee on Post. Office and Civil
Service.

Second, what it does is to decrease
vastly the flexibility within the Office of
Education.

I say to the Senator from California
that I.do,not think there would, be any,
particular difficulty in our beim; able to
arrive at an agreement, provided that .

the-section dealing with the Bureau of
Elementary and Secondary Education
was deleted from this program.

I am concerned that if it is not, we will
have areally difficult problem in trying
to u1 it Into effect and thereby arouse
the riacaies, if we may say so, of most of
the administrators of HEW; so that, if
adopted, when we, got to conference, we
would find the whole group alined against
the entire amendment.

It seems to me that this is not going
to accomplish the objective the Senator
from California is seeking, which Is to
strengthen bilingual education whenever
possible.

As the Senatorlrom California may or
may not recall, I 'happened to be a co-
sponsor of this particular bilingual study
program and effort program for schools
with the former Senator from Texas,- Mr.
Yarborough, when it was first introduced.
I have worked at it very hard. We have
need for it in my State. In fact, the whole
of the Southwest States need it, as well
as California. It is one of the questions .
I brought up when I discussed this with
Commissioner Marland. He said that ob-
viously wherever the pilot program would
authorize this or would indicate its need,
we are going to be using bilingual edu-
catian as part of the program for renewal
because what we are looking for is qual-
ity. In the particular pilot project we are
talking' about, we want to increase the
quality of education which is not only

/.
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available but which is absorbed by the
.students.

Let "us take as an example a school
with a large number of Minorities
Puerto Ricansin New Yorkusing bi-
lingual education there, or going to Cali-
Zinnia where there are a larger number
of Spanisspeaking students, as we will-
Ise using the bilingual education system
there as well, and I have been supporting
it all the way through. But I do not see
why, in the interest of having to do some-
thing of that kind in an effort to support
them, we have to set up a whole new ad-
ministrative agency within the HEW by
legislation, trying to show them what the
administrative format should be from
c committee. It does not make much sense
to me.

I would say, therefore, while we are
r ying to get further word from down-

town as to what their position is, that
. this would be more easily worked out if
the Senator from California would simply
delete what is now designated as either
Ca) or (c), starting on page 6 of the
printed version of his proposed amend-
ment.

Mr. President. I reserve the remainder
ea/ any time.. -

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. Prsident, I well
azziderstand and am thoroughly ac-
Quadded with the deep interest of the
Senator from Colorado in bilingual edu-
cation. I know of his commitment to and
his actions on behalf of that program.
We share that interest. We have worked
on behalf of that program. We share
that interest: We have worked closely
together on many matters. The only rea-
son the Senator from Colorado was not
consulted on this parUcular matter was
that the Senator from New York (Mr.
Jams), the ranking majority member
of the full committee. was carrying the
burden for the minority on the bill. We
had fully briefed his staff on it. Senator
Jravrrs was represented by the minority
/staff director of the committee in the
meeting with Secretary Richardson this
morning. I am convinced at this point
'mat the only way we can ensure that bi-
lingual education achieves the status and
impetus it deserves is by statuteby
doing What we propose to do in the pond

: -,lag amendment.
Actually; there are other new bureaus

to the bill, some of *hem, I believe, with
the Senator's active support, such as the
Occupational Educational Bureau and
the Indian Education Bureau. Actually.
the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary"
Education is already in existence. This
alaxmly legislates it as it now is and in-
cludes bilingual education within it.

I fully understand the desire of the
Secretary not to nave these matters. de-
ibermined legislatively and I would
totally agree with his desire . to do it
otherwise, if we could achieve it other-
wise.

As I stated in my opening remarks.
when the Senator from Colorado was
uzzavoidably absent from the floor, we
agreed this morning that if we could
"beach full agreement on how to proceed
to meet the administration's objections,
sand also the objections stated by many
Members of the Senate, amlif the assur-
ances we receive from the Secretary sat-

isfy the objections of the Senators ex-
pressly interested inthis matter to their
satisfaction. I would not press in con-
ference the proposed amendment.

Mr. DOMINICK. I am sord I did not
hear what the Senator said.

Mr. CRANSTON. Basically, to restate
part of what I just said, the only way to
give bilingual education sufficient status
and priority . by statute, to do what is
done here. The bill contains some new
bureaus that areln it, as I understand it,
with the Senator's active support, such
as the Occupational Educational Bureau
and the Indian Education Bureau. The
Bureau of Elementary and Secondary
Education is already in existence. The
amendment is not creating a brand new
bureau, but is providing a firm statutory
footing for the bilingual program under
it.

At the meeting this morning with the
Secretary, we agreed that if we could
come to an understanding on how to
meet his desires, and also to meet the
concerns of Senators expressly con-
cerned about this matter, and if the
assurances were satisfactory to those
Senators who have expressed concern
over this matter. I would not press this
amendment in conference. I believe it,
Would then be possible to drop the
amendment and achieve what all of us

uld like to achieve without statutory
4c3tion.
The principal issue is, as the Senator

Well knowsend I specifically note that
'this is one of his deep concernsto re-
tain congressional prerogative and in-
sure that congressional policy Is fol-
lowed, particularly in the use of money
after authorization actions are taken
by the authorizing committee. It is very
plain that despite perhaps the best of
intentions, that has not been the case in
matters we are here concerned with.

There have been conflicting and very
confuting actions taken and statements
made by people at the various HEW
levels. We have been trying for the past
few months to work -this out, without
legislative action. But we found it im-
possible to do that until. matters were
Precipitated by the suggestion that I in-
troduce this amendment which, per-
hens, may give us the opportunity to
resolve the matter without final legisla-
tive action. But the legislative problem,
as the Senator ,from Colorado knows. Is
that we have gotten down to the point
today where either we had to take this
action or no action would be taken at all,
since this will very likely be the final day
on any amendments, other than busing,
to this bill.

So we have little choice. The situation
we face today is really one precipitated
by actions of the excutive branch which
were contrary to the intent of Congress.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President. I yield
myself another 5 minutes, if the Senator
is through.

Mr. CRANSTON. Yes, I have finished
my comments.

Mr. DONEENICIC. Mr. President, it is
my understanding that we are going to
have a debate with the Senator from
Arkansas (Mr. PuLsszcnr) tomorrow on
my awn foreign service scholarship pro-
gram and that Wall we will be doing to-

morrow, other than on the busing. I
suspect, although l- do not know wheth-
er, under the unanimous-consent agree-
ment, we are barred from any other kind
of amendments.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, may I state
to the Senator that my recollection of
the unanimous-consent agreement is that
Lour Senators are protected. However.
other amendments to the bin will lie
after we dispose of amendments to title
Ix.

Mr. DOMINICK. A parliamentary in-
quiry, Mr. President. I understand that
the distinguished Senator from Tennes-
see (Mr. Boum) reserves the right to
amend any other section.

Mr PELL. That right was given to
him.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President- -
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mc-

Itsrraz) . The Iast part of the agreement
reads aafollows:

Provided further that nothing shall tore.
close amendments to any section at the
committee substitute at any time on or
alter Tuesday, and that motion to table
shall be applicable to all amendments.

Mr. DOKENICK. Mr. President, s fur-
ther parliamentary inguir9.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. Fresident, that
would indicate that after Tuesday we
could offer amendments to any other sec-
tion in the bill in any form we wanted.
Is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFPTCER. If the
Senator 'involved obtains the floor and
is recognized for that purpose, the Sen-
ator from Colorado is correct.

Mr. PELL. Mt. President, as-the man-
ager of the bill, that was my understand-
ing of the agreement we reached.- The
agreement reached was that there were
four Senators with specific proposals that
were being protected, with the final vote
on Wednesday, at 2 o'clock.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President. a parlia-
mentary inquiry..

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, is the par-
liamentary situation such that no so-
called busing amendments will be con-
sidered on today and that on tomorrow
and Wednesday, prior to 2 o'clock and
final passage, according to the previous
order, busing and similar' amendments
will be considered, except that Senators
Batik CHILZEI, OAMBRELL. and FT:WRIGHT
are accorded the specific opportunity,
notwithstanding that we may not have
ciiiposed of section 901, to offer other
amendments to other sections of the bill
as amended. -

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Tennessee is correct.

Mr. BAKER. Mr-President, a further
parliamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator will state it.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, is it
correct that no other Senators except
those named may offer an amendment,
other than to section 901. after noon on
Tuesday and prior to final passage? 2-

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, t Ask
unanimous consent that the timei`ior
parliamentary inquiries may pot be con-
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sidered within the time limitation estab-
lished on this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, ani
it is so ordered. .

The clerk will read the agreement.
The assistant legislative clerk read as

follows
Ordered. "hat further action on all the

pending amendments to sec. 901 of at m-
mittee auto:lune for S. 659 be deferrecydntil
Tuesday, reb. 29. 1972. ff

Ordered further. That on Monday. Feb. 28,
1972. during the further consideration of 15.
659. only amendments not dealing with the
desegregation of schools or the transporta-
tion of pupils to schools on the basis of race,
religion. color or national origin will be in
order and that time on such amendnients
to any section of the committee substitute
wilt be limited to 60 minutes to be equally
divided and controlled as provided in the
agreement of Feb. 22. 1972, on S. 659.

Provided further. That the Senators from
Tennessee (Mr. Baker). from Arkansas (Mr.
Fulbright), from Florida (Mr. Childs): and
from Georgia (Mr. Gambrel!) shall have the
opportunity on or after Tuesday to offer
an amendment on any matter to any section
of the committee substitute with the time
on the Fulbright amendment to be limited
to 2 hours, and on the Childa, Gambrel' and
Baker amendments to 40 minutes each t' be
equally divided lend controlled under the
same conditions as prescribed in the agree-
ment of February 22. Debate on all other
amendments on Tuesday and Wednesday to
the committee substituteshall be limited to
30 minutes each with the time to be equally
divided and controlled as prescribed in the
agreement of February 22; and provided fur-
ther that nothing shall foreclose amend-
ments to any section of the committee' sub-
stitute at any time on or afted"Tuesday. and
that a motion to table shall be applicable to
ail amendments.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, a further
parliamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, after
hearing the unanimous-consent agree-
ment read. I frankly was not aware of
the last sentence that was just read, to
the effect that nothing in this order
would prevent the offering of amend-
ments to any other section of the corn-
mittee substitute.

In that view, is it alicurate to say that
beginning at Tuesday noon, only the four
Senators mentioned, but also any other
Senator can offer an amendment to any
section of the committee substitute, not-
withstanding its contents and regardless
of whether or not the Senate has dis-
posed of section 901 or not.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is the
understanding of the Chair that the
pending amendments to section 901
would have to be disposed of beginning
at noon on Tuesday, after which any
other amendments would be in order.

Mr. BAKER. 3fr. President, a further
parliamentary inquiry. .

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. BAKER- Mr. President, to make
sure that I clearly understand the dis-
tinction between the rights of the four
Senator: named and the rights of any
Senators not named in the unanimous-
consent agreement, beginning at Tues..
day, at any time within this period, re-
gardless of whether or not section 901

has been disposed of or not, those four
Senators named may offer amendments
to other sections of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair understands that beginning at 12
o'clock on Tuesday, we will begin to dis-
pose of the amendments that are pend-
ing to section 901. After they are disposed
of. we come back to the four Senators
whose time is guaranteed as stated in
the unanimous-consent agreement; and
then the committee substitute. will be
open to amendments generally and the
time limitation is 30 minutes each.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, to make
sure that I fully understand that par-
ticular portion of the order to which I
thought I had agreed, I propound this
parliamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will state it.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, is it the
parliamentary situation that beginning
at noon on Tuesday, we will consider
amendments to section 901?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The fien-
ator is correct; that is when we begin
voting on them if they have not been dis-
posed of 'at that time.

Mr. BAKER. Controlled time against
the amendments will start running at
12 o'clock Tuesday.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I read
further from the agreement:

Provided further, That at 12 o'clock noon
on Tuesday, Feb. 29. 1972. if the pending
Allen amendment and all other amendments
now pending thereto and to sec. 901 have
not been disposed of, the Senate shall proceed
to vote on these amendments without. any.
other intervening perfecting or substitute
amendments to the Allen amendment or the
language to be striken out thereby; and that
just prior to the final vote an the disposition
of sec. 901. further debate for a period of 30
minutes shall be available, with the time to
be equally divided and controlled as pre-
scribed In the agreement of February 22. -

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, is it the
ruling of the Chair that no amendments
to section 901 are in order after Tues-
day?

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. They
are not in order until the amendments
pending have been disposed of.

Mr. BAKER. But they are in order
after that time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That
inquiry is impossible to answer 'at this
time. That depends on what disposition is
made of the pending amendments.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President. I have one
last parliamentary inquiry.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. . The
Senator will state it.-

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, is it the
ruling of the Chair that section 901
perforce must be disposed of finally after
the last vote is taken on any pending
amendment to section 901 as it now ex-
ists?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator' will have to restate that inquiry
for the Parliamentarian.

Mr. BAKER. Mr.' President, -as basis
for the parliamentary inquiry is that if
it is the ruling of the Chair that we will
have final disposition of section 901 by
a series of votes to pending amendments
beginning at noon arn Tuesday, is it the
further ruling of the Chair that no other

amendments are in order, or in the alter-
native is it the ruling of the Chair that
we will proceed to final disposition of
section 901 as soon as the pending
amendments are disposed of beginning
at rzaon on Tuesday?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Not nec-
essarily.- We have to dispose of the
amendments that I mentioned in the
agreement beginning at 12 o'clock: then.
after they have been disposed of the
question of another amendment would
depend on what action had been taken by
the Senate on the four pending amend-
ments.

Mr. BAKER. The point being, if that
is the case, if it is possible there are other
amendments to ma:bon 901, we revert to
the question: Are any other amendments
to other sections of the bill available to
other Members of the Senate except the
four Senators named in the order, prior
to disposition of section 901?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It de-
pends greatly. on what develops from the
four amendments we will be disposing
of. Amendments to other parts of the
committee amendment would be in
order.

Mr. PELL. Would it not depend on
whether or not the four amendments and
the work on section 901 had been com-
pleted? If it had been completed we could
move on;' if it had not been completed
other amendments could not be intro-
duced to the bill. The four amendments
have to be disposed of first.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. De-
pending on the amendment offered.

Who yields time?
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, one fur-

ther parliamentary inquiry before con-
trolled time begins again.

Referring to the order, which I read to
be that the four Senators named shall
have the opportunity on or after Wednes-
day to offer an amendment to sections
other than section 901, is there any
jeopardy to the right of those four Sen-
ators to offer amendments to sections
other than section 901 if we have not
completed disposition of section 901 prior
to any time before final action on
Wednesday? .

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is my
understanding that these four amend-
ments do not go necessarily to section
901.

Mr. BAKER. They may be taken lip on
either Tuesday or Wednesday?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct..

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, a fur-
ther parliamentary inquiry before we
yield time. It Is my understanding from
reading this agreementand I must say
I am somewhat confused with regard
to it---and I invite the attention of the
Senator from Tennessee to this propos-
althat if the amendments of the Sena-
tor from Tennessee (Mr. BAKER) and
others dealing with section 901 have not
been disposed of by noon tomorrow we
start voting. Is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER _We wIU
start to vote on the pending amendments
to section 901 at 12 o'clock noon.

Mr. DOMINICIC Going back to con-
trolled time, I hope everyone is as clear
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funds from title I and title V of the
General Education Provisions Act I am
not sure what that is. I think it is general
training and technical assistance. Is that
correct?

Mr. CRANSTON. And research.
Mr. DOMINICK, So the Senator is

saying they cannot put in any money
from a bilingual fund or other funds
which are available specifically. In other
words, a certain amount for these Pro-
grams has been reserved, and it states
they cannot put trose funds in for the
Purpose of renewal unless they are called
by their own names and have their own
technicians running around the school.

Mr. CRANSTON. For them to do that
would be inconsistent with the legisla-
tion we have enacted.

Mr. DOMINICK. No: I understand' ur
legislation provides if we authorize and
appropriate funds for bilingual educa-
tion and use it for that purpose it will
help education. They are still using that
to help the education of people who can-
not speak English. I do not see any-
thing wrong with that.

Mr. CRANSTON. We have no assur-
ance under the new procedure that that
will happen. We have evidence in Cali-
fornia that it is not happennig.

Mr. DOMINICK. We do not have a
renewal program going yet. We are try-
ing to get started. We have had tenta-
tive probes, but we have not really put
it together.

Mr. CRANSTON. They have already
announced applications for this and the
guidelines they have given out do not
cover the point the Senator and I seem
to agree should be covered.

Mr. DOMINICK. I only agree this
should be put In a package. If it is not
we will have so many administrative
oversights it will be an unfeasible pro-
gram to start with. There will be more
supervisors to start with and it will be
like the poverty program where 75 per-
cent goes to .supervisors and 25 percent
does any good for the people who need
it.

Mr. CRANSTON. The procedure we are
discussing would not preclude packaging.
What we want is adequate assurance
that there will be accountability legally
for whatever is done with the fundsif
they decide to proceed in these new di-
rections. and we have not been given
such assurances.

Mr. DOMINICK. It, would seem to me,
without trying to create more of an argu-
ment than we have already had, that
any program that is going on this way is
either going to be beneficial to the stu-
dents in the area or Is not going to be
beneficial to the students in the area. If
it is beneficial to all of them, for which
an easy accounting can be taken, I do
not care whether the money comes from
the President's emergency fund, the bi-
lingual fund, or anything else, because'
the purpose that the Senator and I both
are trying to work toward is improving
the quality of education. We are not
going to get it, it seems to me, by simply
setting up a bureaucratic structure which
requires accounting end channeling
funds through certain levels in order to
determine whether those funds are to be
used at all. That is what the whole prob-
l6m with the program is.

on this matter as I am. That means I
do not know what is going on. I yield
myself 5 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The-Sen-
ator is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
the attention and consideration of the
Senator :rom California and the Sen-
ator from Rhode Island to connection
with certain specific provisions which
are in this amendment.

As I understand it, the amendment
states that the sums appropriated, the
amounts available, shall not exceed $25
million.

Mr. CRANSTON. Where is the Sena-
tor reading?

Mr. DOMINICK. I am reading from
page 2.

Mr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. DOMINICK. Them I go further

down. to (c) (1) (A) where it states:
Except in the care of law which (1)

authorizes appropriations for carrying out,
or controls the administration of, an appli-
cable program or (11) is enacted in express
limitation of the provisions of this paragraph,
no provision of any law shall be construed
to authorize the consolidation of any appli-
cable program with any other program.

Then, the amendment goes on- and
there is a definition of consolidation

. which results in. the "comingling of
funds."

I gather what the Senator is saying in
this amendment, and I am asking for
guidance, is that they cannot tax x dol-
lars from one program and x dollars

- from another program and lump it in
and call it the renewal program; that
what has to be done is to set up a whole
set of new administrative people and
take that money and say, "Very well.
That is bilingual. this is special quality
education, and then still another is for

- teacher training, another going into com-
munity homes," so that you have tech-
nicians and supervisors in every program
instead of putting it together into a pack-
age and going to a school to do some
good with it. That bothers me very much.

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. DOMINICK. I invite. On-the Sen-
ator's time, any reply he wishes to give.

Mr. CRANSTON. The problem which
gave us concern was with respect to
certain funds being transferred to the
proposed education renewal sites. Ade-
quate money has not been appropriated
for programs we funded, such as Upward
Bound, bilingual Talent Search, and
special services for the disadvantaged,
and we wish to make plain that there
should be hearings and discussions,
knowledge of what is being done, and an
opportunity for the Congress to agree or
-disagree.

If the Senator will turn to page 7 of
the amendment and loot at paragraph
(c) 11) and then clauses II), (II). and
(III) below. there is a provision stating
that notwithstanding the paragraph to
which the Senator has referred, there is
authority to use funds available for the
purposes identified as education renewal
sites, which deals with the problem the
Senator raised.

Mr. DOMINICK. I understand it deals
only In part. It authorizes the use of
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Mr. PELL. Mr. President. on the time

of the Senator from California (Mr.
Caexeroe ), let me say I share the con-
cern of the Senator from Colorado, not
being one who in the committee always
favors this categorial approach. I favor'
a degree of amalgamation, although not
to the extent he would like. But in this
particular case there has been consider-
able upheaval and concern in the local
communities which have seen signs that
certain programs are having their em-
phasis changed, perhaps one portion of
the program 'phased out and another
portion increased.

Those of us who are particularly in-
terested in the bilingual program. as I
am in my own State, want to be sure that
the same amount of money is spent and
the same emphasis is continued.

My hunch would be, as I said in my
statement, that if the amendment is se-.
cepted and the administration can as-
sure the conferees, by the time of the
conference, that all is in order and that
the will of the Congress is being carried
out, I then would not be a bit surprised
if this amendment were dropped in con-
ference.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum, the time for which.
I ask be equally divided.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded -to call the roll. .

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
at this time how much time is left to
either side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pro-0
ponent has 12 minutes; and the oppo-
nent has 3 minutes. .

Mr. DOMINICK. The opponent being
me. Is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.

Mr. PELL. At the moment.
Mr. DOMINICK. I hope it has more

support.
I would hope that if time for a quorum

call is to be taken out of my time. more
time will be taken out of the proponents'
time than mine. .

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I have
no objection to four-fifths of the time
coming from my time, if the clerk can
keep track of that.

I suggest the absence of a quorum, and
ask unanimous consent that four-fifths
of the time be charged to the proponents
and one-fifth to the opponents.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered, andthe clerk will call the roll.

The second assistant legislatiye clerk
proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President. I ask unani-
mom consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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HR. 9180. An act to provide for the tem-

porary assignment of a United States magis-
trate :zom one judicial district to another;

H.R. 11738. An act to amend. titre 10, United
States Code, to authorize the Secretary of De-
fense to lend certain equipment and to, pro-
vide transportation and other services to the
Boy Scouts of America fa connection with
Boy Scout Jamborees. and for other pur-
poses; and

82. Res. 189. Joint resolution to authorize
the President to designate the period begin-
ning March 26. 1972, as "National Week of
Concern 'for Prisoners of War, Missing in
Action" and to designate Sunday March 28,
1972, as national day of prayer for these
Americans.

The message inforined the Senate that,
pursuant to the provisions of section 194,
title 14, United States Code, the chair-
man of the Committee on Merchant Ma-
rine and Fisheries and appointed Mr.
CLARK, Mr. LENNON, and Mr. GROVER, and
members of the Board of Visitors to the
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, and Mr. GAR-,
MATE, ex officio member.

The . message also informed the Sen-
ate that, pursuant to the provisions of
Public Law 301. 78th Congress, the
chairman of the Committee on Mer-
chant Marine and Fisheries had (Want-
ed Mr. DOwNING, Mr. MURPHY of New
York, and Mr. MO8HER. as members of the
Board of Visitors to the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, and Mr. OARMATZ, ex
officio member.

Mr. PELL Mr. President. I ask unani-
mous consent to have printed in the
RECORD a statement by the distinguished

, Senator from Washington (Mr. MAGNU-
SON) on the pending amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the statement will be printed
in the RECORD.

EITAITIMILIIT ST SENSTOlt MAGNI7S011
As Chairing= of the Senate LabOr-HEW

Appropriations Subcommittee, I must say
that this proposed amendment establishing

statutory base with its.own funding au-
thority may go tong way toward solving
some of the problems we have with the edu-
cation renewal phut as presently proposed.

There is no doubt in my mind that the
education renews/ idea is a good one and
that it deserves our support. The main Ob-
jection I have had is that the money pres-
ently will have to be withdrawn, from ex-
isting discretionary programs in a way that
could work to the disadvantage of many
schools and school districts.

As I understand the Administration's pro-
posal, this would mean that in my state of
Washington we might, or we might not, be
allocated one of the renewal sites which are
proposed for the coming Decal year. The fact
is that elementary and, secondary school dis-
tricte throughout Washington and other
states could lose the discretionary money
which they are now receiving under various
programs, such as Upward Bound, bilingual
education, dropout prevention and Follow
Through. These and other discretionary pro-
grams have been carefully designed by the
Congress to meet particular needs which
exist in schools throughout the states. To
have the available funds withdrawn and
concentrated in just a few school districts is
not, it seems to me, necessarily in the best
interests of the schools when viewed as a
whole.

In this year when we are faced with Tiro-
pawns in the Administration's budget which
would eliminate or reduce funds for several
of the programs which provide benefits to
schools and colleges generally, such as Title
III of NDEA, the impacted areas program
and Title VI of HEA, it seems to me that it
would be especially unfortunate to withdraw
the discretionary funds from their present
recipients who are having such a tough
struggle at the local level, so as to Concen-
trate them in a very few stiles. I feel that it
will be far better to establish a statutory
base for the program and then have the
Administration ask for the necessary fund-
ing to do this new job properly. If my Sub-
oommittee receives such request, I knot*
It will receive as sympathetic a hearing as
may be possible.

For these reasons, Mr. President, I support
the amendment and urge its passage.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I ask unani-
mous consent to have printed in . the
Bacons a statement by the distinguished
Senator from New Mexico (Mr. Mow-
Tara) on The pending amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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rise today in support of the Amendment
to the Higher Education Act offered by the
Distingulabed Senator from California. Mr.
osenaten, which I em pleased to join inO ng

As an original sponsor of Bilingual Educe-
Uon, I have long been concerned with the
method of implementation of this- program
by the Office of Education. My immediate
concern, Mr. Chairman, is that funds al-
located for Title VII are not being used for
purposes for which they were designed.

It has oomil to the attention of myself
and other' members of this body that not all

the funds specifically earmarked for Bilin-
gual Education have been utilised for that
purpose. No specific proof exists of the truth
of these allegations. It is enough that appro.
hentions have been created. as to the even-
tual fate of Bilingual Education funds. It is
imperative that we guarantee that no diver-
sion of these funds is made. This is the goal
that Senator Cranston and myself have pur-
sued.

In order of preserve the integrity of Bilin-
gual Education, he and I believe that It must
be given divisional status.

I am aware. Mr. President. of the tenta-
tive agreement reached by Secretary Richard-
son and Senator Cranston to the effect that
If an understanding is reached by the Office
of Education and Senator Cranston which
satisfies the concern over Bilingual Educe.-
tion, then the Amendment would not be pun.
sued in a House and Senate Conference on
this measure.

I fully concur lithis agreement, and I
am hopeful that Bilingual Education can be
protected without legislative action. It must
be made clear to the Office of Education, Mr.
President, that unless legislative mandates
relating to education are strictly followed.
I will not hesitate to use the legislative
machinery to ensure strict adherence to
Congressional authority.

I urge the adoption of the Amendment
offered bythe Senator from California.

Mr. CRANSTON. I yield back the re-
mainder of my time.

Mr. PELL. I yield the time in opposi-
tion to the Senator from Colorado.

Mr, DOMINICK. I yield back the re-
mainder -of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
MCINTYRE). All remaining time having
been yielded back, the question is on
agreeing to the amendment of the Sena-

!tor from California (Mr. Caussron).
The amendment was agreed to.

MESSAGE FROM THE. HOUSEEN-
ROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RFS°.
LUTION SIGNED
A message from the House of Repre-

sentatives, by Mr. Berry. one of its read-
ing clerks, announced that the Speaker
had affixed his Signature to the follow-
ing enrolled bills and joint resolution:

S. 960. An act to designate the Sycamore
Canyon Wilderness, Coconino; Kalbab, and
Prescott National FOrests, State of Arizona;

8. 2896. An act to amend -chapter 83 of
title 6. United States Code, relating' to
adopted child;

H.R. 2714. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Kayo N. Carvell;

H.R. 2792. An act for the relief of Juanita
Bavedia Varela;

H.R. 3093. An act for the relief of Mrs.
Creseencia Lyra Berns and her minor chil-
dren, Maria Minds Fe Berns. Sally Gamer
Barna, Gonzalo Gerona Berne, and James
Garoza Berns;

H.R. 4319. An act for the relief of Josephine
Dumpit;

H.R.5179. An act for the relief of Boo Yong

H.R. 6506. An act fOr the retie,: of Mrs. Hind
Nicholas Climber. Georgette Hanna Chabot..
Jeanette Hanna Chaber, and Violette Hanna
Chaber;

HR. 6912. An act for the idler of William
Lucas (aleci known as Viselike Loukatis);

HR. 7316. An act for the relief of Mrs.
,Norma licLeish;

H.R. 8540. An act for the relief of Eleonora
O. Mpolskis;

H.R. 8649. An act to provide .an Adminis-
trative Aisietant to the Chief Justice of the'
United States;

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the House amendment to
S. 659, a bill to amend the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965, the Vocational Educa-
tional Act of 1963. and related acts, and
for other purposes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll,

The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CHILES Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

ausrmarmer NO. see
Mr. CHILES Mr. President, I call up

my amendment No. 946.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk proceeded to read '

the amendment.
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that furtper reading
of 'the amendment be with.

The PRESIDING OFFI Without
objection, it is so ordered; and, without
objection, the amendment will be printed
In the Recoils,. '

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of the bill add the following

new title:
TITLE X--ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY.

EDUCATION PRIZE SCHOOL PROGRAM
'HOST TXTLX

BSC. 1001. This Act may be cited as the
"Elementary and Secondary Education Prize
School Act of 1972". .
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orFICE OF EDUCATION
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Eonoral)le John. Brademas
llour.e of Repreaentatives
Washinfltoe, D.C.

Da r' :John:

BEST COELAYMBLE

Thank you for your letter of February 10 concerning educational cenewal.
Your ceestions probe Sc.;ma basic issues. This type of dialogue jznn ))e
partic:ularly useful in illuraInating tLose issuez..

Ycrur qucntio.:s and ry respamniz; arc:

1. lour early discurr inns of the educational.rencval.prinal
seggestsa pLchaTirg the majority of discretionary cutayorical
aid pre-gra:mg ac mi:,istured by the Off4^e cf EducatioA. Zan
50-112 make elt:ar what.eacct you belicvn swh e r..,ve would
have on the leadership role in anericra e,:alcatinn of the
Orfice of Ed6eation?

The educational rcne' :al onn-celit-.Includes tht close arl-

v&nistrative coordination of three. discretionary
Part D of EPDA; Section 30G of Title III, ES7A; ank. Cr.rec-

Ed=11-221:22011BEIIELLULIZZAJZLII. More
will be a continuing need both for coordinated efforts such
an this, and for in:lividual categorical rirograms. Toth grill
contribute to the Office of. Education leaderchip role.

If the; Office of Education can achieve the .go In for cduceI:iol.A1
renewalsebstantial increases in punil p3rEoritance, and ex.

installation cf a self-renewing approach to educaticnnl prable-tr--
in thoF? Echools most in need ci improveuent, those reevin: icd-
income familien, than it will be fulfilling a high order or
leadership. My confidezce in the achieve-lent of thoae
is based on cevcral factors, the combination of which is net.-

for 0.11:

The.partnernUn approach. Federal, State and
local agencieo,colleges anduniVcrSitics, and
comlnunit5A,s gill contribute their resnurcps to
the meting ecrenv,ial site educational neeT5,:_in
a coorditedway...
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b. Thrl esnentinlly inductive process involving those
to be affected by the changes in defining the
problems and solutions and in carrying the'solutions
out and evaluating them.'

c: Concentration on the total school and on total
school feeder systems, rather than' focusing on any
single, project or program.

d. The emphasis on. the substance of_educational
improvement,. and on ways of delivering that sub-
stance tothese.places most in need of improvement.
The local renewal sites will have available to them
as they make decisions about their plans for educa-
tional improvement, information about both those
innovations that have worked elsewhere and those
products of research that promise solutions to their
problems.

e. The relatively long-term comitment of sunnort for
renewal activities.

2. Cu n you' deecribe 'the merits and deeerit$ of *boee.prceTrame

currently supportc-dmith discretionary fundeA:Sich yoe now Plan
to terminate? Have all of these proerans failed? If not, what
is the future of those which are promising?

Present programs and projects to which OE has multi-year
commitments will not be terminated until those commitments are
completed. These include, for example, 'the Career Oportunities
'Program, the Urban/Rural School Developuent program, Educe,
tional Leadership,'and others. Other pro:Jr:ins such as Early
Childhood and Training of Teacher Trainers in which the multi-
year ce74mitments have been fulfilled will lone their separate
identities. The renewal effort takes into account and builds
upon the experience of those mere categorical programs, and
elements of those programs ma: be included in renewal at the
option of the local sites.

Two of the.implertant things we have learned froa,those programs
led directly to the renewal concept. First, changes in educa-
tion must be =anchored in some kind of institutional reforq..
The lasting effect:J..0f small categorical programs and projects,
whether supported by the Office of Education, by foundations,
or otherwise, are usually difficdlt to discern once theseeport
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is withdrawn. Many of these projects are administered locally
in a "vestibule" fashion and have no systematic way of in-
fluencing in any basic vay the school districts, State,depart-
menta of educatIon, or colleges,and universities responsible.
for them..

Second, while the narrower categoriral approach does promote
a recognition of national priorities, it does not always _permit
an effective response to legitimate local needs. Our exnerience
is that those districts, such as Louisville, that have been able
to package separate programs in some reasonably comprehensive
way to respond to their needs have accomplished more in terms'
'of useful reform than have those agencies that have adminili:tered
projects in isolation from one another.

In su,./ am saying not that the.separate categorical programs'
have been failures, butthat, as adininisterediin.the past, they,
have not reached their full potential.

For example, I regard the Career Opportunities Program as
generally successful._ Yet it will be phasodinto renewal when
the multi -year commitment is finished in another two years.
he have .learned a great deal about the training and use of
paraprofessionals through CO?, and we have developed an .

effective means for delivering technical assistance to
those. -local districts and colleges involvedin therpregra:a,
Both that knowledge and .the technical assistance to deliver
it will he available to and used by the renewal sites but
in a way that best responds-to their needs rather than ,Linder
the prescriptive Federal guidelines that now charaCterize'that
program.

3. One of the reasons for enactment of categorical !lid progiams
is that many significant constituencies found state and local
governments unresnonsive to important national Uhat
evidence is there that the procedures you now proir::e for.;
selection of education renewal sites, as distinguished frau
either: (a) direct application and Federal selection. and /or
(b) continuing discretionary categorical programs, will not
mean a relapse into unresponsiveness?

National priorities can and will be served threLgh-the renewal
concept. For example, th^ renewal site pert of that concept
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1

is'directed, as a matter of national priority, to those
sehools and school districts serving higheoncentrations

peol.A.e. Within that population special
. attention will be given, as a result Or: regulations and

.

guidelines, to the educational needs of handicilPped
'children, another high national priority.

.
In the career Onnortunities Program, and,Urban/Pural
School povelopment we worked:with-the Statei-1in the selection
of sites in much thesame way renewal site selection-will
work. We feUnd this relationshin helpful ratifier than hinder-
ing in targeting those resources to areas of greatest need.
Indeed, I haVe.more confidence i that procedure than in the
traditional"sWeepstakes". approa used in 'the past in which
expertise in writing-the grant ronosal assumed an inflated
importance.. The new procedure gives the Office of Education
and theStates.a certain accountability for the quality of.the
local renewal efforts in the sense that,' Once the-sites are
selected on.the basis of need,.the former agencies assume a
responsibility to furnish sufficient technical assistance
to those sites to assure a quality product.

"

The issue or responsivane has two sides, both of which are
important.- Staten and localities ray in feet be unrespeneive
to national needs on occasion. On the other hand, Federal
categorial nregrans raYbe unrespensiveto.legiliate local
needs. I speak particularly of the distortions, of local
effort thospprogramp.may bring about. .

Forexample, a.thorough assessment of the needs of a group
of schools-serving low-incenejeopnlations night point tip the
most pressing of those needs to bd a restructuring of the
ways in.which educational staff is used in those schools,.
a reassiT=ent and retraining of administrative staff, the
recruitment and training of specialized staff in reading and
mather:iatics, and the recruitment and training of parents to
serve as aides. L the judgment of the local district,
taking into account the advice of persons competent in needs
assessment, this pattern of resource allocationwill bring
about lasting improvement in the education of eiildren_in
thone schools. .
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The intervention of a categorical program for,*say, early
childhood personnel training might, in this situation, cause
a'diversion,of resources and energies that nay add to the
number of people ,trained in early'ehildhood'thus satisfying
a national priority. But it might, in fact,' becounter-
prOductive in meeting the real .needs for educational reform,
and thus, in the long term, be self defeating.

This is not .simply theoretical. Let ve refer to experience
with two categorical programs--Teasher-Corps and Career
Opportunities.. Thosc programs, as administered in the
schools, areoften entirely successful in meeting national
objectives. Yet those aides and interns often operate in
isolation from similar aides supported by Title I, EsnA,
in the same schools, in isolation and without any effect on
teachers not directly supervising them, and without causing
much lasting change in the way, things are done in those
schools, and school systems. I believe that the renewal
concept will keep the strengths of programs such as these
(although Teacher Corps is not included) and build uson
them to, in fact, bring about lasting changes.

There-will continue to beta need for some categorical effosts
reflecting national prioritios.- Ter.e%miple, sufficient
attention. would proLsbly net' he given to strengtherAng t;:he

capacity of-colleges serving pri,7,arily black populations to
train and retrain teachers, teachers who might Well serve or.
be serving in renew?' sites. Categorical support should and
will continue to, be direetedtto this purpose.

4. You propose that renewal centers be staffed. with "etYctension:
"agents. Vhat are the edUcational models for such persons,
what will be'their-responsibilities; how will they be
trained,what materials will,be.used?

The renewal concept consists of two separate, but related
components: renewal sites for intensive improvement of-
education in districts having asubstantial proportion `of
students from low7income families and whicArAlave been'
discussed in the previous tirree answers; a:O.:the edndational
extension system, for extensive servicestpeducatOrs through-
out the United.States.
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Models

The edo.cational extension agent concept has been adhptcd from
numerous linkage models developed within' educational settings.
Chief among these are:.

a. Subject specialist or resource personseparating
as full-time staff of State agcncies,'intermediate
units or large local districts.

b. Decades o experience of school study councils in
the use of university and local school specialists
in selecting and introducing new programs into
schools of the council members.

Contributfons of publisher representatives in
spreading informition about new developments from
one district to another, or of local development
anong staff within a district.

. Experiences of field agents 19cated in Title III
(ESEA) centers and at a half dozen sites under

'Regional Educational Laboratory auspices, each of
whose roles are evolving much along the lincF!'
proi;cEee, tLe exte^::ion sgents.

e. 'Thc Office cf Edcatien in 1970 established pilot
State dissemination programs in South Carolim.1,
Utah, and Oregon based on a forral educational
linkage model integrating research and theory
on educational change. Each pilot indludes a
comprehensive State agency information service
unit, with trained retrieval ani reference staff.,
and local field or extension agents who provide
Mrsgn-to-person linkage with educatorclients.

Responsibilitien

ExtensiOn agents have certain key responsibilities:

O

a. Become trusted sources of information about nip'
improVementn.

b. Provide assistance to educators in deAning,
problems and expressing precise needs for
information on issues confronting then.
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c. Deliver to their educator-clients current
kelevanteinformation and help in respennc to
their needs.

d. Followup to determine what additional informa-
tion or assistance is needed.

e. .Help clients to become motivated and more
proficient in seeking and applying current
knowledge and tented ihprovements.

f. Provide feedback to State'.and national bodies
on information needs, rieeded research and
desired new products.

Training.

Persons will be recruitei who have the stills, temeerament, and
abilities to perfor:1 person-toperson linkage roles successfully.
They will then be trained in additional processes, technical-
retrieiral and related skills. Training will also include
briefings on research-based products now available from Namn-
supported er2orts. As NIE products become available, agents
will be syste,:gntically info:nit:a-about these.

Materials

Materials used by agents now include:

Documents available through EltIC, usually based on

computer seerchcs condUcted by the State agency
information unit staff.

b.-Descriptions-of exemplary programs and p7:actices
collected.by the State agency.

Descriptions Of tested practice identified by_
Wand disseminated to each State information
unit by the National Center for Educational

Coruunication.

d. :Listing of demonstration sites of exemplary programs
in the State or in nearby Statns and lists of
consultants and persons capable of providing
technical assistance in. numerous fields.
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e. Detailed information on altervatiVe-research-
based prOducts,'materials and practice. from
NCEPD and other Federal or State sources,
including sarple or review piakages of materials
in print and audio-visual form.

f. Interpretative surmaries of current knowledge on
a variety of critical issues.

5. Have you mai.:e use of Title 171 ESA, fer_preparing persons
for renewal responsibilities?

7 7

At the Federal level, the planning'of=educational renewal
has capitalized on Title V. ESEA,'experience-. Title V
itaff has worked-closely with renewalataff; for example,
in developing guidelines for StairEducatienal_ReneWal
Centers. At the State level, it is probable that persons
prepared particularly in planning and--evaluation-under
Title V.will form the core of the State-RenewalCenters.

regard these two efforts as complthentary, and important
both, in building the State capacity t6'6upport the renewal
sites and in transmitting in a useful way the renewal
approach to other parts of the.Statei...-..___

6. You propose to use EPDA, Pr i; D preen= in educations'
renewal. In view of the fact that some-ef the smite on
personnel noa:supporting the eendwal prePosal-Jezre pre-:
viously in leadership positions in BEPD,.-hat has been the
relationship of EPDA, Part D training to NC2C, NCERD and
Title III ETEA programs in the past?...

One of the primary reasons for bringing-.%aineretionary programs
together under the Deputy Commissioner for Renewal is, of
course to achieve better coordination. and more. effective,
impact for these programs. There was not_sufficient coordina-
tion, in the program sense, among ESZA,-EFDA, NCDRD,
NCEC and other programs in the old structtite, while there was
generally a good lovel'of cooperatiOn-in,individual projects,
such as these mentioned in the response to your seventh
-question. -

The reasons for this might be traced to7differenees in
legislation, Constituencies, traditional practice, and
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perceptions of priorities;- attong other factors. Renewal
provides a-rnifying set of priorities for those programs,-
and also a more effectiVe administrative structure, and
places them in a good posture to complement-the National
Institute ofEducation.

.7. Mat year, -programs funded under UCEC/NCER/Title III ESEA.
were used to launch several "installation efforts" which were
aimcd_pt utilizing son mi-Tof the more promising products''
regional laboratories and research and development centers.
How lave thc.,e cfCorts worked? What'have been the failures
and successes?.

. _

'Three major installation efforts of tested and validated
R&D products have been undertaken by the Office of Education.
2JCI C, NCERD-. Title III, and- BEPD cooperated- carrying them

The first is the St:04. Kindergarten Program, developed by the
Southircsi Regional Laboratory for Educational Research and
Develomoit. The orbrara teaches beginning reading and
coneeptUal fundwnental to academic achievzment. Five
Infor;,ation !,.source Centers to allow obzercation of the
pro.jran in a clescroo1 settinc., were cstnblishei in FiGrila,
Arizona, California, and illinoin. Periodic reports from
the-a-Enters have indicated considerable uza, with both
adiministrators and teachcrs attending-. -Interest in and
reaction to the program by visitors have been positive. In
*addition to-the resource Confers, Title III, ESEA, funds will
be used-to supllort installation of the SIML materials in
some 400 school districts.

The second set of products is the Ninicourses, a new and
effECtive technique for teacher education, developed by the
Far West-Laboratory for Educational Research and Developwent.
Ten centers where educators can see teach:A:s up-waning their
skills through MinicourseS have been established in Nzw York;
New Jersey; Washington, D.C.;_ Pennsylvania; Illinois; Indiana;
Wisconsin; Massachusetts; Texas4 and California. Over 1,000
observershaVe used these centers in the first five months of
operation, and over one- third reported their organizations
would probably adopt the programs not year.
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The third product is the multiunit Rlenentar5 School Prograle,
which cothines the principles of individually guided' education_
and differentiated staffing.' It has been instellel in 290
schools in 13 States by the Wisconsin Research and Development
Cepter for Cognitive Learning, Madison. The dissemination
support includes previsions for State installation coordinators,
training of key staff among adopting schools, and continuing
technical assistance. .Reepents for installation help are
running far ahead of resources available.

More important than the nueber of adoptions will be the
effectiveness of the products in producing performance chances
in those schools, whether .changes will persist, that effects
they will have on other parts of the schools and school systcr.i.
We will need to answer the simple quention or whether orenot
the decisions to ado2 were wise. Were they taken in the light
of sone reasonably sophisticated knowledge of the needs of the
schools and school system, and were thcy tql:en with a knouledge
of the alternative products and processes available to meet
those needs. We do not have evidence yet on these points. I

do expect that educational eetcesion agents and the develoenent
of renewal sites will increase the chances that decisions are
sensiblymede and that positive and pereictent change oceers.

B. How do the nr000sed renewal sites differ from project ghat cee
now be funAea.under'Title III ESEA, which," an you.know, include
authorization for "the development and establishment of exeeplary
models for regular _school. programs"?

There are several-authorities; including, Title III, ESEA, that
might be broad enough to fund total renewal sites, depending on
the priorities established by the local cite ant- school district.. '

However; one of the key concepts in renewal is that school
distriete.are able to use these separate progrthas in:a concentrated
and systenatic approach to .educational improvement.

A focus of our planning is, however, Part D of the tPDA, since
the key to inproyertent of education in the schools is the
teachers and otherstfi in them. One of my hopel for renewal
is that it not only will result in better educational perfore
mance by oapils, in veiny cases because of the increeteid competence
of teachers and other staff, but also will bring a better seneo
of reelity and respoeelecness to current patterns of ineeevice
and prescrvice training.
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9. What mechanisms --at Federal, State eild local levels - -do you
envisage for quality control and accountability for renewal
centers?

The measures for quality control and accountability in renewal
include plans, a management information system, nonitoring and
evaluation.

Plans

The meal Site plan is the"basic operational doc.xent of's
rcne"al site. It is the product of a comprehensive assessment
of the educational needs in a renewal. site. Persons with
particular competence in needs assessnent, typically frOm
colleges and universities, but also filen theSchool-district
staff or the State department of education staff, or elsewhere
will assist in these assessments, especially in the technical

. aspects.

The national objectives of the renewal sites process are,
first, to improve the educational performance of children in
those site's, and .second, to develop in those site.; a modua
aerandi that. aseeree eentiseed reexaminatiea of eaucationel
needs, constra3nt3 and eelutions.

-The develoemont of the plan is eseentially a prorees first of
setting local $ i..;.e clejeetiv..'S, in terms of srecified h:havior

or performance where possible, consitteet with tlole national .
objectives; second, of identifying the cenetrainte to meeting
them; third, of developing an understanding of relationships
among those constraints; fourth, the examination of a number
of alternative ways of overcoming the constraints; fifth,- the
expression of that understanding of the relationship of the
contraints and possible solutions in a sequence of activities
that night be called the local-renewal strategy ana sixth,
determining the resources, money, people; materials and others
needed to carry out the strategy.

Technical assistance furnished or identified by the States
and/Or. the Office of Education will be available to the local
sites to help in the constraint analysis, the identification of
possible solutions, and the resource analysise-essentially the
matching of resources presently available to the sitc and
potentially available an a result of the renewal grant, to the
possible solutions.
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The initial plan will cover five years, the first year in
detail. ObjectiVes for each or those years, in the sense of
progress toward the long range national objectives, will be
set again in tertAs of performance where possible; and the
evidence acceptable to the site, the State and the Office
of Education that those objectives are being net will be
described. In eabh of the subsequent years the plan will
be updated in the light of experience, and the proposed
operations in the subsequent year will Le covered in
detail. Office of Education funding will be made annually,
contingent upon acceptable plans.

May I mention; parenthetically, some major difficulties in
assuring quality control. First, the. instrumentation to
measure the accomplishment of the major Objective, improve-
ment in educational performance, is woefully inadequate,
particularly as it applies to low-income populations.
Second, the inductive approach, based on involvement of both
producers and consumers of education, is sure to confound
and confuse an otherwise rational planning process; to soma
extent. Third, persons with high conceptual and diagnostic
shills, and those with the subject natter competence needed'
in the planning aal eeecution car the educational renewal
Paten process, ceist lnrgely in eolle?;es and enivernitien.
Fill_they be willing to become Involved it .,diet cen:be'an
;untidy effort? I have sone oetimisn based on our experience .

in programs such as Experimental Schools, Training of Teacher
Trainers, Career Opportunities.and others.

I have gone into some detail on the deve]onent of the renewal
site plans because they are central to the entire effort; and
.to.the accountability issue. Once the plans are developed'and
accepted by the Office of Education, they become the keystone'.
of the management information system, monitoring, and evaluation.

State educational agencies will also submit applications for.
funding, the State Educational Renewal Centers, spelling out their
objectives in. coordinating State resources to support renewal
sites, in developing an information base for the renewal effort.,

.

and in developing their own capacities for technical assistance
And training. These become the basis for evaluating State
performance.
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Manegemeni Information System

A management information system keyed to the national ob-
jectives and conditions- -loci- income' targeting, priority on
services for the handicapped, educational performance
objectives, renewal site council composition and operations,
provisions for technical assistance and others--and also to
the renewal cite plans, is being developed.. Obviously, the
system itself will evolve and change as the site plans are
developed. The system will capitalize on information now
gathered by the National Center for Lducational Statistics,
particularly that gathered under the Consolidated Program
Information report (CPIR) . The shape of the system is far
from precise definition - -a feasibility contract is currently
being mreparedhowever it will be designed to alert the
.office of Education to variances in renewal site operations
that should be examined. It will also, of course, contribute
to a cumulative understanding of progress of renewal by those
responsible for policy, and it will provide information about
other sites and about national performance to the sites, to

,the States, and to others involved in renewal.

Monitoeing

Site moniteeing-proceduree have not been csyipletc,ly worked out.
It is'obvious to me that the central staff of the Office of
Education has neither the personnel nor the funds at the
present time-to accomplish the close monitoring that typically
provides us with the best insights into local project per-
formance. I oxpect'that'an arrangementefor joint monitoring
betgeen central office and regional office staff will be worked .

out.. reports from those personh furnishing technical assistance
and particularly from the States'will contribute to our-uner-
standing of the situation at the sites, but the.basic responsibility
for monitoring the use of renewal funds is a Federal one.

Evaluation

Both nationel and local evaluation of renewal will be carried
out. Each local educational renewal plan, on the basis of
which grants will he made, will contain provisions.for an
independent evaluation of the:impact of thd local renewal
process, based on.theobjectives spelled out in those plans..
The terms and conditions. of those local evaluations will he

.
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1.1

negotiated, as a part of the total negotiation process
leading to the grants, for consieteacy with the national
evaluation design. Specifications for the design of that
national evaluation are being developed with the assistance
of experts in educational evaluation. It is probable that
the actual design work will be contracted.

The local districts. the States, and the Office of ducation
arc accounteble to Congress.for:the effectiveness of the
expenditure of educational renewal funCs. I believe the
meaeurce dencribed here will serve that purpose well; but
the other order of accountability, of course, is directly-
to the consuners of education in the local renewal sites.

This will-be. served in three ways: first, through the
normal legal responsibility of the district and its super-
intendent for renewal and.the accountability to the local
school board; second, through the involvement of parents
and pupils in educational renewal site councils; and third,
through the making public of all .plans for and evaluations
of renewal sites.

10. Much of your argueent for your education renewal 0.02o:eel
has been based on the desirability cf reducing the nurber
of apeliceticne, guidelines and reports with which Stnte
and local e.Zecetion aeuncies must deal. How would this
objective be affected if you muat continue to require
applicants to meet the conditions of the categorical
prograis involved in renewal?

The provisions of legislation governing each of.the programs
brought into the renewal sites process must and will, of
course, be o,served, and the funds accounted for accordingly.
New regulations are being developed, based on this legislation,
whfeh incorporate all requirements for on support of renewal.
Also, .there i:41.11 be but one annual application for each re-
newal site, besed.on the comprehensive renewal plan, and one.
set of guidelines and reporting requirements.

The enception to this is the case in which a local renewal ,

site wishes to incorporate programs other than those in the
O;: renewal effort, in their. plane. In this case the local-
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agency will have to observe the legislation and regulations
governing those programs. Within those canatraints, we will
work to sec that the burden on the local agency will be the
least possible; \

11. You have chafiged your original renewal proposal by reducing
to only three or four.the number of discretionary prograns to
be included. How then can you de-elonstrate significant savings?

chile there will be savings in terms of paperwork and
administrative burden at both the local. and Federal levels,
the objective to me is not-achieving-savings'in the traditional
sense of the word, but increasing the effectiveness of '-
expenditures. under the programa brought together. For
those reasons mentioned in ny reply to your firsethree
questions, I believe there will be significant increases
.1n-that effectiveness under the renewal concept.

12. Although you do not propose including-all discretionary
programs in education lenewal, do you intend to give
preference to_funding those programs which are included?

Educational renewal-and other priority- proginms of the
Office.Of.ilducation, such as those serving the handicapped
and bilingual - bicultural populations, will be treated
equally in requesting appropriations.

13. One of your arguments for renewal is that it will lead to
comprehensive program design at the local level. Can
this objective be achieved if only three or four programme
are involved?

If the funds are sufficient at each site to make a difference
and if those legislative authorizations involved are broad
enough to permit consideration of a wide range of solutions
to local. needs, I believe the sites will be Prepareecto under-
take the cmprehensive desien process described in my reply
to question nine. The renewal funds nay constitute only 10
to 1.5 percent of total support of the renewal bite, but they
may he quite large in co:-.12ariion to the funds those sites have
available now to undertake mesa activities and restructure and
.redirest old ones.
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Our experience with targeted 'resources programs supports
the conclusion that comprehensive progran deeign will be
Carried out.

14. What is' the relationship beteen your education reneval
proposal and the Administration's special education revenue
sharingepropoeal?

I expect educational renewal to complement special revenue
sharing. The latter proposal would provide funds to States
for the support of education in five broad areas, with a minimuel
of administrative burden. Meanwhile, renewal will concentrate
on educational reform and inerovement. This should lead, at
the State and local levels, ultimately to more effective
utilization of the revenue sharing funds.

15. chat is-thil-relationehip between the education renewal proposal
'and the National Institute of Education?

Educational renewal should conplenent the.yationnl Institute
of Education in a partnership to promote educational improve-
ment.- NIE will assume al] of the research and developnent
reaponnibilitics new vented in Cr.:. :1ils W.11 not englgo
in those functions, it sl..oule Ite proeraee, perttcu-
larly the cliscretionary once, in a manner that will promote
the consideration and effective alolltion of thrJ proalci4 of
research and developelent produced by NIE and other sources 3n
schools, particularly those schools most in need of it.orove-
ment, those serving low-income populatione. The renewal
concept accoeplishee that shift in administrative practice,
and places OE in'a position to help snore productively in the
educational reform effort.'

16. How can products and methods developed under NIE auspices he
utilized in renewal programs if renewal sites are to be
principally designated by the States and proarams initiated
by local school districts?

The State nomination" process, and local school district
initiation of renewal activities should have a positive
effect on the adoetion of products developed under tun
auspices. An important tenet of renewal is that decisions°
leading to offectise.and lasting change in education should
involve those to be affected by the changes as well as thcies
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with formal responsibility for education. This includes
administrators, teachers, parents, and pupils among others.

Under terms of the local renewal plans, the sites will
consider the adoption of a variety of alternative products
of research and development. The responsibility of the
Office of Education, in cooperation with DIE, is to furnish
the sites with good information about those products that
might satisfy their needs. This will be done through an
active technical assistance' effort. The final decision_on-
the adoption of particular products isi_of-courg6,--iilat of
the district. The products will helve to stand on their own
merits,- _as they should.

17. As you know, one of the main reasons for President Nixon's
NIE proposal is the failure of earlier efforts to disseminate
effectively the results of educational research and develowent.
Why have previous efforts at dissemination failed? Given
answers to this question, how does the renewal proposal correct
earlier mistakes? Has lack of concentration been the only
cause of earlier failures?

The truth is that large scale systematic efforts to accelerate
use of tested new products and meterials simply have not
existed. The Regional Educational Laboraterine and R&D Centexn
have not been funded for dissemination. These oi!ganiaatione
have cnly been al- to support. lbaited, small scale dissemination
efforts. ERIC as r. rained as the only systematic dissemination
effort, hut' is designed to transmit only printed information
about new eevel. 'parents, and the support of dissemination other
than ERIC in the Office of Education, particularly through the
National Center for Educational Cosunication, has been marginel

'until very recently.

Other barriers to sUccetsful dissemination include peroist054''
of the better mouzetrap.idea--that once good prodacts are
developed, they will automatically be received with enthuSisn
and adopted. The complexity of the pros' :s by which ConngrArs
adopt innovation has been little appr6ciated, and person-to.,.
person assistance in. working - through these processes haS not
been available. Finally, -a paucity of fully developed and
tested, easy to adopt new products has hampered dissemination
efforts.
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Still, activities supuorted over the last three years have
'provided ra:doels for State agency and local linkage programs
as well as experience in ways to accelerate use of tested
R&D-based products and exemplary practices: Illustrations
'of these devc.:lop:nents are inclu3ed in my responses' to
questions I and 7.

The renc.m1 plan marked the beginiiing cif a greatly cy:panderl
and stre. ngi-huneel p.-..o:4ra..1 to rove profluctsfreA d-ovelo:.%.1e.nt
to use. It will operate in conjunction. with 5:711.1.ch

concentrate on developing' practical new approaches and
designing specific inplemTntatien stratersies hest Luitea
'for each.- it;CEC: will assist. by -increasing its efro:C..5: *to

identify, clocuTent, and clisseviinate.'in.tTorrt-ition about testud
new prcriuctz, practices, matPrials.. MEC win also
support development of lin%ages that will cello :? local
educators to benefit from the results of tested programs
deve3,oned el.sewhere. This will be acco:-...plishad through

establi.straer:t of comprehensive inf.on,tation units in all r.
State- agencles as part of the State Educational Renewal
Centers and thr.ough the pertonal linkages of local aduca-
tiorial extension agents with their colleagues.

In elation, -the pool or tested educational iMpl-Oveiacrit::

will he ,use.:11 3:11- the plar.ning process at the local e.,.r.ncr.tlenal

renewal sitos.

In this way, the renewal °plan provides for the first tine
the structure and initial nu'pport for an effective national
effort to St.to and local consumers ad-3pt beiter.
practices. '..71.t their concentration of ,funds, 'the renewal.
sites can bc-_:gin. intensive-improve:no:It processes, while under
the,Staterlocal extension systen approach, local educators
acres ss the country can obtain extensive information about
an 'array of tested ,altel.natives and technical assistance
in. trying oat the ones that best fit their needs.

Concentration of dollars, as in rc...newal sites, is an important
part of the overall Strategy to fzicilitate use. of improvements./
Equally F:tn..:17::to.nt is the development of an ins ti tutionalixled

set of linTz.ages, through State agencies and local extension
agents, who will be devoting full time to I:latching local needs.;-.-
against available tested alternatives provided regularly "'from
03 and VIE'. 0
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18. III vicw of the fact that the majOi purpose of Ow National
-Indtitute of Education is, in the words' of President Nixon
in his March 3, 1970 Message to Congress on Education Re
form, to serve as a "fodus for educational research and
experimentation' in the United States," why should not. the
pen wel centers, "extension agents and other components of
the reneual proposal be a part of the NIE disscmination
and utilization program?

.The, renewal concept is no 'research and experimentation.
That is properly the province of the National Institute of.
Eduqation.

; . ,
.

Renewal will concentrate on the inproV&Ient of cducatien in
particular sites anti oh the aaMinistration of OE progrAns,,as
mentioned in my answer. to question 15. in a manner to meet
that objective. In doing this it should provide the 'opportunity
for the consideration and adoptionOf products devplopoeunder
the auspices.of Mit asvell as other innovations proved usefvel
in other neheol districts.

_._

The Federal administrationof renet 1, characterized by an
active partnership with State education agencies, eallingfor
close and continuing relationship wit.. local school districts,
and requiring the cematment of funds t=o support tee cher
training, the adouisitiOn ofmaterials. end silAilar ependituree
oyer-a period of five years, seems closer:to,the ehili,tien acp
experien000fthe Office of Education than of any other agency.
mi, fooling is, as I indicated in, the response to the first
question, that the Office of Education tihould maintain.a vital
and effective leadership role:in edUcation, one that capitalizes
an itn resourceT r::.11l experience. < .

...
.

In my judgment the renewal effort promiseg the fulfilling of
that role and :in a_ way that complenents'NIE.

_ _ . .

. .

19: As the President said in the same massage, in justifying the
need for the NIE, "Local schools need an objective national,
body to evaluate new departures in teaching and a means of
disseminatleg.information about projects' that show promise."
What role Hiave. the educaeitinel research and development
community, the NIE planning unit add the NCERD staff played
in the deyelopnont of your renewer proposals?

Within the Office of. Education, staff from NCERD and the NIE .,
planning unit participated with staff from °tiler units under
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the Deputy Co-raissioner for Renewal in the early formulation
of the renewal concept. Since that time detailed planning
has been- carried out primarily by those charged with 'the
adrAnistration'of renewal, the National Center for the
Improvencnt of Educational Systems (NCIES), and the National
Center for Educational Comnunication (;CC)..

The research cmmunity, the NIE.planning Unit; and NUM
stn TE have continued to participate in this effort in sevcr1
Dpecific ways. For exaTTle, the Leadership Training. Institute
Tritrily concerned with the develoent of the renewal site
concept couato.aong-its me.:oership, several persons with
research and,devolelpent co:.Tetence. The.NIBplanning unit
has worked clonely with NCEC in, planning the educational
extension.arjent: system. NCEPD has a task force.wo,:king:with
both NCItS. an;ZNCCC.on the whole range of renewal adtivities.

20. What is the proposed role of higher education in the renewal,
idea? Now will. the renewal proposal facilitate innovation and
reform in pont-decondary edUeation?

The present renewal conceotis:directed to change at the pre-
school, elcnenteryami eccendnry levels. I 'reonrd'the pOpo:ej

:National Penodation of Higher Edir:ntion as the conntial:t to
rencwal at Cm!. lev3ln occonary education. _Should that:
prorto fail to becene law,' then conr,ider,,tion shoUld be
given to eNranding-the rencFwal concept beyond the secondary

'91eveln That proceas, though, would, be an involved one, and
the outcome 'might have little reblance to the present
plans. .

-Since training and retraining of educlationnl rersonnel wilt? ho
a major focus in many of the sites, howevor, reneo7a3 shou3d,
contribute.: to refora of thor.e functioas in colleges and
universitico. The relationship dew:loped between t400e
institutions and the schools should result in new patterns
of training yore clonely related to the needs of schools and
their pupiln, and in patt,prns that utilize rcoeurces from all
-parts of those institutions rather than just fron the schouln
of educ:ation. Tiiia relationnhip will also present thn colleges
and universities with an opportunity to have more innact on the
educntional pro-le- n of.schools, especially tilos:: sehools'serving

vopulations.
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21: Sou do universities with strong and imaginative educational
research and developMent and training prograns fit into the
renewal proposal? Arc higher education institutions free
only to respond to State/LEA/renewal center initiatives,
or will universities be able to'exercise initiatives?

Iexpect a large portion of renewal funding will be used
to support colleges and universities in assisting the sites
in needs assessment, constraint and solution analyses,
training and retraining, evaluation, and other functions for
which those institutions arc particularly suited. Thin
support will,'as it does in several of our present programs,
take the form of subcontracts from the local agencies to-,
which the renewal grants are made, although direct funding
of colleges and universities is.possible when they enter
into consortium arrangements with those districts.

The renewal effort will place the basic responsibility for .

performance under the grants on those ageficies.legelly
eligible for support, most closely responsible for the
education of the children in the ren6Wal sites. In this
case the -local school districts are those agencies. Colleges
and universities willliave every opportunity to exercise
initiative in dealing with those districts. I expect mny
strong.institutioas to take advantage of those opportunities.

The central operational document in renew.' in .the loen1 site
plan. It proviaest.he best fox.' the grant: applicatf...n and for
subsequent negotiations with the Office of Education. -A focus

of those negotiations will.be the effectiveness with which
colleges and universities contribute te the renewal cite
effort.

224' Some current research from Universities. and elsewhere, including
the Coleman report, su;gests that educational renewal may 'require
both the creation of new kinds of "schools' outside the current
system and sweeping reforms of existing, practices. If all re-
newal funds arc controlled by States/LEA's, is 'it likely that
challenging experiments will take place? Does the evidence from
the experiments under Title III ESEA demonstrate the effective-

_ ness of States/LEA's in stimulating educational innovation?

X agree that the'nation needs both Major reform of its present
schools, especially those serving low - income and.
experimentation with alternatives to present schools. The
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educational renewal concept is designed -td fbcus on the
former task without, at the option of the lOcal sites,
precluding the latter. It seems tolia that the-role of
thellational Institute of Edneatioa prororly_inclu.le,
support of c=perimentation with new; typlis of-"6cheols"
that may fall ccnplotely outside or presentTsystons. The
Pacieriwental Schools Progran, which vill be transferred
to NI8, night fora the nucleus of such an effort.

Mhile the rcl:cwal conec:Jt is not desi;laed tn be el:peri,A%-at;t1,
but rather to promote the adoptio7. cd: tested products of
erperimontation, there undoubtedly will be unique and
innovative aleptations of thwe produc4s to .: :et local neen.
I do not believe that the State and to al renponsihilitios
for renewal will in any way vitiate th-_se efforts. Oa tho
contrary, I believe those very reapon;tbilities will ccatri-
lbute to the effretiveness and persist ace o the chareges.

On your last point, I an encouraged by recent c:.perionce
under Title ESCA, both the reserved 15 'percent under
Section 305 and the State grant portion, by the graIng
caracities Of State and local agencies to devolop very
innovative projects. The rensvalconcept, however, eels
not depend rolely on the capacities oC the State's, or the
local distr5cts. It dep..:eds upon cfrect,iv.' cearation
among the St:J.1s, school district-,,loc;;1 ren-.uol. sites,
coll(gesl vlivorritieo and otLer:agcncies end pee:de

cwho can contribute to that procoss.-- :t""

23. Mat evidence is there that State apqlocal_education agencies
have sufficient research-related perSenl an ?: other resources
effectively to design, teat, carry out and evaluate renewal
'prograns?

.1 think there is little queution that4.2ny States' and local
distrietsdo not have enough personnel- s: in needs assess-
ment, evalw,tion and similar functIonf2:te carry-out the full
range of rePwal a cActiviti: Howaver,-yhilo the pattern in
uneven, there have been markoa incress Eft -the cepacitics of
most States'inthose 'circa!: an a r.,,suIt cf Titl.e V, 115::A snpaort.
Our. State ncnagement roviews, which by the-cad of zhis year
will have cevared -all States, eonfirwthis.
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The renewal concept does not anticipate or intend that all
the resources necessary to carry it out will be found in

State and local education agencies. One of renPwalis goals
is to-build State and local capacities, and. to help State
an4 local officials find assistance from outside sources
when_-their own capacities are not adequate. As I have
said before, renewal sites will depend heavily on colleges
and universities for this assistance.

Thank 'you again-for-yoUr perceptive questions. I confider the educationitl

renewal concept a sound one,-well based in experience with previous
programs.._ It has high potential for improving the effectiveness of the
Office of Education.

I shall be pleased to respond to any further questions you may have.

(Sgd.), S. P. Marland Jr.

S. P. Harland, Jr.
U.S. Coraiissioncr
of FAluuation

.re
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Office of EducationAdministration of Programs

In connection with the committee's oversight hearings, a number of
concerns expressed by witnesses and others who have been in com-
munication- with the committee about the administration of education
programs have been brought to the committee's attention. Several of
the amendments proposed by the administration in S. 3098 heightened
those concerns. The Office of Education seems to have taken upon
itself, in the judgment of some members, a leadership responsibility
which is in excess of that expressly granted by law. It has been sug-
gested that some of the States may have taken upon themselves
greater authority in the administration'of Federid education programs
than that which is granted to them by. the authorizing statute. Spe-
cifically, the Office of Education has assumed .a responsibility for.
setting national. priorities upon which Federal education programs
should be focused; and.the States, it appears, in some instances, have
assumed the authority for imposing additional requirements for eligi-
bility for participation in Federal educational programs. It is the
position of this committee that national priorities are to be set by
Congress and that the basic requirements for participation in Federal
programs are set by Federal law alone. The committee is further
cognizant of the fact that there are urgent needs for special emphasis
with regard to use of Federal fiinds. The committee has recommended.
to the-Congress a number of times that-national priorities be set to
meet critical needs in education. With the enactment of the National
Defense Education Act in 1958, a precedent was set for congressional
establishment of priorities in education. The Congress has continued
to set priorities through the enactment of more than 30 Major educa-
tion laws in the past 10 years.

At times in recognizing national priorities, the Congress has di-
rected the Office of Education to grant special masideration to ap-.
plications which propose to carry out certain types of projects, as in
the case of special consideration set forth in title III of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act. The mere fact that Congress
itself has designated priority areas of concern precludes those who
are,in.administrative responsibility from taking upon themselves the

/ setting of national priorities. This is a legislative,:not an administra-
__live, function. The Congress both authorizes appropriations and ap-

propriates funds according to the will of the people. It is the proper
role of the Congress, not the executive branch, to carry out the will
of the people.

One of the amendments submitted by the administration in connec-
tion with title III of the NDEA would have required the States to set
forth in their State plans any additional requirements imposed bythe
States for participation in title III of the NDEA. This committee was
surprised that such an amendment should be proposed. For the mere
fact that States might be impoging additional requirements for par-
ticipating in Federal programs is far beyond what was intended in
the enactment of title III of the NDEA. The States hive no authority
to impose additional requirements. It. is not intended, and ought. not
be tolerated. Therefore, theOffice of Education is directed to study
theadministration of title III Of the NDEA and all other State plan
programs in order to ascertain whether or. not the Statis are impoSing
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additional requirements for participation in Federal programs. If it
is found that States are imposing additional requirements. tiles. facts
Ain't,' I tt. brought to the at tent ion of the mutnittee in order that it
may advise the Commissioner as to whether those sections of the ap
propriate laws which perthit him to withhold for noncompliance with
State plans shall be put into action. if this is done then no fund pay-
ments shall be .made under the State plan until the administration of
the State plans is brought back into compliance with Federal law.

It has been brought to the attention of the committee that some
States may have imposed more strict maintenance of effort require-
ments upon local educational agencies than that which is authorized
by the appropriate law, specifically allegations.were made with regard
to the St ate of Oregon in they administration of title II of the ESE. .
If this be the ease, the Office of Education directed to take steps im-
mediately to bring those States into compliance with the law.

The committee wishes to emphasize again that the Congress sets
the sole criteria for participation in Federal prograMs. Basic eligibil-
ity for participation in Federal funds has, unless otherwise specified
by law, been reserved to the Congress and not, to administrative
agencies.

The committee has added laniotage to this bill which is designed to
assure the maintenance of a plittper relationship between the policy-
making role of Congress andl,the administ rat ive atithorit y of t tie
exeentive branch.

Section .9,08 provides (1) that the Commissioner shall not. effect or
agree to the consolidation of any programs which will rQsult in the
commingling at the; Federal, State, or local level of tunds derived
from different appropriations, (2) that he shall not transfer funds
from one appropriation for any use not authorized by that appropria-
tion, (3", that he shall not enter into any agreement with a State edu-
cational agency which would abridge, the provisions of law for- the
approval of programs. and (4) provides that. no grant or contract
derived from any appropriation to the Office of Education shall be
conditioned upon the receipt of any grant or contract from any other
appropriation.

The committee interprets the term "appropriation" to mean a spe-
cific line item in an appropriation act..

The committee has been concerned for some time that in the admin..
ist rat ion of education programs. the Office, of Ethical ion is exercising
discretionary authority not 'specifically authorized by law.. These
actions may not and probably are not in most instancegltrohiited
by theletter of the law, but the committee believe0hat when a major
reorganization of programs .or,approiches to the administration of
programs occurs; the administration should seek changed or new
authority-in law for such efforts.

Our concern is that the purposes of legislation. as carefully con-
sidered by the Congress may be modified or distorted byadministra-..
tion of the programs in a Way that may pose serious.problems.

The Office of Education has within the past year moved in the direr-
tion of Packaging programs or the administrative aspects of the pro -
grams. These packaging efforts can.* divided into three categories.

The first of these. involves local packagir: efforts. Two distinct
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problem areas are involved currently: 'the rural isolated school dis-
tricts and central city school districts. In the case of the rural isolated
districts, six representative predominantly Negro school districts in
three Southern States were selected for intensive study. The study was "
conducted by personnel from seven universities and reviewed by a
committee of State, local university, and Office of Education personnel
who developed recommendations for educational improvement.

Proposals for the districts to utilize title I and title III ESEA
funds to meet major areas of need were developed under a contract
with the Southeastern Educational Laboratory, The University of
Georgia is conducting under title XI NDEA funds two special sum-
mer institutes for personnel from these six districts and some 240 other
predominantly Negro districts which can benefit from this type of

-approach.
.

In the case of the central city districts, 23 central city projects have
been approved under title III of ESEA for support amounting to ap-
proximately ::112 mill ion:This resulted from cooperative efforts involv-
ing the cities, State departments of education, regional offices of the
U.S. Office ofEducat ion, and six regional educational laboratories and
the Research Council for the great cities school improvement program
representing the school 'administration in major cities. The coordi-
nated planned programs also include title. I of ESEA and State and
local funds.

The second type of arrangement, consolidation of State education
agency administrative funds, involves the development of a single
application to the Office of Education to merge and account for as a
single item, rather than by program service, the administrative funds
available to them. from State plan programs, including ESEA title I.
The plans- are designed to preserve the integrity of the individual
programs. . .

The third approach involves coordination of program, funds. I fere
the State develops a plan to accomplish specific program objectives.
Various Federal programs may then be coordinated to accomplish
these objectives. In no case are program sources to be masked, legisla-
tion or legal requirements breached, or program approval .require-
meats changed. As an example, the State of -North Dakota- has pro-
posed a highly coordinated plan to offset the training deficiencies
of teachers throughout the State. .

The committee does not, wish to take the posture that it is opposed
to packaging and coordination of Federal programs in local school
districts. There are. undoubtedly, many advantages to be obtained
from such efforts:It i5 our view, however, that . eh major changes
in approach to the administration of Federal elm /. tional support pro-
grams should receive the: full consideration of /the Congress and be
specifically. authorized. . _ _ .. .... _

.

The. language we are reporting is not designed to upset -practices of
packaging at the local level which we are informed have been fol-
lowed in many districts for a number of yearS on local initiatives. It is
not intended to stop efforts being undertaken by the Office of Educa-
tion, State, departments of education, and local school districts to take
a new look at their patterns of administration.-We recognize the need
for close coordination of existing Federal programs and theSe pro-
grams, in turn, with other public and private efforts if we are to avoid
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duplication and overlap of activities. This becomes-even more vital in
a period of high demand and the currently extreme budgetary
situation.

Section 208 is designed to assure that .there 'will be no diversion
of one appropriation to another through a commingling of funds not
authorized by law. We have been assured that the -act ivit res so far pro-
posed Nvould not result in such diversion. We are also concerned that
the local or-State options provided by law are not disturbed and that
no coercion or undue pressure be used in the packaging efforts.

The committee would emphasize that the consolidation, or packaging
arrangement should be voluntary and preserve all local discretion, as
provided in law.

On the basis of informal ion presented to date, the committee does
not !-ee any real problem wit h the local packaging arrangements em-
bodied in the.etforts to support rural isolated districts and central city
districts. It has more concern with the consolidation of State adminis-
trative funds and the possible effects this may have on authorized
programs, though it recognizes the possibility of some inherent advan-
tages and administrative efficiencies.

In the case of the coordination of program funds, the committee is
not clear as to the full implications which may be involved. Where it is
clearly a State originated effort and does not violate the legislative
iiresriptions for approval of programs we see' no particular difficulty
at this time, tc, the extent that States do not impose additional require-
ment limiting the total eligibility of local schools.

Because of the possible implications to established programs the
Office of Education should consider its current packaging efforts as
merely experimental. The Commissioner of Education should report
to the committee early in the next session the results of smelt act ivutes
and provide suggested language for legislation to authorize any de-
sired packaging or consolidation arrangements. The committee will
expect to conduct full-scale hearings on these approaches at that time.

Finally, it is recognized that in the developinr, of packages or co-
ordinated efforts, there must be conversations between local and State
educational agencies and the Office of Education. Such contacts, con-
versations or technical assistance are not prohibited by section 208(0
coercive efforts by the Office of Education and State edneat icaal agen-
cies to bring about such .arrangements are forbidden. The purpose of
this section, it must be reiterated, is to Maintain the voluntary nature
of such arrangements on local initiative, as opposed to State initiative.

Another amendment proposed by the administration would have
permitted funds authorized under subpart 2 of part. B of title V of
the Higher Education Act to be used by State educational agencies
rather than by local educatiOnal agencies.-That program in its original
enactment was designed to assist local educational agencies in recruit-
in teacherS. Teacher recruitment has traditionally been the function
of local educational agencies rather than the States. The only role the
States have traditionally played with respect to teachers has been one
concerning the minimum qualifications for teacher certification. Re-
cruitment and hiring practices have been left to local agencies. It is
the position of this committee that the relationships letween St ate.and
local .education agencies are a matter of State and local law rather
thmn one Of Federal concern unless a' constitntional principle is in-
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volved. If the States are to take greater control of teacher hiring
practices. this should be done by State law rather than by Federal

law. This committee is absolutely opposed to changing State-local
relationships by means. of Federia law. This is beyond the power of
Congress. and if those relationships are ehanged'as a side effect of
Federal law, an error has been made in the interpretation of the
Federal law, it is not the .intent of the Congress. At the present
time the questions of teacher hiring practices, recruit ing, and teacher
salaries are of a very sensitive nature, one which this committee-
chooses to leave in the hands of locatofficials. This committeein reject-
;ng the priposed amendment to title VB-2, it made a purposeful
decision to prohibit the use of Federal programs to change State-local
relationships.

A third amendment proposed bv the administration would have re-
pealed those parts of title III of the NDEA which authorize funds
for State administrative expenses and State supervisory services in
erit ical subject matter areas. The committee feels that the administra
t ion was asking for an after-the-fact ratification of an earlier con-.
solidat ion of titles III and X of the NDEA with title V of the ESEA.
This this committee refuses to recommend, and in section 702 of S. 3769
recommends a prohibition against such consolidation.

The committee has reviewed the administration of -education pro-
grams in a great deal of detail. The concerns of the committee have
not been spelled .Ant to the extent that the committee would like. This
is because the committee has been faced with a deficiency" of informa-
tion and is reluctant to give greater direction than known facts. would
merit: The committee servesnotice at this time that the Office of Edu-
cation must in the future be in a position to provide it with greater.
Ietail and support ing.evidence justifying both proposed amendments
and administrative policies. The committee recognizes the fact. that
the Office of Education is not. at the present time administratively
equipped to deal with Congress in a day-to-day. situation. However,
The Office of7Edneation has tripled in size for die last 4 years, and it
is time for the Office of Education to organize at the Commissioner's.
staff level an office of congressional relations which will have two func-
tion's: (.1) providing the Congress with the information necessary to
conduct its oversight. function and (2) exercising an internal review
function.

At the Present time the Office of Legislation within the Office of
Education has done an admirable job in carrying out its duties, con-
sidering the fact that it is sorely understaffed. .

The Commissioner is directed to reconsider the entire role of the
Office of Legislation within the Office of Education and make what-,
ever changes are necessary in order to assure that the Office of Legis-
la t ion can and will carry. out the functions which are inherently associ-
ated with an agency's relationship with Congress.
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The Use of Local Contexts

Personnel development in education can take a variety

of forms. Some are more effective than others.

Within the creatively interpreted limits of current

legislation, the Office of Education should seek to place

Federal support primarily in projects which place education

personnel development in local contexts where there is a

com rehensive coo erative attack on s stem .roblems.

(a) We suggest this as across-the-board policy

for all education personnel development programs ad-

ministered by the Office of_Education - instituthkk

fellowships other than NDEA Title IV, institutional

training programs, in-service projects, etc.

(b) "System problems" include curriculum change,

methodological change, organizational and structural

change, change in objectives, new approaches to the

needs.ofstudent groups, etc.

(c) "Local contexts" is intended to mean actual

endeavors, organized by plan, to accomplish or test,

or explore a program change. This may well be a state
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plan to provide more adequate educative opportunities

for four-year-olds, for example. Or it may be an en-

deavor.in education within a given ghetto. The key

ingredient is all-out, multi-faceted attack where doing

- instead of passive studying about - is prominent.'

(d) Perhaps the most important desideratum is

that students, parents, and community groups as well as

the various institutionalized agencies be involved in

these endeavors as bona fide partners. The objective

in having these people work together is to conduct edu-

cation personnel development as an integral part of

system reform and improvement.

These two pages were part of
the.1968-69 report of the National
-Advisory Council on Education Pro-
fessions Development. These pages
were part of a major section of
the report entitled "Recommenda-
tions Addressed to the Commissioner
of Education."

At the time this report was sub-
mitted (January 31, 1969), Harold
Howe II was Commissioner of Educa-
tion, and Professor Laurence D.
Haskew was'Chairman of the Council.
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SECTION A - SOME ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF POLICY

The word "policy" has been used a number of times in

this report. It is important to specify what is meant by

this term when applied to efforts related to the training

and development of educational personnel.

Policy, in our view, means a declaration which will

clearly communicate the ends and means intended in a

given effort, and the rationale by which the ends and

means were determined.

The outline below identifies four elements that

should be considered in fashioning policies related to,

education professions development. This outline is

designed to be a helpful guide to those responsible for

the development of

itive statement.

policy. It is not offered as a defin-

However, it is hoped that it will pro-

yoke discOssion of ways in which improvements may, be
-

made in the formulation of policy. Obvidusly, in an

area representing such great variety of activity,, all

elements will' not necessarily be applicable to all

situations.
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With these caveats, we suggest the following be

taken into account in the formulation of policy:

a. Formal written statements - identified as offi-

cial policy and readily available to those who will be

affected should'be prepared by each agency.

b. All significant policies of an agency which bear

I.

upon the .training of educational personnel'shoald be

brought together in one statement. This would include-

both policies which deal with general issues and those

which pertain to special issues related to the several

programs-of an agency.

c.. The fallowing matters, as a minimum, should be

treated in a policy statement:

(1) Objectives. No obligation rests more

heavily on those in the Federal agencies than that

of developing objectives which will gOvern a given

educational effort. Yet, all too often, objectives

are stated with such brevity and in such general

terms that they do not communicate what is intended.

Equally limiting is the practice of identifying, as

objectives, those goals stated in the authorizing

legislation,. without' showing how they relate to the
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particular set Of circumstancbsbeing dealt with in

a:program..

In the development of a__7statement of objectives,

it is essential that the character-of the need, or

problem, which brought a program into being be iden-

tified and fully described:Equaily important, the

nature and extent of the accomplishments that are

being, sought should be described in-as concrete terms

as possible.

(2) Strategies. Having established the objec-

. ,...._

tives-of the.pragram, this a task of work-

ing out the means by which the objectives are to be

realized. A policy statement should reveal what

these strategies are and provide the rationale which

led to their adoption. Such-a rationale should make

it evident why the agency feels that the means

employed to realize objectives are the most efficient

and effective that can be devised.
O

X3) Priorities. Two types of priorities need

treatment in a policy statement. First, where author-

izing statutes give an agency latitude, in the deter-

mination of how funds ire to be allocated, decisions
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must be made-by the agency as to whi h broad problem

areas are to be attacked._ Second, having established

programs to deal with these problem areas, an agency

must communicateTto schbol systems and colleges what

kinds of-proposals will be given priority considera-

tion.. _In either case,-a-policy statement should spell
_

out the range of options which were considered and

reveal the criteria and_rationale used in selecting

those which have been accorded priority.

(44) Evaluation; Evaluation is a subject that

should be ,given a prominent place in a policy state-

ment. Included here should be the purposes evalua-

tion is designed'to serve; the criteria by which the

program and the projects are to be judged; the types

of evaluation to be employed; the time tri the life of

the program (or the projects) at which evaluation is

to be undertaken; and like matters. Again, the pol-

icy statement should provide the rationale supporting

these major decisions. Admittedly, establishing

evaluation policies before a program is operational

is extremely difficult.

tion at the outset will

But confronting this ques-

introduce a useful discipline
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into the development of objectives, strategies, and

priorities.

(5) Diversity. Clearly, the manner in which

educational personnel are trained will have a pro-
,

found effect cm the_ philosophy, the curriculum --

indeed, the whole nature of the education received

by students whom these personnel serve. Thus, the

Federal Government, in actions it takes' to improve

the qualifications of educational personnel, cannot

be indifferent to the philosophical or ideological

bases of the various approaches to personnel train-

ing it elects to support. It would be more than

unfortunate if any Federal agency having responsi-

bilities in this,area became so preoccupied with

efficiency or effectiveness that it supported only

one approach - or only certain kinds of approaches -

to the exclusion of others which represent varying

philosophies or valUes.

In the administration of FederaLprograms, great

care must be taken to insure that all reasonable ways

of dealing with a given problem - as proposed by

school systems, universities, or other responsible
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bodies - are entertained and given support. A policy

statement should include both a elear eadorsement of

this principle of diversity and provisions that will

leave no doubt that the principle will be honored in

, practice, --

d.. The usefulness of a policy statement depends not

only on what subjects are included, but also how these are

defined, elaborated, and discussed. Outlined below are

some of the more important attributes of such elaboration:.

(l). Clear delineation of the problems to which

a given effort is designed to respond. Programs of

the Federal Government in the field of education

often appear to be solutions devised before a prob-

lem is adequately defined. Problem definition and

assessment of need are the fundamental building

blocks of sounel policy. It is particularly, import-,,

ant that this analysis of problems reveal an under-

standing of the factors which brought the problems

into being.

(2) A fully developed rationale. The credi-

bility of the major positions set forth in a policy

statement depends on the manner in which they are
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justified. AssumptOons, data, research evidence,

logic, hypotheses, and, above all, "the best judg-.

ments of sensible men," should be clearly laid out

to support the validity, the relevance, and the

feasibility of-wh-atisbeing--a-ttenpted.

It is:imperative that this task be approached

with complete candor.. Those responsible for devel-

oping a rationale siould indicate where areas of

uncertainty lie and what degree of confidence can

be placed in evidence that is invoked. -Unwarranted

certitude will lead only to expectations which can-

not be realized. Those in the agencies who have the

courage to deal frankly with these matters should

receive every support from the Congress and the

educational community.

Providing a rationale for each important com-

ponent of a policy statemmt will also aid in the

resolution of one of the thorniest problems facing

an agency: in discretionary programs how much flex-
O

ibility or autonomy should be accorded those who

direct Federally-funded projects in the states, in

schools or colleges; and in other local settings?
r,
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The public interest is best served when an

agency avoids the extremes of detailed and arbitrary

prescriptions on the one hand; and, on the other, a

stance which conveys the impression that anx inter-

pretation of a statute or program is permitted. In

dealing with this. problem, an agency has two obliga-

rt

tions. First, to insure that its policies reflect

the letter_and intent of governing statutes, and

where circumstances require interpretation, to make

clear both the agency's interpretation of the stat-

ute and the reasoning behind its construal. Second,

for matters not dealt with explicitly in the stat-

utes, to take positions on those issues which it

deems important, and to provide an adequately sup-

ported -- and publicly-stated -- rationale for these

positions. All other actions can appropriately be

left to the initiatives of those carrying out the

projects.

(3) Evidence of system-thinking. Efforts to

//
improve the training/and development of educational

personnel cannot be considered in isolation from

curriculum, organizational arrangements, and the

2
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other realities of the educational process. Hence,

policies concerning personnel should demonstrate how

these other factors have been taken into account and

show how a given effort will relate to, and reinforce

them..

This kind of comprehensive approach is applic-

able to the concept of personnel development itself.

One of the main-purposes of the Education Profes-

sions Development Act is "to improve the quality of

teaching." This general purpose, conveyed in other

statutes as well, requires that consideration be

given to two kinds of action. First: attracting to

the education professions those whose attitudes,

intelligence, knowledge and skills offer the great-

est potential for carrying out their tasks in an

effective fashion. Second, taking whatever steps

are necessary to insure that the potential of those

individuals who are recruited to educational

endeavors is brought to full realization.

It is generally recognized that training, both

before the individual receives his first assignment

and throughout his career. is essential in developing
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his potential. However, attention to a host of other

factors is also necessary if general improvement in

the quality of teaching, counseling, and administra-

tion is to be achieved: more relevant criteria in

licensing educational personnel; a reward system that

motivates people to the highest achievement of which

they are capable; arrangements for the most effective

utilization of the various kinds of talent available

in a faculty; an approach to tenure'which safeguards

the interests of both student and faculty member;

special efforts to provide assistance and counsel to

educational personnel in the critical first several

years of their career; environmental conditions that

will increase the prospect that the efforts of edu-

cational personnel will be met with success; and like

matters. A policy statement should indicate hoia an

agency plans to deal with these factors..

(4) S ecification of categories of ersonnel to

be affected. The specific categories educational

personnel, as well as the number of individualz, who

are to be affected by a program, should be clearly

identified. Such ,a statement should be accompanied
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by an indication of the manner in which the special

needs of .a particular category of personnel will be

met by the proposed course of-action.

(5) Clear statement of the nature, quality and

quantity of the yield expected from the effort - --

and over what time span. A very useful discipline

for those engaged in policy development is to pro-

vide a "picture" of the accomplishments that may be

expected at a particular point in time. These esti-

mates of outcomes or results, made at the outset,

are-needed-to guide those concerned with the imple-

mentation of policy and those concerned with the

evaluation of policies, programs, and projects.

(6) Alternative courses of action considered

and why rejected. It is not satisfactory for an

agency to declare a given course of action as the

most appropriate one unless alternatives which were

considered, and the reasons for their rejection, are

also revealed in a policy statement.

(7) Conditions for the success of an effort.

Often a policy can be effective only if certain

conditions -- some outside the purview of the
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policy-maker -- are present. 'A policy statement

which makes note of these conditions will increase

the likelihood that they will be taken into account

in the planning of specific, local projects.

(8) Anticipating possible adverse consequences

of a policy. Advocates typically see only the advan-

tages of aA.:ourse of action they are advancing.

Unless the possibility of adverse consequences (or

side effects) is also explored, and unless steps are

taken to provide for their amelioration, costly

mistakes may result.

(9) Other Federal, state or local_policies and

prograths taken into account. A policy statement

should review what related efforts are.underway or

contemplated, and indiCateJlow the intended course

of action will complement these activities and, at

the same time, avoid -duplication.

(10) Active efforts at coordination. An effec-

tive, approach to the training of eduCational person-

nel requires bringing-to bear a variety of resources,

not all of which may be found in a single agency of

government. y Though a policy statement will, of

.A-12
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necessity, be concerned primarily with carrying out

the specific mission assigned to a unit of govern-

merit, it should'also reflect an awareness of the

larger-context within which that mission is to be

carried out. With that larger context defined, it

is important that a policy statement indicate what

steps will be taken to-coordinate related government

activities, and how this coordination will result in

a more effective attack on the problems that have

been identified.

(11).Planned variatior. concerning

the training of educational personnel is not.suffi-

ciently thre:-,ad to predict with certainty which of

any several ways to proceed on a problem will pro-

duce'the most effective.results. If policies of

effective means'make provision for supporting, cow-

currently, different approaches to a problem, it will

be possible to examine the effects of these varia-

tions when4the policies are carried into action.

Thus, planned variations can provide information

essential to future policy determinations.
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(12) -Liji)teitcyicsiic. "Planned Varia-

tion" is appropriate for insuring that alternative
.

approaches are taken in dealing with specific.problemS.

of personnel training and development. Similar

.

provisions need to be made in connection with the

general policies-of-agebaes engaged in these activities.

It,is unrealistic to assume that these general

policies - even, if developed and executed under. opti-

mumconditions -'will necessarily produce the results

'intended. An agency mustbe prepared with. alternd-.

tive's when it becomes evident that existing, -policies .

are not working...

The n ed for evidence to support these alterna-
,

tives mils. be 'anticipated. This requires that, at

the'point when an initial set of-policies'is adopted,

alternatives be identified, and resources be devoted

to support pilot efforfs designed to determine their

advantage5 and limits.

(13) Exemplificatidh. It is entirely appropri-
-,

.0
ate that pollicies enunciating the broad goals in

education be stated in the most general terms. How
, .

ever, policies concerned with effective implementation

of these goals need considerably more specification.
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The, language employed 'to describe, educational

activity tendS to be vague and ambiguous.. In par-

ricular, educational innovations are often adVanced

.
in terms of slogans and catch phrases:which obscure

rather thanc-1arify:°

V

It is important that,in developing policies of

effective m6ans, terms be defined. Even more impart-
'

ant, educational concepts employed in policy state-

ments-should - in every instance possible be

accompanied by citations of particular settings where

the concepts have been applied in action and where

the character and quality of this application most

closely approximates what is being proposed on a

national scale.

(14) Critical mass. There is one obserVation

about Federal activities-in education that can b
0 G.-,

- I

made with considerable confidence: the resources

needed to produce effective results in any given

setting or project have1in general, been substan-

tially underestimated. Specifically, (1) the

amount of money allocated to a project often bears

little. relationship to the magnitude of a task being
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attempted by the school system or college involved;

(2) the time in which favorable results can be

expected is typically estimated to be in the order

of two or three years when it would be more realis-

tic to think in terms of five to seven years, or

more; (3) resources are devoted to only one aspect

of a problem despite the fact that the impact sought

after can be achieved only if improvements are

brought about, concurrently, in several aspects of

the educational process.

The development of realistic objectives and

strategies requires that considerably more atten-

tion be given to (a) achieving a "critical mass" in

local projects, and (b) establishing criteria which

can be employed to estimate, in any given instance,

what minimum resources will be needed to produce

results.

* * * * *

It should be clear, from the foregoing, that policy

statements --

(a) will be substantial documents, running to many

pages;
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(b) will require great skill and considerable time

to develop, if they are to be done well;

(c) are not substitutes for Guidelines (prepared by

agencies for those who wish to,submit proposals)

or for Regulations (which are designed primarily

to serve legal purposes). Guidelines should be

a summary of the major features of the policy

statement. The policy statement would then

serve as a context within which the Guidelines

could be interpreted;

(d) are not substitutes for a planning process or a

system of management control. The development

of a policy statement should precede the adop-

tion of an approach to these forms of adminis-

trative action.

To summarize: the essential attributes of a policy

statement, as we have defined it, are --

(a) that a course of action be defined and justified

to the point where what is intended is eminently

clear to all who need to know;

(b) that the issues related to the course of action

be examined with such thoroughness that an
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intelligent judgment can be made about the

soundness of policies that are being proposed,

or policies that have been adopted.
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SECTTON C - ESTABLISHING POLICY PANELS

The Council has placed considerable emphasis on pol-

icy panels as an important means of bringing about improve-

ments in policy formulation. More detailed information

on this idea is provided here.

Functions. A policy panel would have these functions:

a) To develop a statement, in the manner outlined

in Section A, which would be recommended to an agency

for adoption as official policy. In preparing these

recommended policies, a panel would involve agency

personnel in their deliberations and draw heavily on

their knowledge and recommendations. However, the

final product would represent the independent views

of the panel. At the same time the agency would, of

course, be free to adopt, adapt or otherwise respond

to a policy statement prepared by the panel.

b) To recommend policies governing courses of

action which were revealed to be necessary on the

basis of an examination of needs, but which were not

authorized by existing legislation, or not dealt with

because limited funding or the existing mission of
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the agency precluded their consideration. Such

policy recommendations would be prepared for con-

sideration by the higher levels of the Executive

Branch or by the Congress, as appropriate.

c) To establish the means by which those who

wished to do so could present to the panel critiques

of existing or recommended policies, or could offer

new ideas for strengthening policies.

d) To review annually the adequacy of policies

in force. This review would take into account new

needs, new knowledge, and the degree to which exist-

ing policies were producing the results intended.

e) To identify, on the basis of its initial

experience in developing policies, and on the basis

of its subsequent reviews, the kind of information

(for example, specific kinds of manpower data)

needed to improve policies. Few appreciate how

limited are the data needed in educational policy-

making.

Composition. Panels would be composed of five to

seven members, appointed by that person in an agency
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having the broadest responsibility for the training and

development of educational personnel.

Those selected for the panel would be persons outside

the Federal Government who could offer special expertness

in the development of policy related to a particular prob-

lem or category of educational personnel. A mostimport-

ant consideration would be that the group selected repre-

sent various kinds of expertness and the widest diversity

in philosophy and approach to problems. (Such a mix

would include those concerned with theoretical matters

and those with experience in operational realities; scho-

lars in the academic disciplines and scholars concerned

with the educational process; high-level decision makers

and outstanding practitioners; those engaged in training

educational personnel and those involved in employing the

personnel who have been trained; persons who advocate

varied approaches to the same set of problems; persons

who are especially knowledgeable about quantitative and

qualitative manpower needs; those with experience in the

proposal-review process; and individuals representing

fundamentally different philosophical positions.)
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Assignment. Panels would be established at each of

several administrative levels: (1) for each significant

program of an agency; (2) for each unit administering a

group of related programs; and (3) for each unit of gov-

ernment responsible for the overall administration of

educational personnel training activities. (Employing

the terms commonly used in the Executive Branch, these

panels would be assigned at the branch, division, bureau,

and Department levels.) Certain problem areas (for exam-

ple, improving the qualifications of educational person-

nel engaged in vocational education, career education,

and manpower training) are dealt with by several Federal

agencies. In such cases, it would be advantageous to

establish a panel whose concerns were not confined to a

single Department.

Operation. Panels would be established whenever new

legislation, or significant amendments to existing stat-

utes, were passed; whenever major changes in policy under

existing legislation were contemplated in the Executive

Branch; and for programs which are now in existence, but

for which no panels were established when the programs

were inaugurated.
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The complexity of policy development requires that

members be in a position to work full time on this task

over at least an eight to ten-week period. Panels

assigned to undertake annual reviews of policy could be

appointed for a somewhat shorter period of time.

Draft statements developed by these panels, together

with comments by the agency, would become public documents.

Expression of minority views of panel members would be

encouraged and cited.

It should be evident from the details set forth in

this section that panels would differ -- in intention and

in operation -- from the practice of some agencies which

invite individual consultants or advisory groups to pro-

vide oral reactions to program ideas currently under

consideration.

Advantages. The statements prepared by policy panels

would be employed in three ways:

a) they would provide the agencies with a set

of recommended policies which would be of substan,-

tial assistance in the development of official

policies;
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b) they would enable the National Advisory

Council on Education Professions Development to

provide a more systematic and comprehensive review

of the operations of the several Federal agencies

responsible for the training and development of

educational personnel. With this information the

Council would submit to the President and Congress

periodic reports appraising the adequacy of policies;

indicating where more coordination among the agen-

cies was required; comparing official policies with

those recommended by the panels; determining what

overarching policies were required with reference to

the training of educational personnel; recommending

whatever changes in legislation or executive action

were revealed to be needed as a result of these

reviews; examining the extent to which the members

appointed to these panels represented the greatest

possible diversity in philosophy and approach;

c) they would encourage more widespread dis-

cussion of questions related to the training of edu-

cational personnel. We would hope that the docu-

ment prepared by a panel would be something of the
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nature of an unofficial White Paper; that the panel

would examine issues, interpret evidence, provide

explanations for its positions, and suggest alter-

natives - all with such thoroughness that the pro-

duct of its efforts would enable citizens generally

to debate, in the most enlightened fashion, the

central issues concerning the training of educational

personnel.

There is no reason why government at any level,

and particularly at the Federal level, need be remote

from the people. We need suitable mechanisms to make

decision-making processes in education accessible to

all concerned citizens. And above all, the public

in a democratic society needs to be informed about

the issues.

The cost of establishing a panel is estimated to be

approximately $35,000 to $40,000. Such a substantial

outlay demands justification.

There are a number of Federal programs concerned

with the training of educational personnel. Many have

annual appropriations in excess of five million dollars.
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Most are authorized over a five-year period. Set against

the expenditure of $25 million for a single program, the

cost of establishing a policy panel can represent a wise

investment, if such a device contributes significantly to

the more effective use of program funds.

Whether a poliCy panel will make such a contribution

has yet to be demonstrated. It is for this reason that

we have recommended that the panel idea be tried on a

pilot basis before consideration is given to more wide-

spread adoption.

Over the past decade the Federal Government has sup-

ported a variety of efforts designed to explore ways to

bring about improvements in American education.

It is no less important that efforts also be made

to explore ways to bring about improvements in those

aspects of the political process which so deeply affect

the future of the nation's educational system. We offer

the policy panel proposal as one means to bring about

such improvements.
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APPENDIX G



Attachment to Council letter to Commissioner Marland, dated
January 29, 1972

Questions Concerning Renewal Plan

1. It would appear that the renewal plan places almost
exclusive emphasis on in-service training. What proportion
of the effort would be devoted to pre-service training, and
what will be the bases for determining how much of the
resources are directed at each of these needs.

2. Are the individual efforts to be school-based or
university-based? Who is to be the fiscal agent? If the plan
calls for the local efforts to be school-based, what is the
rationale behind this? (An alternative, for example, would be
to support university-based programs, with community involve-
ment, and to have educational renewal carried out in the
schools.)

3. If the concentration of low-income parents is to be
one of the major criteria for selecting sites, why is the primary
emphasis to be on urban areas? (Urban depressed areas appear to
have high incomes than rural depressed areas.)

4. It would appear that plans call for a very rapid
application of the renewal idea to a large number of sites.
What information will the Office of Education need to launch an
endeavor of this magnitude and to do so with confidence that the
renewal plan will be met with success? Are there any pilot
efforts now underway which are designed to test the major features
of the renewal plan? What kinds of information will these efforts
yield? When is it expected this information will be available?
Will this information come in time to make the decision about
a full-scale national effort?

5. Who will be responsible for on-going evaluation? What
kinds of information is needed to enable the Office of Education
to cut off the funding of a local effort (or require a redirection
of a local effort)? What information will be needed to make the
same kinds of decisions with respect to the full - scale national
effort? When would such information be available? What specific
provisions have been made for accountability?
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6. What are the current plans for the National Institute
of Education generally, and specifically with reference to
education professions development? How will NIE relate to the
renewal effort? What is a conservative estimate of the time
that will elapse before NIE efforts related to the training of
personnel can be made available to the local renewal sites?

7. Who will establish the guidelines for "parity"? What
are the major elements of these guidelines as they relate to
parity?

8. It would appear' that a substantial amount of the funds
for renewal will be devoted to the process of launching the
effort, working out relationships between the parties (Federal,
state, and local -- and, within the local, school, university,
and community). What proportion of the resources will be left
for the job of training the educational personnel?

9. How will the respective House and Senate versions of
current higher education legislation affect the renewal proposal?

10. In "Windows to the Bureaucracy", considerable emphasis
is placed on "conditions for success" of an educational endeavor.
What kinds of materials (e.g., protocol materials) are needed
for renewal? Are these now available? If not, when will they be
available? What is the minimum amount of funds needed by a
5000 pupil site to assure its success? How was this figure
arrived at?

11. Considerable emphasis has been placed in needs assessment.
Is the state of the, art in this sufficiently advanced to have
confidence in it? Who will evaluate the quality of the needs
assessment as it is carried out?



ANSWERS TO EPDA ADVISORY COUNCIL QUESTIONS

1. The present renewal site plans do place emphasis on in-service training.

The thesis is that meaningful change in the schools will have to involve

changes in the attitudes and competencies of their staffs. It is possible,

however, that some of the sites will choose to devote substantial resources

to pre-certification training such as that provided by the Career Opportunities

Program. The local school districts, with the advice of the renewal site

councils, will determine the proportion of effort devoted to pre-service

training. There is, of course, a large variety of things the renewal site

may engage in in addition to training.

2. A basic tenet of educational renewal is the improvement of the res-

ponsiveness of schools to the needs of their pupils. Therefore, as in COP

and urban/Rural School Development, the renewal grants will be made to

those agencies legally eligible that are most responsible for meeting those

needs, in this case the local school districts. We fully expect colleges

and universities to be involved early in the local renewal site councils,

and thus to share in decision making for those sites. It is also likely that

many local school districts will choose to Subcontract with one or more

higher education institutions for parts of the training necessary.

3. The low income criterion is not an absolute one in terms of dollar or

other income. The intent is to direct resources to those places in which

the most critical educational problems exist as a result of concentrations

of low-income populations. Our estimate is that the distribution of
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projects round in COP and U/RSD, in which the same criterion was used and

in which the recommendations of the States were generally followed in

selecting sites, will apply. While our current rhetoric includes a two-

thirds urban/one-third rural estimate, I suspect that the rural component

could vary between one-half and one-quarter of the projects, depending

upon the nominations of the States.

4. Present plans are to support 50 to 70 pilot sites in the initial year.

We hope to have one in each State, and in some States more than one

depending on the availability of funds. While the renewal concept, as a

single strategy, is new, the various elements are not. Teacher Corps, TTT,

COP, U/RSD and Experimental Schools all have given us experience with, for

example, the notion of cooperative community, school, university develop-

ment and implementation of projects; with the need for the total school

approach; with the need for multi-year commitments of support; with non-

threatening technical assistance. In addition, the initial six TREND sites

and the Louisville site concentration effort have given us experience in

the more comprehensive approach to the needs of children in schools. Some

of this experience is reflected in formal evaluations--the RMC evaluation

of Teacher Corps; evaluations of the Louisville effort. But most of the

experience has been gained through the continuing involvement of our staff

in the development and implementation of those programs and projects.
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5. Our present plans call for the systematic gathering of process infor-

mation by the Office of Education in a manner similar to that used by the

Career Opportunities Program. That information, and the reports of

monitoring teams, will provide a basis for continued funding and/or re-

direction decisions. Those decisions, of course, will be based on the

local district plans.

Plans for a national renewal impact evaluation are also being drawn. We

expect, by June, to let two contracts, one for evaluation system design,

and another for instrumentation design. The impact evaluation will, to

the extent possible, be based on pupil performance changes.

Accountability provisions are being built into the guidelines. Essentially

they will require local districts to develop clear objectives in performance

terms which are realistically measurable.

6. After extensive study by both its staff and outside consultants, the

NIE Planning Unit has chosen to plan the Institute's research, development,

and organizational activity around three major educational problem areas.

They are: (1) resource development--broadening and strengthening the

knowledge base and research manpower, (2) directed programs--mounting

contractual research programs that identify research and develop significant

and major alternatives to present practice, and (3) improvement of practices- -

identifying, validating and' demonstrating existing programs that are found

to bP meritorious to the improvement of education as an art, science and

profession.
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Further studies have indicated that the reallocation of resources, quality

of education, and education for the poor and disenfranchised represent

three major programmatic areas of concern that embrace most all of our

educational problems. This NIE planning must be regarded as tentative

at this point pending passage of legislation and the appointment of a

Director.

The renewal strategy will, of course, offer opportunities for the field

testing and implementation of products of research and development as they

promise solutions to the educational problems of local renewal sites. NIE

should contribute substantially to that flow of products. Organizational

arrangements and more specific plans for linking the two efforts depend, of

course, upon the shape of the legislation finally enacted, and the timing

of that legislation.

7. The guidelines for "parity" will be established by OE with the help of

representatives of universities, professional organizations, local'.school

districts, communities and others. The statement used in our present planning

on the renewal site council is the following: An LEA must develop or show

evidence of potential for developing an effective educational renewal site

council. This council shall provide overall project direction, including

needs assessment, planning, and project implementation and evaluation, within

the framework of existing State and local school board regulations. The

council will be representative of the school community, including, for

example, the staff of participating schools and other appropriate elements

of the school district. Legal authority and responsibility for the operation

of the project funded rests with the local school board.
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8. The first year of the renewal effort will be primarily devoted to planning

and development including training renewal site project staff. However, some

few sites are expected to be fully operational within the first school year

(1972-73). The great majority of sites will become operational, in the

sense that the training and other renewal activities called for under the

local renewal plan will start, in the second year--school year 1973-74. It

should be pointed out that the major portion of funds granted during fiscal

year 1973 will be for the support of operations including training, during

the subsequent year, not for launching the effort.

9. The House version of the Higher Education Act incorporates Administration

proposals for extension of Title V, the Education Professions Development

Act, and is entirely consistent with present renewal planning. The Senate

version includes specific earmarking of EPDA funds and a limitation on funds

under a new dissemination authorization that replaces Title IV, Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (Cooperative Research). This, of course, would

restrict our ability to respond to the needs of the renewal sites.

10. There is no special kind of material that is considered indispensable

to the renewal site effort. It is true, however, that "protocol and training

materials" as described by B. Othanel Smith. in Teachers for the Real World,

seem to be essential to any furtherance of the notions of "performance-based"

instruction or certification. We are therefore moving as fast as is feasible

to support the preparation of these materials. It will be at least two more

years before enough will have been prepared to make a difference. Other

materials are available from current research and development efforts (e.g.,

Regiorial Education Laboratories) and are being identified by NCEC.
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The amount of funds needed at a site depends upon the needs identified,

the priorities set, and the comprehensive plan. However, the amount won't

be provided just by NCIES and just out of EPDA funds. The EPDA funds,

through the renewal process, are expected to catalyze other available

funds (from Federal, State and other sources) all of which would be

responsive to the comprehensive renewal site plan.

11. Several States and local school districts, as well as some colleges

and universities, have developed successful needs assessment instruments.

In addition, our experience with TREND has given us reasonable confidence

in the process of needs assessment. The quality of the needs assessment

will be evaluated both locally at each site and nationally as a part of

those evaluations mentioned under number 5.


